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ABSTRACT 
A combined theoretical and experimental investigation is made 
into the causes of premature gear failures which had occurred in the 
complex and lighly loaded gear trains of an industrial textile 
machine. A comprehensive review of previous relevant work identifies 
the problem as one of torsional vibratory impact excited by gear 
transmission errors. 
An extension of the dynamic stiffness method is developed for 
the analysis of forced vibration response due to relative displacement, 
harmonic excitation imparted by transmission error components. The 
technique is then applied to a generalised mathematical model of the 
complete machine in which typical production distributions of gear 
error magnitude and relative phasing are inserted. Gear-tooth 
dynamic loads are computed at every mesh for a number of different 
machine configurations over the operating speed range. The influence 
of selected inertia., flexibility and damping elements is demonstrated. 
A novel technique employing magnetic drums is devised and 
evaluated for the direct measurement of-relative motions in a meshed 
pair of oscillating gears. Automatic compensation is provided for 
transmission error and mounting eccentricity. A further direct 
technique is reported for the detection of tooth impacts and is based 
on the change in electrical resistance between meshing teeth as the 
contact pressure varies. 
Measurements in a multi-gearbox experimental rig demonstrated 
that the gears described non-linear motions, involving excursions 
through the backlash and heavy impacts on both drive and reverse faces. 
Theoretical predictibns of dynamic loading distribution within 
machines show reasonable compatibility with patterns of gear 
failure recorded in service, even though the analysis does not allow 
for system non-linearities. 
Machine design considerations are examined in retrospect from 
a dynamics standpoint. Past and present designs are appraised and 
possible alternatives to these are briefly discussed. 
Finally, the salient factors identified in the investigation 
I 
are summarised and recommendations made for future work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Gear tooth loading is an important design parameter since its 
knowledge enables the designer to assess the reliability, in terms 
of wear performance, of a proposed gearing configuration. 
It is generally well known that, in practi6e, manufacturing 
imperfections and tooth flexibility produce dynamic loads which are 
greater than the mean transmitted loads. Despite a'considerable 
amount of research over the last 25 years, it remains difficult to 
estimate, with accuracy, the actual loads occurring in complex 
gearing systems. 
The semi-empirical methods of Buckingham (1) and Tuplin (2) 
were introduced around 1950 and although neither has been conclusively 
validated by experimental measurements, they still enjoy a wide 
acceptance by designers. The main reason for this is that more 
recent analyses, although technically superior, are of such complexity 
that they do not easily lend themselves to design calculations. 
In recent years, the availability of electronic instrumentation 
has stimulated experimental studies of gearing behaviour and these 
have, in general, provided more useful information. There is 
remarkable agreement between independent researchers that maximum 
dynamic loads do not exceed three times the applied load. Ihis 
suggests that a safety factor of 3 or above would provide adequate 
protection in respect of dynamic behaviour. 
On this basis, the gearing in textile drawtwister machines is 
considerably over-designed since gears of approximately 1 in. face 
width are employed to transmit torques of the order of 5 lbf. in. 
A more detailed review of the literature is 'given in Section 4. 
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In practice, however, premature gear failures have occurred in such 
machines on a scale sufficient to warrant further research. 
The work described in this thesis aims at providing an 
understanding of the behaviour of certain gear trains in this 
particular machine. It is hoped that the investigation will serve 
as a case study thus enabling designers to adopt a similar approach 
to other dynamics problems within the same class of machinery. 
The work differs from virtually all other research work on gearing 
in that the whole of a gear drive system involving very many gear 
meshes is examined as a total entity. 
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DILILIMTISTER FtJ%*MCr. 1 &%I) DESIM 
2.1 The Ilanufacture of Continuous Svnthetlc Yarns 
Continuous fJlamnt yarns such as nylon and "terylene' are 
produced from solid polymer by hot extrusion through a plate containing 
fine orificest known as a spinneret. Several filaments are then 
co=bined together into a single thread. In this form the yarn has 
very little resistance to extension owing to the rando= orientation 
of its molecular chains. 
in order to develop satisfactory load/extension propertiest it 
is necessary to stretch, or draw, the yarn plastically to about 
3 to 5 timas its original length thereby preferentially orientating the 
molecular structure. It is also necessary to Insert a degree of tw1st 
so that tho constitucnt filamont3 becozo satisfactorily unitod as a 
single thread. Those two operations are porformod by the appropriately 
named drawtwister mAchine after which the yarn is ready for finishing 
prcmesses. 
Furthor details on tho manufacture of van-mado fibres may be 
obtainod from tho literaturo (3). 
2.2 Drawing and Twisting Processes 
Drawing Is tho more Important of the two processes and the 
requirements for drawing, icposed by the properties of the various types 
of polymer fibre, largely determine the basic design of t1io drawtwistor. 
Two of tho co=onest groups of fibres are polyamides, such as nylon, 
&nd polyesters# for examplOv Iterylono' and 'dacron'. 
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Figure 2.1 shows a typical thread path arrangement employed for 
drawtvisting polyamide yarns. Drawing takes place between the drawroll 
and feedroll according to the relative surface speeds of these elements; 
the surface speed ratio of the former to the latter being defined as 
the draw ratio. Twisting occurs because the yarn is collected on the 
spindle package by winding it around its own axis of approach and 
hence the &count of twist is determined by the spindle speed and the 
tako up speed (or 'drawspeed'). 
Ibo physical properties of polyester yarns are such that a 
more elaborate arrangement, shows in Figure 2.2, is required for 
drawing. In particular# it is necessary to provide yarn heating 
In order to achieve a stable draw point This Is accomplished by 
ocans of a hot plate and a heated upper drawroll. A degree of 'cold' 
drawing tuay be arranged to take placo between tho feedroll and 
upper drawroll but this Is nomally a s=all contribution to the 
overall draw ratio. 
Co==orcial drAWtwistors are essentially mchinos which operate 
sizultancously on a larCo n=bor of throadlinus In tho sa=o imannor as 
described above. A typical design would incorporate 120 yarn positions 
In a double sidod conflCurationg that is, 60 an each side of tho machino. 
It will bo soon later,, however, that a modular construction allows for 
considerable flexibility in respect of size. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show 
polyamido and polyoster drawtwistors, rospectively, In normal 
production service. Further details on co=orcial drawtvister 
designs tay bo obtained from a review article by 11olneman (4). 
lbo draw point Is tho physical location whero tho fibro dia-moter 
is suddcnly roduced by plastic flow. 
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2.3 Platt Light to Ucdiu= Drawtwisters (IIDT. Range) 
7he Platt M)T. range of drawtwisters process yarns in the range 
15 - 300 denier Drawing torques. which are of considerable interest 
In this research, are low throughout the range being only about 
5 lbf. in. for the heavier yarns. 
2.3.1 General &aZout 
The general layout of all IMT. =odels is as shown in 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 except that the polyester type also incorporates 
an upper set of drawboxes. In essenc;, each machine has a Cearing 
hoadstock with cain output 3hafts driving feedroll, drawbox and 
spindle syste=s. One version of the headstock drive arrangement is 
shown in Figure 2.7. A hydraulic and electrical systems cabinet was 
provided at the "tall" end of earlier machinos (as illustrated in 
Figure 2.5) but core recent practice tins incorporated these systems 
In an onlarCed hoodstock cabinot. 
Spindles are driven In banks of four by continuous flat 
tapes and Individual, foot oporateds spindle brakes are provided. 
of particular Importance In this research Is the drawroll drive 
SYStOm which comprises a number of drawboxas coupled 'end-on-end' 
dovm tho longth of tho =Achino. 
2.3.2 Drawbox Asse=bly 
Each drawbox houses 12 drawroll cartridges and tho 
drawrolls are driven In pairs, from a central lay3haf tj. by the holical 
gearing arrangement shown In FICuro 2.8 which utillses four left hand 
and two right hand layshaft gears. Tho construction of a drawbox is 
shown In Figure 2.9 and a view of the cooploto assembly is given in 
Figuro 2.10. 
tho denier value Is defined as tho t3ass in gra, =cs of 
9000 yard length of yarn. 
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Motion Is transferred from the main shaft to one 
drawshaft. through a crossed helical gear mesh and then to a second 
drawshaft through aI: I parallel helical mesh. A phosphor bronze 
intermediate gear meshed with two steel gears provides a satisfactory 
bearing combination for the high sliding characteristics of the crossed 
axis nesh. The "two-over-one" configuration also ensures that 
drawrolls on both sides of the machine rotate in the same sense when 
viewed by an operative. 
Lubrication Is by means of natural circulation and 
oil Culdes are arranL-ed to direct a continuous flow into the mash. 
2.3.3 Drairroll Cartridge 
7he drAwroll cartridge, or p(>ds Illustrated in 
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 Is designed As an Interchangeable unit and is 
readily replaceable In the drawboxes. Two ball bearings support the 
drawshaft and the 5.0 In. diameter drawroll Is of case hardened steel 
with hard chrome plate surface. 
2.3.4 Polyamido Itachinom In the IMT. RAnr. e 
1 
2.3.4.1 D3L* A 
Ibis W33 the first of the IIDT. range to enter 
0 
productIon services being first Installed early In 1962. It had a single 
40 II. P. 8 1450 r. p. =. & A. C. =otor for the standard 120 spindle version 
Civing a maxim= rated drawspeed of 4000 ft/min, corresponding to 
3050 r. p. a. of the 5 Inch diameter ýrawroljs. A 144 position machine 
was optional. 7ho drawbox drive employed 29 tooth layshaft Sears and 
20 tooth pod Vars, all being rigidly munted on their shafts. 
Current practice Is to use rubber. bushes In tho Coar drawshaft 
connection to provide torsional flexibility*; details Of these are 
Unless specifically stated to the contrary,, all reference to 
drawshaft Vars assumes that these are of the solid (i. e. keyed) 
varloty. 
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given later (Section 3.3.9). 
It was propos 
I 
ed to introduce a polyamide 
1 
machine, with better performance than, Type A. to be known as 
I 
Type E. This model was never manufactured on. a commercial scale 
and, after further design and development, it becamej Type B. 
2.3.4.2 Type B 
rhe Type B machine is generally similar to the Type A 
but employs a 60 H. P., 1450 r. p. m. main motor to prjovide improved 
performance and yarn handling capability. For example: it is 
available in sizes up to 156 spindles; it can produce much heavier 
yarn packages; it has a higher maximum spindle speed and has a 
greater range of drawratios although its maximum drawspeed is the- 
same as that of Type A. By means vf an improved headstock 
arrangement, employing two 30 H. P. D. C. motors with servo control, 
it is also available. in a version with programmable spindle speeds. 
Rubber bushed draws4aft gears were fitted as standard at the outset 
and the layshaft gear size reduced to 25 teeth. 
2.3.5 Polyester Machines in the MDT. Range 
2.3.5.1 Type C 
I The Type C machine was the first polyester model of 
the range. Apart from the. upper drawbox system and yarn heating 
apparatu S, the machine has similar design features to the 
I 
Type A 
... and,, indeed,, many components are interchangeable between the two. 
Operating speeds and yarn handling capabilities are also similar. 
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2.3.5.2 Type D 
Type D: was designed along the lines of 
Type C but with a capability for producing much larger yarn 
packages and, in general, a greater flexibility of operation. It 
was the first MDT drawtwister featuring a single cabinet for 
headstock gearing, hydraulics and electrical systems. 
2.3.5.3 Type E 
I 
ýThe Type D machine was not manufactured on as 1ýrge 
a scale as thej Type. C before it was further improved to become 
Type E the polyester counterpart of the IType Bf. 
2.3.6 Drawbox Gearing Data 
Drawbox-goar data for the various MDT drawtwisters 
may be obtained from Table 2.1. 
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3. DRAIV13OX GEAR PROBLEM 1961 - 1970 
3.1 Historical Outline 
Premature replacement of gears-in drawboxes has been intermittently 
experienced over several years in drawboxes using the "two over one" 
helical gear arrangement (described in 2.3.2), the earliest replacement 
occurring in boxes using a steel/bronze/bronze material combination. 
The failure mode was diagnosed as severe pitting of the bronze gear 
teeth characterised by a cyclic damage. pattern observed around the 
gear periphery. Wear from both crossed helical and parallel 
helical contacts was in evidence and for either type the wear was 
progressively transferred from the normal contact face to the 
non-contact, *or trailing face, through 18.0 degrees of rotation. 
Relative locations of teeth with severest pitting damage are depicted 
in Figure 3.1. This characteristic wear pattern has always been 
identified whenever gear failures have occurred on any significant 
scale. 
The prototype MDT (polyamide) machine was delivered to a nylon 
manufacturer in March, 1961. It had a steel/bronze/bronze drawbox 
gear arrangement and after a few months a problem involving gear 
pitting became apparent. The machine was withdrawn and, after being 
completely rebuilt with a steel/bronze/steel configuration; it was 
Draw-winder machines are similar to drawtwisters excdpt that the 
y. arn is fed normal to the axis of the collection package and 
hence there is no inserted twist. 
""1 
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installed at another company as the first I Type A machine. 
Satisfactory performance of this*machine led-to a further batch of 
nine machines and ultimately to seventy fivej being supplied to this 
company. 
In the early sixties, process limitations were such that actual 
drawspeeds were normally only about half the specified maximum of 
4POO ft/min. (3050 r. p. m. of drawshaft). Generally the machines gave 
satisfactory performance at these speeds. However, gear failures were 
reported at a number of installations from time to time. These were 
thought to be associated with insufficient accuracy in manufacture and 
assembly and, indeed, some alleviation was obtained when offending 
drawboxes were rebuilt to tighter tolerances. 
As operating speeds were progressively increased production I 
methods ind standards were regularly reviewed and improved in an 
attempt to combat a growing number. of bronze gear failures. In the 
period 1966-1967, machines were being run regularly at drawspeeds 
up to 3000 ft/min. resulting in failures on a considerable scale. 
Typical examples-of gear damage aro illustrated in Figures 3.2-3.5. 
At this-time, gears were manufactured and assembled to the highest 
levels*of-precision and, since the cost of further improvement was 
prohibitiveslhe design of a satisfactory drive modification became 
a questioii of-some urgency. 
-It had become clear that failures were the result of dynamic 
effects and alarge programme of research and development was initiated 
to examine methods of reducing gear tooth dynamic loads. The influence 
0. f-various system parameters-,, such as shaft stiffness and drawroll 
inertiat were investigated together with more radical modifications 
involving non-metallic and composite gears. 
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Arising from this work came a design of particular merit, 
which employed considerable torsional resilience between cartridge 
gear and drawshaft. (Further details of this design are given in 
Section 3.3.9). After small scale tests had proved satisfactory 
a full size machine, incorporating modified gears, was put on trial at 
a polyester installation early in 1969. Some initial problems with 
the flexible element were quickly overcome and this design 
modification is now considered to be a satisfactory solution to 
the problem. 
Machines fitted with flexibly mounted gears have now been 
operating under production conditions for almost five. years, often 
at yarn delivery speeds in excess of the rated maximum of 
4000 ft/min. No gear failures have been reported during this time 
and, therefore, the drawbox problem is considered solved, if not 
completely understood. It is the purpose of the research described 
in this thesis to Provide a greater understanding of the original 
problem. 
A large volume of documentary evidence on the gear problem is 
contained in internal reports of Platt International Ltd. The remainder 
of Section 3 is devoted to the examination and'discussion of these 
repbrts. 
As a side benefýýg-drawbox acoustic noise levels were considerably 
reduced. by the bushed gears. A reduction of 14 dB(A) has been 
quoted for a single box operating at 4000 ft/min (R23) 
(Section 3.3.15). * 
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3.2 Investigati-ons in the Period 1962-1967 
7he reports from 1962 to 1967 give details of the gear failure 
problem. Dynamic loading considerations had not been seriously 
suggested as a factor in this period. 
3.2.1 MORRIS (1962 (Rl) 
This report gives details of damage to bronze 
gears in high speed draw-winder machines and is the 
first discriminating evidence of gear damage occurring 
within Platt machines. 7be "two-over-one" helical gear arrangement 
was used in this machine but the material combination was 
steel-bronze-bronze (as opposed to steel-bronze-steel in the 
AIDT range). It was found that tooth failure of the bronze gears 
was initiated by severe pitting and the characteristic wear pattern 
described in Section 3.1 was first observed. 
Examination of drawshaft assemblie--*, revealed evidence 
of considerable overheating and a number of instances of excessive 
play b6tween gear keyway and key and slack gear spacing sleevds; 
the latter allowing an axial gear play of . 043" in one severe case. 
Several examples of machine damage illustrate the severity 
of the problem. One machine had run for 5 months at a delivery speed 
of 1600 ft/min (the rated maximum was 4000 ft/min) and 3 months at 
2400 ft/min producing a large number of pitted gears. Another machine 
had run at 2400 ft/min for 2j months and, on inspection, 807o of the 
bronze gears were found to be excessively worn. 
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The report describes a number of checks and tests 
carried out as a result of performance in service. All drawbox 
components were found to be within reasonable commercial limits for 
the class of duty except, in a few cases, the gear keyway fit. Tests 
on individual gearboxes revealed no trouble after over 1000 hours 
running at speeds up to 4000 ft/min and the maximum box temperature 
recorded was only 33 0 C. Visual observation of the lubrication through 
transparent panels by means of a stroboscope confirmed oil presence 
at tooth faces at all times. Power tests showed that the heaviest 
yarns (250 denier) imposed a torque of only 3.5 lbf. in. on drawshaft 
gears at 2300 r. p. m. (3060 ft/min). 
The writer stated that, in February, 1960, 
Professor W. A. Tuplin, who has published widely on gear dynamics, 
had agreed with drawbox design with regard to lubrication, materials 
and gear fastening. This supported his own conclusion, from tests 
carried out# that, working under normal conditions, the gears should 
operate satisfactorily. 
3.2.2 PRIEST (1962 (R2) ) 
Further details of the draw-winder gear failures are 
given in this report together with examples of*machine behaviour at 
various speeds. Again the writer noted looseness of sleeves, evidence 
of overheating, and a pitting distribution on alternate tooth flanks 
around the gear periphery. He also observed that excessive gearbox 
acoustic noise had drawn attention to boxes where gear failures 
were imminent. 
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Oscillograph recordings showed severe oscillation of 
drawroll shafts over a number of positions in the machine (positions 
unspecified in report). A further oscillation was detected in the 
feedroll system but no relationship between the two could be 
established. 
3.2.3 NEEDHMI (1962 (R3) 
The pitting pattern described earlier (Section 3.1) 
was again noted in this laboratory report, the pitting being caused 
by material breakdown just below the surface. This caused cracks 
and eventually pits to a depth of . 008" in a specimen bronze gear. 
. 
Chemical analysis showed that the bronze conformed to specification 
and it was concluded that only marginal improvement in gear life could 
be obtained by changing the alloy composition. 
3.2.4 TUPLIN (1963 (R4) ) 
An assessment was made of the accuracy of Platt helical 
gears after examining production methods, machines and inspection 
procedures. Measurements were carried out on a gear selected at random 
from a production batch. The gear selected showed remarkably small 
pitch errors and was found to comply very nearly with the highest grades 
of precision specified in any British Standard. 
It was concluded that procedures in manufacture, inspection 
and working tolerances were satisfactory and that changes in production 
were unnecessary. 
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3.2.5 TUPLIN (1964 (R5) 
The writer commented on a pitted gear which had run for 
660 hours fromi new. He observed that the type and distribution of the 
pitting was greater than could be expected with the apparent loading 
conditions. 
3.2.6 ASHTON (1964 (RO 
Running tests on a singlejType A drawbox are reported. 
The box was run almost continuouslys for over 1200 hours, at various 
speeds Put mainly in the region of 4000 to 5000 r. p. m. (drawroll speed). 
No-evidence of even slight gear damage was found though a measured 
noise level of 96 dB (weighting not specified) at 5000 r. p. m. was 
considered high. 
Axial movements of'drawroll shaft and layshaft were 
measured during running and found to vary up to . 005" for the former 
and up to . 006" for the latter. Details of the measurement technique 
are not given. 
The eccentricity of layshaft gears as assembled was 
measured and found to vary between . 001" and . 0035" whilst that for 
drawroll gears varied from . 0005" to . 0085". 
Observation of-lubricant flow, using a perspex lid, 
suggested that the lubrication system was effective even at speeds in 
excess of the rated maximum. Morris (Section 3.2.1) had earlier reached 
the same conclusion from his own independent tests. 
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3.2.7 SCOIVCROFT (lDG7'(R7) 
This report describes an ipvestigation into a complaint 
I 
by a customer. that attempts to operate , Type 
A drawtwisters at delivery 
'-speedý in the'region of 1000 m/min. (3280 ft/min) had resulted in 
drawboxes overheating and large scale gear failures. 
Production methods and tolerances were checked and 
several cases of significant drawshaft gear eccentricity were found, 
the chief causes being: - 
the faces of gear spacer sleeves were not 
sufficiently parallel. 
(ii) badly fitting keys. 
and (iii) lack of finesse on the part of fitters. - 
It was decided to reduce drawroll gear eccentricity, 
as assembled, to not more than . 001" total indicated reading at the 
pitch circle diameter. A special jig-was made, similar to a ýarkson 
Zear tester but which could check the. gears against a matter in situ. 
The offending machines, with'drawroll gears reassembled 
to the eccentricity tolerance of . 001". proved satisfactory after 
250 hours of-trials at'various speeds up to 1000 m/min. The 
eccentricity tolerance and inspection procedure were adopted as 
standard. production, practice. 
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3.3 Investigations and Design Proposals, 1968-1969 
3.3.1 TUPLIN (1968 (R9) 
Me writer was uncertain about the actual cause of the 
gear problem but thought it might be due to solid debris in the 
lubricant combined with dimensional inaccuracies of the crossed 
helical mesh. He thought (wrongly) that the failure mode was 
scuffing and reasoned that, since loads imposed by yarns were very 
low, the actual tooth loads might include a substantial. contribution 
from dynamic effects. 
On the basis that dynamic load is proportional to the 
square root of the effective mass ot the lighter impacting bodies, 
the possibility of reducing the effective mass of drawroll gears was 
examined. It was. recommended that drawroll shaft flexibility be 
increased# by reducing its diameter, in order to decouple the gear from 
the high drawroll inertia. Two designs for drawroll cartridge 
assemblies incorporating j inch diameter shafts were presented. 
3.3.2 HALL (P. E. R. A. ) (1968 (RIO) 
P. E. R-. A. investigating gear damage in Type D drawboxes, 
note d the characteristic once per revolution gear wear pattern and 
suggested that this might be caused by unbalanced drawroll shaft 
assemblies. It was found that drawrolls were produced from drawn . 
bar'and that_only the ends were machineds leaving the shafts unmachined 
over the greater part of their length and thus producing considerable 
unbalance in some cases. 
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Simple tests were carried out on a single drawbox rig 
fitted with only ong pair of drawroll cartridges. The effect o. f 
unbalanced drawshaft on box input torque was measured by means of a 
torque transducer over a range of running speeds. A resonance 
condition was detected at about 3000 r. p. m. (drawshaft speed) at which 
input torque and acoustic noise increased sharply. The torque traces 
were observed to contain a once per revolution frequency component in 
all cases and vibration levels were significantly reduced when balanced 
shafts were substituted. It was noteO that the unbalanced shaft tested 
was a particularly bad one and probably not representative of production 
shafts. 
Believing (wrongly) that gear failures in service had only 
occurred at drawroll speeds of about 3000 r. p. m., it was concluded that 
the resonance detected during tests, excited by shaft imbalance, was 
probably the cause of the problem. 
3.3.3 TUPLIN (1968 (Rll) ) 
From an examination of bronze gears showing premature 
wear, the writer estimated that tooth dynamic loads were probably of the 
order of 100 times as great as the normal transmitted loads. He 
reiterated a previous contention (Section 3.3.1) that dynamic load 
could be reduced by minimising the inertia of components rigidly 
attached to the gears and proposed that standard drawshafts be reduced 
to a diameter of j inch over as great a*length as possible. 
ea 0 
3.3.4 LABORATORY REPORT (1968 (R12) )' 
Bronze gears returned froml Contract X were 
found to exhibit the same once per revolution pitting pattern 
identified previously (Sections 3.2.1,3.2.2: 3.2.31 3.3.2). - This 
pattern had been observed on all worn bronze gears examined by the 
laboratory since 1962. Microscopic observation of the teeth 
identified a series of subsurface cracks which tended towards the 
surface. -Various alloys had been tried without success and it was 
suggested that the problem was one of excessive loading rather than 
of material composition. 
3.3.5 SCOIVCROPT (1968 (R13) 
After noting the familiar wear pattern on each of a 
number of gears returned from service in Poland, the writer discusses 
the following possible causes: - 
(i-) 
.. 
dynamic unbalance of drawroll sliaft assembly due to one 
or more components. 
(ii) gear manufacturing errors, for example, pitch circle 
eccentric to bore. 
(iii) eccentricity-of gears on assembly. 
It was thought that (i) anid (iii) were the most probable causes of 
the-Pioblemo 
... .................. 3.3.6 
, 
WHITELEY (1968 (RIO 
'Drawbox lubrication is discussed in relation to gear 
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wear and the writer notes that worn gears have exhibited much pitting 
but relatively little scuffing. He reasoned that, since the pitting 
mechanism is thought to be associated with the presence of lubrication 
whereas scuffing results from its absence or breaCkdown, th3 lubrication 
system was probably adequate. 
Measurements of layshaft input torque were made, by 
means of a strain gauge, in a single box rig. Pulses at once per 
revolution of drawroll speed were detected together with a higher 
frequency which was thought to be tooth meshing frequency. 
A short gearbox with a single layshaft gear and a pair 
of drawroll cartridges was built to investigate the dynamic behaviour 
of the two-over-one gear configuration. The layshaft and steel gear 
. drawshaft were fitted with strain gauges and slip rings and provision 
was made for fitting brake bands to the. drawrolls to simulate yarn 
tension. The effects of the following factors were to be investigated: - 
1. yarn tension 
2. gear backlash 
3. gear eccentricity 
4. non-metallic gears 
5. imbalance of drawshaft assembly. 
3.3.7 LEE (1968 (R15) ) 
Dynamic loads were computed for the drawbox crossed 
helical mesh by the Buckingham method 
* for a layshaft speed of 
2400 r. p. m. and an assumed maximum adjacent tooth pitch error of . 0005". 
Buckingham's theory for dynamic load is discussed in Section 4.1. 
For a 250 denier drawn yarn, the crossed1helical transmitted force 
was estimated at 3.3 lbf. and the dynamic increment force computed 
to be 130 lbf., giving a total dynamic loading of 133.3 lbf. 
compared to a. limiting load for wear of 45 lbf. 
On the basis of these figures, it was con'cluded that 
nothing could be done with the existing gear arrangement to give a 
satisfactory fatigue life. Further calculations suggested that some 
improvement might be effected by redesigning the gears to a 14j degree 
pressure angle and reducing adjacent pitch errors. 
This value for, dynamic load appears to be in error. 
Accepting, for the present, the values for speed and maximum 
adjacent pitch error,, the*figure for*dynamic load is high 
because the writer has not made the allowance, provided in 
Buckingham's theory, for the effect of high speed. Consideration 
of this yields an effective pitch error of bOOl" which would 
produce a dynamic load of only 8 lbf. Returning now to the 
writer's . data, "however, 'thd-layshaft speed of 2400 r. p. m. is 
considered unrealistically high since premature gear failures 
have occurred at about half of this speed, i. e. around 1200 r. p. m. 
(layshaft). Turthermorel measurements by Tuplin (R4) gave 
maximum adjacent pitch errors of only . 0002". Inserting these two values into Buckingham's equations gives a dynamic load of 
35-lbf. which is within-the limiting load for wear, calculated 
to be 45 lbf. 
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3.3.8 WHITELEY (1968 (R16) ) 
This is a progress report on experimental work carried 
out with the iwo-position gearbox rig described in (R14) (Section 3.3.6). 
Measurements of dynamic torque in the instrumented 
drawshaft revealed a lightly damped torsional resonance at a 
frequency of 830 Hz, corresponding to tooth meshing frequency for the 
running speed of 2500 r. p. m. This frequency was in good agreement with 
the computed fundamental torsional frequency of the. shaft assembly 
taking into account that the shaft had been modified to provide 
satisfactory strain gauge sensitivity (details of the modification 
not specified). Calculations for a standard shaft suggested that the 
resonance would normally occur at about 1000 Hz or a drawroll speed 
of around 3000 r. p. m. 
Apart from the tooth frequency vibration of amplitude 
8 lbf. in., the drawshaft record at 2500 r. p. m. also shows a 
superimposed torque'fluctuation of 
ý 12 lbf. in. at once per revolution. 
By increasing the backlash from . 020" to . 050" 
* 
the low frequency torque 
characteristic was changed to once per two drawroll revolutions at the 
same speed of 2500 r. p. m. The tooth frequency vibration remained 
unchanged by this modification. 
Gears of. the following thermoplastic materials were tested 
. in a full drawbox: - 
1. high density polyurethane, 
2. delrin, 
3. nylatron G. S. 
4. monocast nylon 
5. nylon 6 
The radius at which bicklash was measured was not specified; the 
production told'rance of . 005" - . 030" refers to measurements at a 
radius of 2j", i. e. the drawroll diameter. 
Both thermoplastic and composite gears were found to be significantly 
quieter than standard gears and experimentation was to continue. 
3.3.9 SCOIVCROFT (1968 (R17) 
A brief review of the drawroll drive problem from 1961 is 
given followed by discussion on the possibility of using gears made, 
entirely or in part, from resilient materials. It is argued that 
thermoplastic gears and those with metal to non-metal interfaces in 
shear are unsatisfactory and an alternative design is proposed. 
This is shown in Figure 3.6. Two small rubber bushes 
are inserted into diametrically opposed positions of the gear to locate 
-steel drive pins protruding from a modified spacer bush which would be 
rigidly keyed to the drawshaft. The gear was thus permitted to rotate 
on the shaft, the only torsional restraint being provided by the 2 
rubber bushes. To facilitate easy movement of the gear, oilways were 
to be machined around the shaft periphery and axial restraint was 
provided by the end washer. 
In single box tests, rubber bushed gears were found to-be 
noticeably quieter than the standard keyed gears. On inspection, after 
about 1000 hours of high speed running, there was no evidence of tooth 
wear, shaft fretting or bush damage. Tests were to continue. 
I 
(For production reasons, the bushed gear assembly was 
eventually modified as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The spacer bush 
became a gear support bush and the pin/rubber bush arrangement was 
reversed). 
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3.3.10 SCOWCROFT (1968 (R18) ) 
Progress of the continuing experiments with bushed gears 
is reported. One gearbox had been run for over 2000 hours at drawroll 
delivery speeds up to 7000 ft/min. Another two boxes, coupled together, 
had logged over 1600 hours at up to 6000 ft/min. All gears and 
bushing arrangements were found to be in good condition on inspection. 
3.3.11 MAKEHAM (1969 (R19) 
The writer measured the surface texture of drawbox gears, 
finished by both shaving and grinding processes, using a piezo electric 
pickup. Both processes were found to produce finishes within 
precision classes Al and A2 of British Standard BS 436 (1940) (5) but 
ground gears had fewer large surface irregularities than shaved gears. 
Measurements on a 20 tooth steel gear which had run for about 
3000 hours indicated that the steel surface did not improve when meshing 
with the (softer) bronze gear. 
3.3.12 WAUGH (1969 (R20) ) 
This report describes further experiments with the two 
position drawbox rig mentioned earlier (Sections 3.3.6 and 3.3.8). 
A variety of gear and drawroll combinations were investigated at three 
running speeds by means of strain gauges fitted to the intermediate 
drawshaft. An average torque reduction of 247o was recorded when 
4" diameter drawrolls, of 507o mass reduction, were used with the standard 
gear arrangement. Comparisons between various non-metallic and composite 
gears were inconclusive owing to severe vibration from a poorly seated 
shaf t bearing. 
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A resonant frequency of 900 Ilz was detected in the 
modified instrumented drawshaft in an otherwise standard arrangement. 
The fundamental torsional mode frequency computed by an approximate 
method was 870 llz. 
A full box of composite gears with polydrethane inserts 
was run for 2500 hours at 4000 ft/min but inspection revealed two cases 
where the interface bond haxI failed. Moulded polyurethane gears failed 
quickly when subjected to start/stop tests. This was due in part to 
the presence of air holes in the castings. 
Further work was to be carried out with bonding agents 
for the composite gears and with machined polyurethane gears, which 
had performed satisfactorily in preliminary tests. 
3.3.13 MAKEIIAM (1969 (R21) 
Measurements of drawroll-rotary displacement are 
reported for MT. drawboxes fitted with both solid and rubber bushed 
gears. The effect of backlash and drawroll inertia were observed 
for various running speeds. 
f 
3.3.14 =011AM (1969 (R22) 
The receptance technique (6) was used to compute the first 
I 
two natural frequencies of a drawroll pair for a variety of shaft 
diameters and drawroll inertias. Distributed shaft inertia was 
considered but gear toot4 flexibility was ignored. The frequency 
spreads for the first and second torsional modes were 250 to 280 Ilz 
and 1000 to 1200 Hz respectively, depending on the. various combinations 
of drawshaft diameter and drawroll inertia. I 
S7 
3.3.15 MAKEHAM (1969 (R23) ) 
Acoustic noise measurements are reported for several 
MDT. drawbox configurations. These show solid gear assemblies to be 
considerably noisier than rubber bushed units. For example, the 
overall noise levels at one metre from a single box, running at 
4000 ft/min, were 98 dB(A) for the former and 84 dB(A) for the latter. 
3.4 The N. E. L. Investigation (R24) 
Between October, 196V, and November, 1970, the National 
Engineering Laboratory carried out a theoretical and experimental 
investigation into the cause of AIDT. drawtwister gear failures. They 
also collected some useful data on machine behaviour in production 
service. 
3.4.1 Theoretical Work 
3.4.1.1 Torsional Vibration Analysis 
First mode frequencies of 1110 liz and 1150 Ilz 
were calculated for standard bronze and steel drawshaft assemblies 
respectively, whilst a frequency of 1180 Hz 
* 
is quoted for a pair 
considered coupled by the parallel axis gear mesh (it is not specified 
whether tooth flexibility has been considered). Critical frequencies 
of 260 and 1480 Hz were calculated for rubber bushed gear drawshafts 
but it is not clear which modes they correspond to. 
This corresponds to the second torsional vibration mode; the 
fundamental frequency of between 250 and 280 Hz referred to in 
Section 3.3.14, was not identified. 
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By representing the machine headstock as a 
single inertia, layshaft system critical speeds for a variety of 
machine configurations have been computed (theoretical method and 
data are not specified in the report). Critical operating zones have 
thus been identified and tabulated for all production machines including 
hIDT. 6N and MDT. 6P. 
.................. .. 3.4.1.2 Gearing Dynamic Loads 
A dynamic load of 57 lbf. was calculated by 
Tuplin's method (version not specified) for a drawroll speed of 
4350 r. p. m. 
3.4.2 Experimental Programme 
Large scale measurements were carried out on a nine box 
experimental drawtwister of 
Type A configuration. Strain gauges were attached 
to 15 positions in the total layshaft system and also to 3 pairs of 
drawroll shafts but only 5 torque signals could be monitored 
simultaneously. Non-contacting inductive probes were employed to 
measure dynamic axial displacements of the three gears at a 
particular mesh. 
The following arrangements were investigated in the 
experimental machine, operating at layshaft speeds from 300 to 3500 r. p. m. 
in steps of 200 r. p. m. -. - 
Note: - In order to connect wiring to the strain gauges, layshafts 
were bored out to a diameter of about I in. and drawshafts to 
about. 1 in. diameter. These changes represent reductions in 
polar second moment of area of 3% for a layshaft diameter of 
1.5 in., but only . 17% and . 4% for drawshaft sectional diameters of 1.225 in. and . 98 in. (see Figure 2.12). 
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(1) standard arrangement including solid gears. 
(2) (a) reduced diameter shaf ts (2 boxes only) 
(b) reduced diameter shafts and solid'box couplings 
(2 boxes only). 
(3) rubber bushed gears. 
(4) machine loaded with nylon yarn as in production service for 
(1) and (3) abbve. 
In an attempt to calibrate drawshaft strain gauge 
readings to provide gear dynamic loads, a drawroll cartridge assembly 
was set UP. A vibration exciter was employed to insert torsional 
vibrations at the stationary gear whilst shaft strains were recorded 
by means of a strain gauge. The dynamic magnification factors 
determined in this way were (mistal: enly) used to calculate gear tooth 
loads from the strain records obtained during machine running tests. 
Gear loads were determined for different operating speeds on the 
basis of this "calibration". 
3.4.3 Experimental Results 
3.4.3.1 Solid Gear Drive System 
Specimen drawshaft strain records show clear 
I pulses at rotational 
frequency with superimposed higher frequencies. 
The magnitude of the dynamic strains was generally greater in the case 
of the bronze gear shaft, however, the report provides no scaling 
factors and thus does not allow shaft torques to be estimated. The 
report noted that the vibration amplitudes were particularly 
pronounced at layshaft speeds of 1100 and 2200 r. p. m. where frequency 
components of 1050 and 1100 Hz were observed for bronze and steel 
gear assemblies respectively. 
Significant axial vibrdtions of drawroll and 
layshaft gears were observed in the layshaft speed ranges of 
1200 to 1400 r. p. m., 1700 to 1800 r. p. m. and-2000 to 2400 r. p. m. 
, These normally occurred at drawshaft rotational frequency with 
superimposed higher frequencies but exanples at layshaft rotational 
frequency were found. 
Layshaft strain records were again observed to 
show fluctuations at drawroll frequency, particularly at 
1190 r. p. m. (layshaft). At this speed, phase changes of 180 degrees 
were detected across the couplings between boxes 1 and 2 and 7 and 8. 
Further pronounced phase changes occurred at 1800 r. p. m. and it was 
thought that the two speeds corresponded to the third and fourth 
torsional criticals of the layshaft system and these, together with 
the drawshaft resonancq, were believed to be the cause of the gear failure 
problem. 
A maximum bronze gear dynamic load-of about 
350 lbf. in. was estimated and this occurred at a delivery speed of 
3980 ft/min. The dynamic load at 3080 ft/min was estimated to be 
185 lbf. in. 
3.4.3.2 Modified Solid Drive System 
Reduced diameter drawshafts (diameter 
unspecified) and solid couplings were used in an attempt to detune 
the drawshaft and layshaft resonances within the machine operating 
range. The results did not justify the modification as a practicable 
remedy. 
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3.4.3.3 Rubber Bushed Gear Drive System 
Although a drawshaft resonance was identified 
in the region of 1400 to 1600 r. p. m. layshaft speed, depending on the 
actual rubber bushes used, the general levels of shaft dynamic torques 
were considerably reduced compared to the results for the solid gear 
system. A maximum bronze gear dynamic load of 80 lbf. in. was esimated 
based on measured shaft torque. Inspection of bronze gears, after 
testing, revealed marking, but no pitting, on front and reverse 
tooth faces from both crossed and parallel-axis contacts. 
3.4.3.4 ... ....................... Yarn Production Conditions 
The tests described above were carried out 
without yarn being processed, that is, under no applied load. 
To examine the effect of yarn loading on solid and bushed gear 
drives, a number of. machine positions were arranged to process 
nylon filaments. For both gear types, a'marginal shaft torque 
increase was detected when operating away from resonant speeds but 
at resonance the yarn produced a significant reduction in drawshaft 
vibration levels. 
3.4.4 Other Experimental Work 
3.4.4.1 Single Box Tests 
Further experiments were carried out in a 
single box rig fitted with strain gauges on the layshaft and 
drawshafts. Drawshaft resonances were again detected, for both solid 
and bushed gears, at the same respective speeds. as noted in the nine 
box machine. 
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3.4.4.2 Component Tests 
Rubber bush load/deflection relationships 
were obtained under both static and dynamic conditions. These showed 
pronounced hysteresis characteristics and bush stiffness was found to 
vary considerably even within the same rubber type. 
A number of measurements were also made of 
rotating component imbalance and gear mounting eccentricity. 
3.4.5 Machine Performance in Service 
A number of records of machines histories involving 
gear damage and replacement are predicted. On contract X damage 
occurred at drawspeeds in the range of 600-700 m/min. on contract y 
damage occurred at 700 m/min and also at nround 1000 m/min. 
3.4.6 Conclusions 
It is concluded that the critical speed of*the 
layshaft-drawshaft assembly were the. cause of the gearing problem 
and that although considerable improvement was afforded by the 
incorporation of bushed gears, there could be no absolute guarantee 
that this solution to the problem would be effective in all 
conceivable circumstances. 
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3.5 Delineation of a Framework for Research 
I 
Power measurements (Rl) have revealed thafthe heaviest denier 
yarns processed in the MT. range impose a drawshaft torque of only 
about 3.5 lbf. in. Taking note that the bronze helical gear drives 
two drawrolls, the normal loads transmitted by this gear probably 
never exceed 10 lbf. in., even when allowance is made for windage and 
bearing friction effects. For average denier yarns in the-range,, 
say 120 denier, the normal loads will probably be nearer 5 lbf. in. 
Since the-bronze gear. material has been verified to be satisfactory 
(R3)8(Rl2)8 it is clear that premature failures, of. the type shown in 
Figurp . 3.2shave been caused by dynamic loading effects. From pitting 
damage observed on specimen gears, Professor Tuplin (Rll) has 
estimated that dynamic loads are-probably of the order of 100 times 
as great as normal applied loads. 
,. 
A considerable. number of reports have noted the existence of a 
cyclic pitting pattern on bronze gears examined before. the complete 
failure of teeth (RI), (R2), (R3), (Rlo)v(Rl2), '(Rl3), (RlB). 
.. rho author has confirmed that this characteristic wear occurred in all 
machines f itted with solid drawshaf t gears, i. e. types A, C and D. 
- Iýigure 3.9 shows photographs of both flanks of every 
tooth on a pitted gear obtained-from the polyester installation. 
It clear. ly demonstrates the shifting of damage from contact to 
non-contact faces through 180 degrees of rotatiun, and pitting occurring 
at both helical (full face wear) and crossed helical (diagonal wear 
band) contacts can be observed. 
A wear pattern of this kind is consistent with torsional 
oscillation of the parallel axis gear pair at drawshaft rotational 
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frequency. 7hus the gears, in drive contact at one angular position, 
lose contact and traverse the tooth clearance and engage in reverse 
contact most heavily at 180 degrees from the. original heavy drive 
point. That layshaft and drawshaft torque fluctuations have been 
detected at drawroll rotational frequency is evidence. of this 
behaviour (Rl4), (Rl6), (R24). 
The only excitation which could induce and sustain the motions 
described above is the fundamental component of static transmission 
error at the parallel helical mesh. This may be caused by errors 
in gear manxifacture, such. as tooth pitch errors and eccentricity of 
assqmbly, althovigh other sources are possible. Some alleviation of. 
machine trouble has been effected by reduction of gear encentricity 
(R7. ) thus demonstrating the significance of this factor. In respect 
of manufacturing errors, it has been reported (R4), (Rl9) that the . 
accuracy of drawbox gears compares well with the highest. levels of 
precision specified by British Standards. 
Disturbing levels of shaft imbalance were suggested by P. E. R. A. 
(RlO) as being the source of gear damage. In so far as rotary Q, 
imbalance could produce shaft flexure and hence an eccentric gear 
effectosuch a mechani'sm is possible. 
The author's investigations have revealed, however, that since 1967 
high precision production techniques have been employed resulting 
in insignificant shaft imbalance. 
Static transmission error, sometimes called velocity ratio error, 
is defined as the departure from uniform rotary motion of the 
driven gear when the dr iving gear is-rotated slowly and with 
uniform motion. 
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The gear failure problem commenced well before this exerciso and 
remained even after the dynamic balancing of drawrolls and box 
couplings was introduced as standard practice early in 1968. 
A number of investigations (RlG), (R20), (R22), (R24) have 
identified resonances of drawshaft assemblies induced by tooth 
meshing effects. The suggestion that these are the cause of gear 
failure is inconsistent on two counts. Firstly, the shaft 
frequencies are incompatible with the gear damage pattern of once 
per revolution and, secondly, gear failures have occurred at 
operating speeds where drawshaft resonances cannot be strongly 
excited. Experiments to detune drawshaft system resonances by 
means of reduced diftmeter shafts (R24) have proved inconclusive. 
Only one attempt has been made to determine gear tooth dynamic 
loads by experiment (R24) (Section 3.4.2). The dynamic response of 
a stationary drawroll assembly was measured by strain gauges whilst 
torsional vibrations were applied to the gear by means of a 
vibration exciter. This "calibration" was employed to determine 
actual gear torques for shaft strain readings recorded during running 
tests. Such an approach is basically unsound because damping due, 
for example, to lubricant in the gear m. esh and air drag on the 
drawroll is a function of rotational speed and is-, therefore, not 
properly accounted for in a stationary calibration. Furthermore, the 
possibility of sub-system vibration allows the existence of drawshaft 
strains at instants when separation effects have reduced tooth loads 
to zero. Thus, it is likely that only careful direct measurements. at 
the meshing gears can provide accurate information on tooth loads. 
so 
A number of questions relating to practical aspects of the gear 
problem are'not resolved by the various investigations. For example, 
detaile d correlations between MT. drawtwister running histories and 
corresponding failures are sparse and only one report (R24) presents 
evidence of gear failure distributions within machines. Such questions 
are discussed in Section 10 in the light of further investigation. 
Me research described in this thesis is aimed primarily at 
achieving a fuller understanding of factors underlying the gear 
failure problem. 
The inability to reproduce comparable failure severity in single 
box tests (Rl), (R6) to that experienced in service, coupled with the 
detection of layshaft vibration modes by N. E. L. (R24) have suggested 
that the problem is associated with the dynamic characteristics of the 
total machine. This, in turn, suggests the possibility that all 
parallel helical gear pairs contribute periodic. disturbances to the 
total system and hence the dynamic loads at any particular gear mesh. 
A multiple excitation concept is therefore pursued in the theoretical 
analysis which computes total system response to relative displacement 
excitations provided by all gear pair transmission errors. 
To examine the validity of assumptions underlying the theoretical 
analysis, direct experimental techniques are developed. 7hese aim at 
providing information on drawshaft gear torsional motions of which 
6 
tooth impacts are clearly an important feature. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 
4.1 Theoretical Literature 
Perhaps -the earliest theoretical analysis of gear tooth dynamic 
loading of any present importance was carried out by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Special Committee, in 1931 (7)0 
and subsequently developed by Buckingham, 1949 (1), who was a 
member of that committee. The analysis is based on a study of 
extensive experimental data and examines the transient behaviour 
produced by tooth to tooth imperfections. It was realised that 
tooth stiffness and the effective inertias of the gearwheels would 
influence the dynamic load but the tooth errors were regarded as 
sudden discontinuities in the velocity ratio. Thus tl-o approach 
assumes the motion immediately prior to the tooth error to be 
uniform and that the resulting dynamic load is attenuated before the 
engagement of the next pair of tooth. Tuplin, 1950 (2), 1953 (8), 
1958 (9), and Reswick, 1954 (10), havo also developed methods of this 
kind, the latter ýonsidering separately the cases of light and heavy 
applied loads. 
. 
Strauch, 1953 (11), was probably the first to consider dynamic 
loading from a vibrational standpoint. He considered an isolated 
gear pair-to be a single degree of freedom system (i. e. two inertias 
connected by tooth stiffness) and analysed the forced response due 
to a periodic variation of transmission error. Unfortunately, the 
analysis fails to maintain continuity of velocity between single and 
double tooth contact and Harris (12) has subsequently presented 
corrected results. 
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In 1956, Utagawa and Nakada (13) analysed the motions of a 
pair of involute spur gears by treating the single and double 
contacts separately. They assumed constant ýalues for damping and 
tooth stiffness in each case and produced results similar in form to 
those of Strauch. Utagawa, 1958 (14), has separately published a 
similar analysis. 
Zeman, 1957 (15), considered gear pair transient response to 
four forms of sinusoidal error and compared his results to those of 
Buckingham, Tuplin and Reswick. He also obtained a steady state 
solution for a continuous sinusoidal error and examined the effect 
of damping. 
In 1958, Harris (12) published generalised equations of motion 
of an isolated gear pair without manufacturing errors. He first 
examined transmission error under low speed conditions and discussed 
in detail the effects of tooth profile modification first introduced 
by Walker (16) in 1938 and 1940. The simplified analysis identified 
three possible types of vibratory motion which could occur due to 
variation in tooth stiffness and deflection during the meshing cycle: 
type (1) forced linear vibrations due to periodic 
transmission error, 
type (2) a self-excited motion governed by Mathieu's 
equation which could become unstable in 
I certain 
frequency ranges, 
type (3) a non-linear vibration, with tooth separation, 
occurring at primary resonance and also at 
subharmonic orders of this. 
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The forced linear vibration case has also been studied by 
Johnson, 1958 (17), using receptance techniques (6). lie showed that 
tooth dynamic load peaks are to be expected whenever a component 
of the transmission error curve resonates with a natural frequency 
of the gearing system. Examination of the error curve suggested that 
the most important components are at tooth meshing frequency and 
submultiples of this. Ile notes, without analysis, that tooth 
separation and the resulting non-linearity would produce a change of 
resonant frequencies and the possibility of resonance at submultiples 
of the velocity ratio error components. 
Kohler, 1959 (18), has reviewed in detail many of the major 
contributions to gear dynaruic loading theory in the period 1929 to 
. 
1958. He derives a generalised equaiion of motion for a gear pair 
and progressively introduces simplifying assumptions to arrive at a 
forced linear case which may be solved for any particular harmonic 
I 
component of the transmission error function. 
7he theoretical analysis of Harris has been extended by 
Munro, 1962 (19)p whose simplified equation includes many important 
features of the real gear pair system. In particular, tooth separatýon 
and thus non-linear vibration is allowed for. By ignoring damping, 
solutions of the forced non-linear equation of motion were obtained 
but solutions with damping considered required the use of an analogue 
computer. A paper by Gregory, Harris and Munro, 1963 (20), based on 
Munro's doctoral research, examines the torsional motions of a pair 
of spur gears but is primarily concerned with their non-linear 
behaviour due to tooth separation. 
Oeppen, 1964 (21)p has analysed the simplified equation, 
previously studied by Harris and Munro, but considered the more 
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general case of motions right across the backlash region. 
Results, derived from a mechanical analogue, suggested that running 
gears with little backlash could permit dangerous motions involving 
heavy contacts on both driving and non-driving tooth faces. 
Following the work of Strauch and Harris, Bollinger and 
Harker, 1967 (22), have analysed the vibrational behaviour of a 
pair of'gears without manufacturing error, whose only excitation was 
that due to the variation of tooth stiffness at meshing frequency. 
The Mathieu type equation of motion with damping and forcing terms 
was solved by means of an analogue computer and the results 
demonstrate the. possibility of instability at twice the natural 
frequency apart from resonances at the natural frequency and a less 
severe one at half of this frequency. The existence of instability 
was shown to be a function of tooth stiffness variation and damping. 
A similar study involving the forced, damped Mathieu equation had 
earlier been reported by B8hm in 1958 (23). 
In 1967, Opitz (24) simulated the dynamic b6haviour of spur and 
helical gear pairs by means of an analogue computer. He considered 
excitation produced by manufacturing errors and by tooth stiffness 
variation throughout the path of contact. Ile demonstrated the 
influence of system variables and external disturbances on the tooth 
dynamic load and, for a particular configuration, compared his results 
with those obtained using other theoretical methods. 
Although many standard methods exist for the analysis of 
natural characteristics of branched torsional systems (25), (26), few 
investigators have considered*the forced vibration response in 
multi degree of freedom, torsional. systems due to gear transmission 
errors. Yates, 1955 (27), has done so by employing an electrical 
analogy to model a marine branched system and derived solutions using 
I 
mm*. N" 
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circuit theory. Tordion, 1963 (28), has applied mechanical impedance 
methods to the problem of gear error induced vibration. For a given 
applied loading, he derives an expression for critical tooth error 
amplitudes above which tooth separation will occur. 
4.2 Experimental Literature 
The A. S. M. E. Special Committee, 1931 (7), were probably the 
first investigators to employ the concept of a testing machine to 
investigate the dynamic behaviour of gears. They used a back-to-back 
rig with locked-in torque and the gears were electrically insulated 
from the machine frame so that an electric current could be passed 
across the tooth mesh when the gears were in contact. Earphones were 
connected into the circuit allowing loss of contact to be detected as 
an audible "click" by a listener. This approach was largely 
unsuccessful except for low speed tests and a second technique 
employing a complex mechanical linkage was also used to indicate 
torsional disturbances of the test gears. 
More recently, strain gauges have been a particularly popular 
tool for the detection of tooth strains and hence the estimation of 
dynamic loads. Altia, 1956 (29), (30), was one of the first to use 
the tee][mique for gearing studies, employing a gauge as an 
extensometer on one tooth of a test gear. The instrumented tooth was 
meshed with four different teeth of the mating gear and four sets of 
tooth deflections recorded for a variety of-running speeds and 
applied loads. Mercury slip rings were used in the lead arrangement 
and the records were calibrated by static tests using known loads. 
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Utagawa, 1956 (31), 1958 (14), estimated dynamic loads from 
strain gauge measurements of tooth strain in a power circulating 
machine. He employed relatively flexible elements to decouple the 
gear pair from the rest of the machine. The active gauge was attached 
to the unloaded face of a tooth near the root fillet 1ýnd three dummy 
gauges connected to the side of the gear. The influence of parameters 
such as. tooth stiffness, tooth errors and contact ratio were 
investigated and the results show that the actual behaviour of the 
heavily loaded isolated gear pair was in reasonable agreement with 
that predicted by linear vibration theory. Richardson, 1958 (32), 
again using strain gauges, has independently reached the same 
conclusion. 
Harris, 1956 (33), 1958 (12), has measured dynamic tooth stresses 
photoelastically, following the much earlier pioneering work of 
Heymans and Kimball, 1924 (34). He used test gears of Columbia 
Resin 39 in a power circulating machine. A spark technique assisted 
photography of the photoelastiq stress patterns. Because it was 
impractical to photograph continuously, *about 100 exposures were taken 
at intervals of a few seconds by careful synchronisation so that a 
succession of about 10 teeth were pictured. No appreciable non-linear 
vibration was detected during the experiments-and it was concluded that 
the damping in the rig was too. high for such motions. Harris also 
obtained continuous records of static transmission error in loaded 
gears. Two identical discs concentrically mounted on the test gears 
carried steel tapes which were led off vertically under tension provided 
by counterweights. Relative movement of the tapes was detected by a 
mirror arrangement supported from the 'two tapes. Over short arcs, the 
combined gear errors were repeatable to 5x 10- 
5 in. 
A large number of measurements of dynamic tooth forces have 
been reported by Niemann and Rettig, 1957 (35), 1958 (36), using an 
inductance extensometer near the tip of a particular tooth. The tooth 
was carried by a disc attached to one gear and the measuring system 
employed a 20 KHz carrier frequency. Static displacements were also 
measured by an inductive transducer. The authors found that the 
natural vibrations (at tooth meshing frequency) became more evident 
as the applied load decreased and as the tooth error and gear mass 
increased but that dynamic loads aroseý even with perfect gears. The 
maximum value for the ratio of dynamic load to applied load was 
2.8 for an estimated damping ratio of 0.13 to 0.15. 
Kohler, 1959 (18), 1960 (37), has mcasured dynamic deflections 
of spur gears using strain gauges and also an inductive technique 
similar to that of Niemann and Rettig. His rig was a power circulator 
and the test gears were decoupled torsionally from the rest of the 
machine. Ile also employed a slight modification of Harris' method 
for the continuous recording of static transmission error. The error 
curves were found to be continuous functions whose main harmonic 
components, apart from those associated with rotational period, were 
those of tooth interval period and its integral submultiples. Forced 
resonances were usually detected whenever the gear speed was such that 
one of these components produced a frequency coinciding with the 
natural frequency of the gear pair. Magnification factors of about 
20 were found for small Emplitude resonances but for larker amplitudes 
tooth separation effects prevented dynamic loads from exceeding 
3x transmitted load. The mean value of damping ratio for the rig 
was estimated to be about 0.025. 
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An experimental rig with low damping (. 02 of critical) was 
specially built by Munro (19) in order to encourage and study 
non-linear gear vibrations. His high precision spur test gears were 
profile corrected to give nominally zero transmission error at a 
design load of 2000 lbf per inch face width and the gears were connected 
to the rest of the power circulating rig by flexible torsion rods. 
Continuous records of both static and dynamic transmission error 
were provided by an optical technique employing perspex radial 
gratings having 500 lines per revolution. An annular light source 
illuminated one of the gratings and the transmitted light was focussed 
concentrically onto the second grating by means of a pair of mutually 
perpendicular mirrors and a lens. The set-up was such that the 
intensity of light transmitted through the second grating during 
rotation varied in direct proportion to the transmission error. The 
method applies only to gears of I: 1 ratio. Munro's results confirmed 
that non-linear motions occurred in practice and added weight to 
Harris' prediction that even with perfect gears, operating at their 
design load, tooth separation and high dynamic loads could occur. 
Details of Munro's experimental work are also reported in papers by 
Gregory, Harris and Munro, 1963 (38), 1964 (39). 
Wood, 1960 (40), And Wood and Hunt, 1964 (41), have reported 
investigations into the excitation of resonant vibrations in simple 
spur and helical gear systems. Static transmission error was measured 
by means of a mechanical linkage whilst resistance strain gauges 
attached to the gear shafts were used for the determination of dynamic 
torques. The authors reported a detuning of-resonance usuallyg but 
not always, at light applied loads'and they judged tooth separation to 
be responsible. It was also. observed that damping varied considerably 
from mode to mode (. 004 to . 042 of critical). In relation to excitation, 
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it was concluded that transmission errors were the primary source 
of disturbance in spur gears but-with helical gears a prominent 
factor was the variation in length of contact. 
In 1963, Tordion (28) reported experiments with a back-to-back 
rig having gears which were dynamically isolated from the rest of the 
system. He employed etched foil strain gauges at the roots of eight 
consecutive teeth; gauge numbers 1,3,5 and 7 making up one bridge 
whilst numbers 2,4,6 and 8 made up a second. During contact of 
any particular tooth in an instrumented set, the remaining three 
gauges acted as dummies and hence the arrangement allowed the 
recording of load cycles on eight consecutive teeth. 
Tordion and Gerardin, 1967 (42), have devised a technique for the 
. 
measurement of dynamic transmission error in gears. Miniature 
accelerometers are employed to detect torsional acceleration of a 
gear pair. The signals are fed to an analogue computer and rotary 
transmission error is determined on the basis of a linear model. 
In 1967, Opitz (24) reported dynamic experiments with spur and 
helical gears using strain gauges for the measurement of tooth strains. 
lie observed that actual gear system resonances often occurred about 20'76 
below the computed cfttical speeds and reasoned that this was due to 
the lowering of mean tooth stiffness by the zero contribution during 
periods of tooth separation. 
More recently, Pratt, 1971 (43), has reported measurements of 
helical gear motions by means of seismic torsional vibration transducers 
on each of the meshing gear shafts. The transducer output signals are 
scaled to cater for the gear ratio. and then. combined to provide a 
picture of the gear mesh behaviour. 
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4.3 Discussion of Literature in Relation to this Research 
4.3.1 General 
it has been established by investigations reported in 
Section 3 that drawtwister bronze gear failures were produced by tooth 
dynamic loads. A number of the main contributions to knowledge in 
the field of dynamic loading have been summarised and it is now 
appropriate to briefly consider these works in relation to real 
geared systems exemplified by the drawtwister machine. 
Almost all of the researches described earlier have 
focussed attention on an isolated spur gear pair which, being the 
simplest possible system, is particularly amenable to theoretical 
analy3is. The vibration approaches relate dynamic loads to resonances 
within the one degree of freedom system comprising two gear inertias 
connected by a tooth mesh flexibility (which is not constant). Since 
the natural frequency of such a system is generally very high only 
excitations at tooth meshing frequency and higher harmonics are 
considered to provide system disturbance in practical speed ranges. 
This approach has created a bias for experimental investigations 
to be carried out with isolated gear pairs in order to 
substantiate the simplified theoretical analyses. In general, 
reasonable correlation has been achieved between predicted and 
observed dynamic behaviour although the inability to manufacture 
a completely isolated gear pair has produced some unexpected 
results (19), (21). 
Gear pair natural frequencies are often of the order of 
several thousand Hz. 
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In practice. it will generally be found that gearing 
applications are much more complicated. In the case of a drawtwister 
machine, it would be difficult to achieve satisfactory mathematical 
modelling without considering a system of several hundred degrees 
of freedom. For such a complex system, the resonant frequencies 
are much lower than those of the comparatively simple systems studied 
by earlier investigators. Low frequency excitation of these real 
systems becomes highly relevant and higher frequency excitation, for 
example, tooth meshing frequency, less so. It must be emphasisod 
that resonance constraint by damping is frequency dependent and that 
low frequency behaviour is notoriously difficult to control. 
A second important factor in multiple gear mesh 
arrangements is the possibility of excitation at more than one gear 
mesh. The author has been unable to locate any previous theoretical 
treatment of this topic. 
Independent experimental work (18), (35), (36), (19), (39), (24) 
is in remarkable agreement that maximum dynamic tooth forces are between 
2 and 3 times the nominal transmitted load. Investigations into 
drawbox gear problems (Rll), (R24) have suggested that magnification 
factors of order 100 times are involved in the destruction of bronze 
gears. An explanation for this considerable discrepancy is discussed 
in Section 11.3. 
... ........... - 4.3.2 Non-Vibrational Analyses of Dynamic Loading 
The semi-empirical analyses of Buckingham 
Tuplin (2), (8), (9) and Reswick (10) all examine the transient response 
to isolated tooth errors. Motion. is considered to'be uniform before 
the insertion of an error function leads to dynamic loads. All 
resulting transient motion is assumed to subside before the next 
tooth contact. 
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These methods were the earliest attempts to calculate 
dynamic loads based on gear errors and, although e? cperimental 
measurements (18), (24) have not verified any of them, they have 
gained some degree of acceptance by design engineers. This is 
mainly due to the relative ease with which the methods may be 
applied to gearing design calculations compared to the more 
sophisticated vibrational approaches discussed in the next section. 
The treatment of isolated tooth errors may be reasonably 
justified in the case of slow running. gears with large individual 
tooth errors, however, in modern gearing, speeds are generally high 
and individual tooth errors are normally quite small and'almost 
identical. The dynamic effects of isolated errors thus become 
relatively unimportant compared to those induced by small but periodic 
functions and thus the problem is, in essence, one of vibration. 
The methods of Buckingham and Tuplin have been applied 
to the drawbox gear problem (Rl5), (R24) (sections 3.3.7 and 3.4.1). 
It will be noted, however, that the gear damage pattern of once per 
revolution clearly involves oscillatory motions of greater time 
period than tooth meshing period and hence the isolated error assumption 
is not appropriate in this case. 
4.3.3 Vibrational Analyses of Dynamic Loading 
7he vibrational analyses examine the forced torsional 
vibration response in a gear pair induced by tooth manufacturing errors 
and/or the non-linear variation in tooth contact stiffness. The latter 
is particularly important in heavily loaded precision gears where 
deflections under load are significant compared to zero load 
transmission errors. For lightly loaded gears, such as those found 
in the trains of a drawtwister, manufacturing errors assume a greater 
"14U 
importance. 
Experimental measurements (31), (14), (32) have shown 
that, in general, heavily loaded gears behave as predicted by linear 
theory. More recent investigations (19), (21), (40) have found that 
non-linear effects such as tooth separation are often associated with 
light or moderate applied loads. 
Although only a single degree of freedom is generally 
considered in the vibrating system, the inclusion of damping and 
non-linear stiffness elements yields an equation of motion of great 
complexity. In the case of the most exact mathematical models (19), (21) 
solution has only been possible with the aid of analogue techniques. 
It is clear, therefore, that a complex arrangement, such as the 
drawroll drive system, would require greatly simplified analytical 
modelling to facilitate solution. An analogue computer of unusually 
great capacity would be necessary to perform a non-linear study of the 
total system. 
4.3.4 Measurement Techniques in Gearing Dynamics 
The study of tooth contact/separation behaviour through 
changes in mesh electrical resistance was first employed by the 
A. S. M. E. Special Committee (7). Although their tests were, in the 
main, unsuccessful, the basic concept is a useful one and has been 
applied by the author to drawbox dynamic measurements (Section 8.2). 
By far the most popular techniques have been resistance 
strain gauges and inductive transducers which have been used 
extensively to measure tooth dynamic loads. Because of the 
practical difficulties involved, these have, in general, only been 
applied to a single tooth at any one time and consequently only one 
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meshing cycle could be observed during rotation'*. This is a 
serious limitation for there is no guarantee that the instrumented 
tooth behaviour is representative of that occtxring on all of the 
gear teeth. Indeed, the bronze gear wear pattern. described in 
Section 3 suggests that, during certain periods, some teeth may carry 
very high dynamic loads whilst others carry none at all through not 
making contact at any time during rotation. In torsional vibration 
studies, it is therefore more important to either instrument every 
tooth or observe the motions of the complete gear continuously during 
rotation. 
Harris (12), (33) was one of the first to appreciate the 
drawbacks of individual to. -. th measurements, which he was able to 
overcome, to a certain extent, using dynamic photoelasticity. 
Although this technique provided records of about 10 consecutive 
teeth, these were obtained at intervals of a few seconds and hence 
during different revolutions. This could cause some difficulty in 
identifying short duration transients due, for example, to system 
non-linearities. Whilst the technique is useful in special test rig 
environments, it is not suitable as a measurement tool in gear boxes 
under normal operating conditions. 
Munro (19), (38), (39) achieved notable success with an 
optical method for dynamic transmission error measurement. He reports, 
however, that considerable precision is required in setting up, and 
that the'apparatus is susceptable to vibration. The chief limitation 
of the method, so far as drawbox studies are concerned, is its 
inability to distinguish between genuine gear motions at once per 
revolution and eccentricity of the optical gratings. 
7he method employed by Tordion(28) is an exception. 
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The techniques described by Tordion and Gerardin (42) and 
Pratt (43) are limited by the physical requirement to attach vibration 
transducers directly onto the gears. Where the gears are directly 
attached to a shaft by means of a keyed or splined connection, the 
transducers may instead be mounted on the gear shafts, however, in 
the case of flexibly mounted gears (e. g. rubber bushed drawshaft 
gears)*this simplification is not possible. 
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IMORETICAL ANALYSIS 
5.1 Introduction 
Fro= a consideration of previous theoretical work, it is 
apparent that. a greatly simplified model is required to analyse the 
complex drawtwister system. In the analysis to be described in this 
Section, considerable simplification is effected by ignoring all 
non-linear behaviour; thus, a linear theory is applied which assumes 
the maintenance of tooth contact at all times. 
Tooth separation occurs whenever the dynamic tooth force 
exceeds the combined load resistance due to yarn tension, 
bearing frictions windage and system inertia forces. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that previous researches (19), (21),. 
(40) have found that loss of contact has been more provalcnt in 
lightly loaded systems. 7ho application of a linear analysis is 
reasonable since by comparing computed vibratory loads wiih transmitted 
loads it should, at least, be possible to establish when contact would 
be lost. Purthermore, it is logical to suppose that those gearing 
stations having high vibratory forces during tooth contact also suffer 
the greatest Impact loads after tooth separation and motion through 
the backlash. 
7he theory to be developed in this Section is based on the 
dynamic stiffness method, a brief summary of which appears in 
Appendix A. 
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5.2 Treatment of Relative Displacement Excitation by-the 
Dynamic Stiffness Method 
5.2.1 Assumptions 
7he following assumptions are made initially: - 
Only torsional vibration modes are considered. 
(2) Bearings give rigid radial and axial support. 
(3) Tooth mass is ignored. 
(4) Damping is considered to be viscous in character. 
(5) Tooth contact is maintained at all times and all non-linear 
elements are ignored. 
5.2.2 Derivation 
Although the theory developed (R25) is quite general, 
the derivation Is related to the isolated drawshaft gear mesh'shown 
schematically in Figure 5.1.7be modelling of this assembly, in 
terms of spring, Inertia and damping elements, is shown in Figure 5.2. 
7he stool and, bronze gear Inertias (shown as JC and Jý) are separated 
by tooth mash flexibility 1b and thb static transmission error function 
Is considered to be Inserted between JC and JE. Points X and Y 
(Figure 5.2) may be regarded as physical ýocations at the roots of a 
pair of meshing tooth so that the steel and bronze gears move with 
points X and Y respectively. 
7he dynamic stiffness method studies the response in a 
vibrating system duo to a. singlo harmonic excitation force (or torque) 
and# therefore, it cannot be directly applied to excitation by 
relative harmonic displacements. An adaptation is possible by the 
jwt j6jt Introduction of vibratory torques Tic and TY0 at 
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X and Y respectively. These give rise to motions 0x and eY which 
may be analysed by the dynamic stiffness method and related to relative 
displacement excitation and tooth deflection. - 
Consider, first, the behaviour of the system shown in 
Figure 5.2 when a harmonic motion eX= Ox e J(Wt + OX) occurs at 
point X. where 
(D 
X 
is an unknown amplitude and 0X is an unknown 
phase angle. Referring to the dynamic stiffness analysis. diagram, 
given in Figure 5.3. and denoting torsional dynamic stiffness by 
vector i and torsional dynamic f lexibility by vector i, we can write: 
K 17 = JOD G 
w-(j 
21 
Ki 6G 
15 17 + 16 
Z tan ( wL KI 5c X14 -I+K 
15 t an (-OL) 
zc 
(whore Za &)Jf-G 
j 
and C= J-G-/ý 
and J- polar second moment of area of shaft 
G= modulus of rigidity of shaft material 
= density of sýaft material 
Lw length of shaft. 
IhI3 equation takes account of both flexibility and distributed 
inertia of a shaft. 7he derivation 13 given elsewhere (46). ) 
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K12 2-- '14 - Co iE' 
12 / K12 
XT (tooth dynamic stiffness) /FD + JwD D 
T=I 
/Z 
KT 
F+F T 12 
and '4 
ihe. displacement function ex is compatiblemith. a vibratory torque, 
at the tooth mesh, given by 
TDaX4.0x (5.1) 
We now consider the system behaviour when a displacement function 
ey a 
E)y 
0 
J(6at + Jýy) occurs at point Y,, where E)y is an unknown 
amplitude and jOY 
is an unknow, phase angle. 7he analysis diagram is 
identical to that for excitation at X (Figure 5.3) except that: 
Jj and JC exchange places 
B and IF exchange places 
J(j * and JA exchange places 
D and DA exchange places G 
As before,, the notion eY at point Y is compatible with a mesh 
dynamic torque TL given by: 
TL Kj e (5.2) hY 
Be 
where K- is the dynamic stiffness at station 4 (Figure 5.3) for 4 
the system element exchanges noted above. Obviously there can only 
be one transmitted vibratory torque induced by harmonic variations 
in velocity ratio and, because displacements eX and eY occur on 
opposite sides of the mesh flexibility, 
T' =- TD D 
(5.3) 
Me angular twist eD due to combined tooth deflection under vibratory 
torque TD is given by 
eD `0 TD* ýT (5.4) 
Finally, it is known that 
Deflection due 
Relative gea tatic transmissio 
Deflection to applied load [deflection 
error 
+ due to + and (variable) 
dynamic load tooth flexibility 
L 
(OL) 
i 
or (ex - ey) = E) E+0D+ 
OL (5.5) 
Combining equations (5.1) - (5.5) gives: 
TO 
+ 
TD 
. eE + TD*ýT +eL '4 iý 
and after simple manipulation: 
,TD 
(0 
E 
F+ F* - 
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Ifore generally, dynamic tooth load T may be expressed as: D 
.0E E) L 
TD 
F 
Ri +F R2 
FT 
where F R1 
is the dynamic flexibility of the part of the system 
seen outwards from the tooth root of one gearp 
F R2 
is the dynamic flexibility of the part of the system 
seen outwards from the tooth root of the other gear. 
5.3 Modolling of Drawtwister 
5.3.1 Purther Assumptions 
7ho following further assumptions are now introduced 
in relation to the particular application: 
(6) Variable tooth stiffness effects do not contribute any 
excitation to the system. Ibis assumption is roasonablo 
since drawbox gears are lightly loaded in all operating 
conditions. Equation 5.6 becomes: - 
TD= 
0E (5.6a) 
F Ri +F R2 FT 
All excitation occurs at the parallel helical gear mesh. 
(8) Only excitation at the fundamental period of gear rotation is 
considered. 
(7) and (8) are consistent with the bronze gear wear pattern - 
reported in Section 3. 
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(9) 7be actual dy-namic load at a particular gear mesh depends not 
only on that generated by the errors at that mesh but also on 
contributions from all other mesh stations. 7hus the dynamic 
torque T derived from equation (5.6a) creates vibratory torques D 
at all other gearing stations which the dynamic stiffness method 
calculates by feeding T to both ends of the machine via all D 
other drawshaft gear mesh stations. 7he actual gear dynamic 
loads for each gear pair are given by the vector summation of 
all contributions. Hence in a machine with h'131.1 boxes, ea6h 
helical gear pair will transmit dynamic loads which have I direct 
contribution from local gear errors together with (6 x NMI) 
contributions from gear errors in the rest of the machine. 
A furthor assumption Is implicit in this approach, i. e. 
(10) that the principle of superposition holds throughout thp system. 
5.3.2 Drawbox Alodel 
Figure 5.4 shows the layout of all inertias and spring 
elements considered in the mathematical idealisation of a single 
drawbox. Tho Inertia values of layshaft sections are considered to 
be lumped at the layshaft gear stations but allowance is made for 
inertia distribution and diameter steps in the drawshaft. Damping 
elements have been omitted from Figure 5.4 for clarity and are 
discussed later (Section 5.5.3). 
To calculate dynamic torques at a particular gear mosh 
(induced by transmission errors at that mesh) using equation (5.6a) 
requires a knowledgo of system dynamic flexibility with respect to 
tooth roots of both steel and bronze drawshaft gears. Ihis will 
depend not only on the, mesh position within the drawbox but also on 
the position of the drawbox within the total-machine. Muss six 
pairs of dynamic stiffness analysis diagrams are required for the 
six gearing stations within a box together with a further pair of 
diagrams for the transference of dynamic stiffness both ways across 
each box. In practice, however, the diagrams have much in common and 
it is only necessary to reproduce four of these as shown in Figures 
5.8; the full range of transmission paths being accounted for 
in the computer program described later. 
5*3.3 - Headstock Model 
For any particular AIDT. machine, it is necessary to 
evaluate the dynamic stiffness of the headstock including those systems, 
, such as feedrolls and spindles, driven by the headstock. This value 
is then considered to be attached at the appropriate position in 
drawbox number 1.1 
5.3.3.1 Headstock 
i. A schematic layout of the type C headstock 
arrangement is shown in Pi*gure 2.7. Me upper drawboxes have been 
modelled in the same way as the lower boxes except that no excitation 
functions have been inserted since no gear problem has ever been 
associated with the much slower running upper boxes. 
In the absence of accurate information on the 
various belt and shaft stiffnesses, the headstock model has been 
siinplified by ignoring all spring elements. Thus, all speed reduction 
ratios due to gearing and belting pairs are accounted for in computing 
equivalent inertias of the headstock, spindle and feedroll assemblies 
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with respect to drawroll rotational speed. 
The total dynamic stiffness of the headstock 
and associated assemblies will depend on the various shaft speed 
ratios and hence on the operating spindle speed, drawratio and 
delivery speed. It will also depend on the yarn package inertia 
which, of course, varies continuously during commercial operation. 
5.3.3.2 Type A Headstock 
r1he type A headstock has been modelled 
in the same way as the type C, using the appropriate design 
drawings, except that upper drawboxes are excluded. 
5.3.3.3 Type B and Type E 
The type B and E headstocks are considered 
to be the same as those of type A and type C respectively 
*. 
This is not strictly correct in practice for both 
type B and type E machines can employ two independent 
D. C. motors in machine options incorporating programmable 
spindle speeds. Theoretical results discussed in Section 6 
suggest, however, that such a refinement in the headstock would 
not significantly influence the drawbox system dynamic behaviour. 
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5.4 Main Computer Program 
Me analytical method described in the foregoing sections 
requires such a high volume of calculation that solution is best 
handled. by digital computer. The theroetical results presented in this 
thesis were obtained by means of the Loughborough Uniýersity ICL 1904A 
computing system. The author's main program is listed in Appendix C 
and a brief outline of the more important steps in calculation is 
now given. 
For a machine configuration selected for computer analysis, 
the operating conditions, such as spindle speed, drawratio and delivery 
spedd, are suphlied as input data followed by the values for the 
various inertia, flexibility and damping elements. A list of input 
data relating to machine parameters is given in Appendix B., 
-After reading-all input data from punched cards, the program 
determines the dynamic si-iffness of the headstock system for 
attachment to box number 1. This is facilitated by means of three 
subroutines which cover the following drive arrangements: - 
1. Polyamide machine headstock;! (type A and type B) 
2. Polyester machine headstock (type C and type E) 
3. An A. C. motor and variable speed unit driving a 
simple drawbox system-, 
It is convenient to proceed from gear mesh position 1 in box 
number I (the position nearest to the headstock/drive unit) to 
-or the drive unit, when a simplified experimental rig is 
being analysed - see Section 7. 
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position 6 in the last box. For any particular gear mesh, it is 
necessary to compute the two dynamic flexibilities at the tooth roots, 
taking account of the total system. Mesh transmission error amplitude 
and phasing are. assigned on the basis of uniform Probability 
distribution and then the (direct) tooth dynamic torque may be 
derived using equation (5.6a), The indirect vibratory torques 
induced at the other five meshes in the same box are calculated by 
tracing dynamic torque flow to the ends of the box. 
After computing the shaft deflection at the driven end of the 
drawbox together with all dynamic stiffnesses in the next box, at 
this end, the induced torques at the mesh stations in this box may be 
found. The procedure is repeated until position 1 in box I is reached 
whereupon attention is focussed on the drawboxes on the t1tail" side 
of the box in which excitation is being considered, thus providing all 
mesh induced torques up to position 6 in the last box (number NBM). 
The one direct dynamic load and the (6 x NBM) -1 induced dynamic 
loads are added vectorially to all values previously computed for 
the respective gear stations. 
The dynamic flexibilities and transmission error amplitude 
and phasing are then determined for the next excitation mesh 
considered and another series of dynamic torques computed, leading 
to a further updating of the stored values. When each gear station 
has been considered as an excitation source, the procedure is 
terminated and the modulus of each resultant vector gives the overall 
dynamic torque for the appropriate mesh. 
On an ICL 1904A computing system, the main program run time is 
about 21 minutes when all dynamic loads are computed for a 10 box 
machine operating from 1000 to 4000 r. p. m. in steps of 50 r. p. m. 
The program requires a core area of about 20 K. 
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Natural frequency analysis is particularly straightforward with 
the dynamic stiffness approach and required only a simple modification 
to the main program. The total system dynamic stiffness is plotted 
against machine speed to reveal critical speeds whenever the overall 
dynamic stiffness is. zero. 
. ..................................... 5.5 Summary of Computer Program Functions 
A number of FORTRAN computer programs and subroutines have been 
developed by the author for various aspects of the theoretical study. 
These are now briefly summarised. 
............................................. 5.5.1 ograms for the Computation of Machine Behaviour 
............. MAIN PROGRAMS 
"DT TOTAL ANALYSIS" - Computes dynamic loads at-every helical gear 
(program statements mesh in a drawbo'x system, due to transmission 
are listed in error excitation at all meshes. Two series of 
Appendix C) random numbers are generated to assign typical 
production variations in error magnitude and 
Phasing throughout the theoretical model. 
.... ...... ....... SUBROUTINE "CROSSBOX" - Computes the dynamic stiffness values, in any 
(Appendix D) drawbox, with respect to either the machine 
headstock end or the "tail" end. The left hand 
and right hand-total dynamic stiffnesses for 
any box ate also calculated to facilitate the 
transfer of attention throughout the system. 
G4 
SUBROUTINE "BOXTORK" Computes the dynamic torques at all 
(Appendix E) helical gear mesh stations in a 
.............. I ......... SUBROUTINE "AIDT. 2 DRIVE" - 
(Appendix F) 
................. I., .... SUBROUTINE "MDT. 
---3_ 
DRIVE" - 
(Appendix G) 
particular box, due to the action of a 
vibratory torque applied at either end of 
the layshaft. 
Computes the headstock dynamic stiffness 
for polyamide machines. This is 
"attached" to box number 1 in the main 
program. 
Computes the headstock dynamic stiffness 
for polyester machines. This is 
"attached" to box number I in the main 
program. 
........... ....... SUBROUTINE "VS DRIVE" Computes the drive system dynamic 
(Appendix H) stiffness of the experimental rig for 
attachment to box number I in the main 
program. (The rig is described in 
Section 7). 
SUBROUTINE "GEAR DATA" Computes the inertia values of gears 
(Appendix 
I 
I) used in drawtwister headstocks. The 
main gear variables are: - size, material 
and design. "GEAR DATA" is used in 
conjunction with "AIDT. 2 DRIVE" and 
"MDT. 3 DRIVE". 
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5.5.2 EPrograms for the Manipulation and Graph Plotting 
of Output Data 
................ . PROGRAM "SPEEDPLOT" - Plots dynamic torques through any 
(Appendix J) specified speed range for all mesh 
positions within a total machine or 
experimental rig. 
PROGRANI "HISTOPLOT" - Plots a histogram of dynamic torques 
(Appendix K) throughout a machine (or rig) for any 
specified speed. 
..... . ................ PROGRAM "HISTOLIMIT PLUS" - For any number of "theoretical" machines 
(Appuadix L) operating, at the same or different speeds 
the program pluts, in histogram form, 
(a) the maximum and minimum dynamic 
loads occurring anywhere within 
the total machine, 
and 
(b) the ttverage dynamic loads at 
every particular station within 
the total machine. 
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5.6 Discussion of Machine Parameters 
..;.. ........... ...... 5.6.1 Gear Mesh Transmission Error 
The general form of the transmission error curve is: 
e, E= 
8 cos(nat + .0n) 
(5.7) 
lp213 
or, in complex form: 
eE = 8 ej 
(n 4o (5.7a) 
n=1,2p3.... 
where n 
is the error component amplitude and 0n is a phase angle. 
In this research, interest centres on the fundamental error at a period 
of one revolution. Measurements (R4) of pitch error have given a 
typical amplitude of . 0005 in. For a pair of meshing gears, the 
worst case will be where these amplitudes are fully cumulative, 
i. e. Maximum pitch error amplitude =2x . 0005 in. = . 001 in. 
Further measurements (R24) have identified maximum gear mounting 
eccentricities of . 003 in . Again. the worst case will be when the 
eccentricities are fully additive giving a combined error in 
concentricity of . 006im The effect of this radial displacement is to 
close the mesh by . 006 in. For two 20 degree pressure a: ngle, 45 degree 
helix angle gears. this gives a relative rotation of: 
. 006 
0. sin 
20 0 
. 00145 in. 
sin 45 
G7 
The possible maximum equivalent pitch error amplitude = 
. 001 in. + . 00145 in. . 00245- in. 
or . 00245 x2 
. 0021 radians. 2.357 in 
A chance pair of gears could be produced such that no significant 
transmission error would exist. On the other hand, when all errors 
are fully cumulative, an error amplitude of . 0021 radians could occur. 
Most gear pairs will be somewhere between these limits and, 
because the equivalent error is the sum of several contributions, it 
is assumed that a random distribution with uniform probability 
governs both amplitude and relative phasing of gear pair transmission 
error (Michalec (47) and Welbourn (48) have suggested that 
. 
individual errors follow a Caussion probability). 
For the fundamental of transmission error, equation 5.7(a) 
may be written: 
e 
El =81. ejol- . ejot 
(5.8) 
In the computer program, error magnitude and phasing are accounted for 
by introducing two random numbers A and B, which can lie anywhere 
between'zero and unity, and putting 
8, 
= ERR xA radians 
where ERR is the maximum error amplitude (. 0021 radians) and 
1 .012 
Tr xB radians. 
In this way, production distributions may be taken into account by 
introducing new random numbers A and B for each helical gear mesh. 
Before inserting E) El 
( eq. 5.8) into equation 5.6(a) the factor 
j ot 
e, which is common to all excitations, is omitted and the remaining 
expression is rearranged to the more convenient form: 
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OE, = (ERR x A) cos (21T B) +j (ERR x A) sin (2 Tr B) (5.9) 
5.6.2 Tooth Contact Flexibility 
One of the first th6oretical studies of static 
load/deflection relationships in helical gear teeth wa's due to 
Merritt, 1942 (49), who considered the teeth to comprise a large 
number 6f independent thin slices operating in parallel. A more 
rigorous treatment was given by Weber and Banaschek, 1950 (51), 
following the work of Weber, 1949 (50), on spur gear tooth flexibility. 
I, 
Again, the complex helical tooth geometry was simplified by the 
consideration of thin slices. More recently, Seager, 1967 (52), and 
Niemann and Baethge, 1970 (74), have reported more complete studies 
of tooth flexibility in helical gears. 
Seager's analysis has been used to derive the 
drawshaft mesh flexibility of 6.5 x1 077 rads/lbf. in. used for 
theoretical computation in this thesis. It should be noted that this 
is only a typical value of a quantity which varies throughout the 
tooth meshing cycle. Even ignoring tooth separation effects, the 
flexibility will vary with time depending on the phase of engagement 
and the tooth overlap ratio. Mesh flexibility becomes infinite 
whenever separation occurs and clearly the time averaged flexibility 
will depend on the proportions of time spent in normal engagement 
and separation. 
I In the absence of relevant published information, 
the flexibility of a drawbox crossed helical mesh was assumed to be. 
the same as that for a parallel axis mesh, i. e. 6.5 x1 077 radians/lbf-in. 
/ 
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5.6.3 Damping 
5.6.3.1 General 
Damping is a general term relating to all those 
factors which dissipate energy from a vibrating system to the 
surroundings. The presence of damping prevents the theoretical 
concept of constant amplitude free vibrations from occurring in 
practice, that is, a constant amplitude oscillation cannot exist 
unless a continuous excitation replenishes energy dissipated by I 
damping. Damping is particularly important at resonance for its 
presence is all that limits amplitude growth and hence dynamic 
- stresses. 
Torsional systems are generally only lightly 
damped although three main sources may exist. 
....... ....... Viscous damping is proportional to velocity and energy dissipated by 
this mechanism is Proportional to frequency and the second power of 
displacement. It is particularly amenable to modelling by theoretical 
methods and occurs in practice when relative motion takes place 
across a fluid film such as in film lubricated journal bearings. 
Hysteresis damping occurs because no material-is perfectly elastic even 
at low stresses. Thus, during a cycle of loading, a hysteresis loop is 
formed in the stress/strain diagram and this represents*energy absorbed 
by the material. Material hysteresis is very complex (53) and depends 
on material, temperature, vibration amplitude, material heat treatments, 
previous stress history and other factors. Hysteresis damping is 
often'modelled by means of an "equivalentit viscous damping coefficient 
(54). 
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Coulomb (or solid friction) damping is proportional to normal applied 
load and is independent of both frequency and vibration amplitude. 
Dissipated energy is proportional to normal load and vibration 
amplitude. Coulomb damping occurs at the interface of sliding 
surfaces, for example, in keyed or splined shaft connections, sleeve 
bearings and in heavily loaded gear teeth. An "equivalent" viscous 
damping coefficient is sometimes employed to facilitate linear 
theoretical analysis. 
............. ........ ........ Other sources include impactive damping, which dissipates energy by 
the generation of shock waves in solid or fluid media, and windage loss. 
...... *** ..................... . 5.6-3.2 Damping in the Drawtwister System 
The following are considered to be the most 
likely sources of damping-in the gear-train system: 
1. Drawrolls due to the threadline * and windage provided by 
surface boundary layer drag. 
2. All shafting - due to hysteresis loss. 
3. All. bearings - due to both hysteresis and coulomb damping. 
All gear and drawroll mountings - due to coulomb damping. 
5. All gear meshes - due to viscous oil shear between teeth, 
impact, tooth hysteresis and windage. 
Rubber bushed gears - as for (5) above, plus significant damping 
I 
due to bush hysteresis. 
7. Drawbox Couplings - due to bush hysteresis and air windage. 
(Standard type) 
* Evidence of threadline damping is given in Section 3.4.3.4. 
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In the theoretical analysis, damping is considered 
to be viscous in type and lumped-at or between inertia stations as shown 
in Figures 5.5 - 5.8. To provide some basis for the allocation of 
system damping' coefficients, critical damping coefficients were 
computed for fundamental mode vibrations of various sub-systems. The 
results are quoted in Table 5.1. The theoretical damping considered at 
any particular system location can be related to sub-system critical 
damping. Such an approach is somewhat arbitrary and crude, the only 
justification being that, without some approximation, it would not be 
possible to analyse real damped systems. 
Some guidance to typical damping ratios may be 
obtained from the literature. Table 5.2 gives a summary of estimates 
made by investigators in relation to particular test rigs After an 
extensive study of damping in geared systems, Ashfield, 1969 (55), 
concluded that such estimates could easily be in error by over IOCf/o. 
Until knowledge of system damping is greatly increased, however, the 
quoted values am useful in setting typical orders of magnitude. 
Using published estimates as a guide, the 
following lumped damping coefficients are assumed to model those 
occurring in standard practice: - 
1. at both helical and crossed helical gear meshes - . 025 DA 
2. at all drawrolls . 010 DB . 
3. due to box coupling bushes - 0.10 DC 
4. at all layshaft gears and box couplings - 0.0001 DC 
5. due to rubber bushes in bushed gear units - 1.0 DA 
I 
In addition, reference (27) presents a discussion of damping in 
a practical application -a marine geared system. 
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CRITICAL DAMPING' COEFFICIENTS FOR 
DRAWBOX SUBSYSTEMS 
Vibrating System and Mode Theoretical Critical 
Damping doefficient 
Case A Gear connected to drawshaft DA 25 lbf. in. sec/rad. 
flexibility and oscillating 
about a node at the drawroll 
end. 
Case B Drawroll and drawshaft with DB 145 lbf. in. sec/rad. 
drawroll oscillating about 
node at gear end. 
Case C Layshaft with half coupling DC = 312 lbf. in. sec/rad. 
inertias fitted to each end - 
first torsional vibration 
mode I 
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TABLE, 5.2 
.... . ........ ........... ESTIMATED DAMPING RATIOS 
............................. FOR EXPERIMENTAL GEAR RIGS 
Estimated actual damping Investigator(s) 
Damping Ratio critical damping 
Niemann and Rettig (35)(36) 0.13 0.15 
Kohler (18) 0.025 
munro (19) 
Wood and Hunt (41) 
0,020 1 
0.004 - 0.042 
Oeppen (21) 1 0.036 
DA 
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IIIEORETICAL RESULTS 
6.1 Introduction 
The theoretical method outlined in the previous section has been 
applied to a number of machine configurations. Several hundred 
graphical records have been produced in all and a small sample of 
these is presented, and briefly discussed, in this section. For 
standard machine arrangements, the da6ping values used are as given 
in Section 5.6.3.2'and all other data required for computation are 
given in Appendix B. Unless otherwise stated, all. results and 
discussion relate to 10 box machines of standard construction. 
6.2 TYPE A and'TypE- C-Drawtwisters with Solid Gears 
Computed results showed that the dynamic response of the 
TYPE C gearing system was almost identical io'that of the TYPE A 
despite the presence of Lipper dravvboxes and a modified headstock. 
consequently, all results presented in this section are considered to 
relate equally to each type of drawtwister. 
41 
Figure 6.1 depicts the typical forced responise behaviour of all 
helical meshes in box number 10 of a 10 box machine. The curves for 
each mesh are similar in shape and highlight very severe dynamic load 
peaks, particularly at about 2450 and 3400 r. p, m., where loads are of 
the order of 10,000 lbf. in. Me latter peak would not have been 
encountered in practice since operating speeds did not exceed 
1000 m/miri (about 2500 r. p. m. ) before the phasing out of solidly 
boxes are numbered in sequence starting with number 1 at the 
headstock end of the machine. 
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mounted gears in the period 1969-1972. Interest therefore centres on 
the range 1000-2500 r. p. m. Within this range, geAr failures have been 
reported occurring at around 1200 r. p. m. (Rl), (R2), 1700-1800 r. p. m. 
(RI), (R21(R24) and 2260-2500 r. p. m. (R7), (R24)*. 
A delivery speed of 3080 ft/min. (2355 r. p. m. drawroll) was 
thought to produce the greatest number of failures in installations 
where this speed had not been exceeded. Figures*6.2 and 6.3 show 
typical histograms of dynamic loading distribution at this speed. 
The difference between these two diagrams is due entirely to 
differences in the random numbers which were employed to represent 
gear error amplitude and phase relationships, for two otherwise 
identical theoretical mach4lnes, operating at the same speed. 
Figure 6.4 shows the maximum and minimum torque limits derived from 
10 such theoretical machines based on production distributiors of 
gear errors. A wide variation is observed, for example, in box 10 
where dynamic torques vary from 60 lbf. in. to about 3000 lbf. in. 
according to the distribution of gear errors, including phasing, 
throughout the system. These results suggest the possibility that 
both "good" and "bad" machines may be produced by what appear to be 
identical manufacturing techniques. 
An average loading distribution taken from 10 systems operating 
at 2355 r. p. m. is given. in Figure 6.5. The general shape is that of 
a third layshaft system resonance having nodal points at the firsty 
fifth and ninth flexible couplings, counting from the headstock. 
It 
' 
should be remembered that the MDT. 2 and MDT. 3 models employ 
charge gears in the headsiock to vary the delivery speed and, 
therefore, only a finite number of possible operating speeds exists. 
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Peak amplitudes are reduced as the headstock is approached due to its 
high inertia dominance. In general, loading distributions at this 
speed were similar in shape to Figure 6.5, however, certain 
transmission error combinations produced departures from this 
general rule. Examples are given in Figures 6.6,6.7 and 6.8 which I 
illustrate unexpected ýeaks in boxes 4,5 and 9 respectively. These 
results-suggest that, in practice, the worst boxes in terms of severe 
dynamic loading, are not governed solely by modal considerations. 
Furthermore, it seems likely that "rogue" boxes can occur within a 
machine oNving to error combinations and., indeed, the behaviour in a 
particular drawbox might, in some cases, be more influenced by remote 
gear meshes than those within that drawbox 
A typical mesh loading distribution at 1750 r. p. m. is shown in 
Figure 6.9. Peak amplitudes are generally lower than those occurring 
at 2355 r. p. m. but, nevertheless, loads of this magnitude could 
certainly account for premature failures reported in the region of 
1700-1800 r. p. m. 
Although Figure 6.1 illustrates a significant peak at 1200 r. p. m. 
this could not have accounted for many gear failures in practice, 
especially since 1965, for machines were normally operated in excess 
of this speed. 
In general, the dynamic loading distributions discussed in thp 
foregoing show a characteristic shape for a given speed. This suggests 
that, in'practice, gear failures occurring in any machine would not be 
randomly distributed but would form a definite pattern according to. 
Subsequent investigation, reported in Section 10.4, 'has 
revealed evidence of this behaviour. 
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the loading distributions, although some masking effect would be 
expected from multiple speed running. At the time these results 
were computed only one previous investigation (R24) had uncovered 
evidence of failure distributions and this was considered insufficient 
for meaningful comparisons. Discussion of this topic, is therefore 
delayed until Section 10 where further evidence of machine performance 
in service is presented. 
6.3 Influence of Machine Operating Variables 
. 6.3.1 Draw Ratio 
A lowering of the draw ratio increases the feedroll speed 
with respect to the drawroll speed and therefore modifies the dy-i,, amic 
stiffness attached to box number 1. It was found, however, that a 
variation in draw ratio within the limits of the performance 
specification (1.0 to 6.0) produced n6significant change in the 
drawbox system response. The influence. of cold draw ratios (from 
1.0 to 3.0) in Polyester machines was, similarly, found to be 
negligible. 
6.3.2 Spindle Speed 
Spindle speed is independent of drawroll speed and may be 
set to a, large number of values in the range 5000 to 12,000 r. p. m. 
Computed results showed machine dynamic behaviour to be insensitive to 
any changes within this range! 
/ 
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6.3.3 Spindle Package Inertia 
Total system inertia varies continuously through 
production as. yarn is fed to the spindle package. The maximum yarn 
inertia at each spindle was calculated on the basis of a6 lb. 
cylinder rotating with an effective diameter of 3 in. (Minimum yarn 
inertia is zero - at the start of production). Again it was found 
that machine behaviour was independent of this operating variable. 
6.4 Influonce of Damping 
Th e influence of damping at various locations was determined 
using the approach outlined in Section 5.6.3. 
............. ... Damping at the Gear Meshes 
Tooth vibratory loads were found'to be almost completely 
insensitive to damping at the gear meshes. No significant response 
variations were obtained for damping ratios in the range 0.01 to. 1.0 
related to. sub-system critical damping (bA in Table 5.1). This 
result-suggests that the tooth contact is too stiff to permit 
effective damping between the gears. 
6.4.2 Damping at the Drawrolls 
The influence of drawroll damping on tooth loading is 
shown in'Figure 6.10 
* 
which relates to drawroll pair'number I in 
box 10. Me four damping coefficients represent damping ratios of 
It should be noted that torque values were computed for speed 
increments of 50 r. p. m. and the coordinate points so produced 
Joined by strai&t lines. 
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. 01, . 015, . 02 and . 03 with respect to critical damping 
factor DB 
(Table 5.1). It is readily apparent from the diagram that damping 
at the drawrolls exerts a strong influence over mesh dynamic loading. 
The effect of drawroll damping on the distribution of dynamic loading 
in a complete machine is illustrated by Figures 6.11 and 6.12. 
6'. 4.3 DamPing at the Inter-Box Couplings 
Pigure 6.13 demonstrates the effect of coupling damping 
on the dynamic behaviour at mesh 1 in box 10. The three dampin'g 
values used correspond to damping ratios of . 01, . 10 and 1.0 in 
relation to critical damping factor DC (Table 5.1). The influence of 
damping at this location is clearly significant although less so than 
damping at the drawrolls. It is important to note that damping at 
the box couplings will exert an influence over vibratory torque 
transfers down the layshaft system and thereby influence the 
ability of a mesh to be loaded by the behaviour at remote gear pairs. 
6.5 , Influence of System Parameters 
6.5.1 Drawroll Shaft Diameter 
The chief effect of drawshaft diameter reduction is to 
increase flexibility and thereby to depress system critical speeds. 
Figure 6.14 shows the dynamic loading behaviour in box number 10 of 
an MDT. 2/3 system incorporating drawshafts reduced to I in. diameter 
over the 11 in. length normally at 1.225 in. diameter (see Figure 2,12). 
Whilst considerable alleviation in tooth loading is readily apparent, 
the predicted behaviour is still not satisfactory and further 
reduction iii diameter would be impractical in respect of lateral 
so 
deflection considerations. 
6.5.2 Drawroll Inertia 
The speeds at which severe dynamic torques occur are 
elevated or depressed according to whether drawroll inertia is 
reduced or increased respectively. Typical response curves are 
given in Figure 6.15 for an inertia reduction of 5%. Again, 
although significant tooth load reductions were observed in computed 
results, no single inertia value was sufficient to give satisfactory 
performance over the wide operating region through which drawtwisters 
are operated in service. 
6.5.3 Box Coupling Flexibility 
Increasing the box coupling flexibility serves to 
depress the vibratory load peaks in the speed (or frequency) domain 
until, in the machine operating zone, each box is effectively 
decoupled from the rest of the system and hence the behaviour of each 
box is similar. Computed results (Figure 6.1G) show that this 
condition is achieved, to a reasonable degree, when the coupling 
flexibility is increased by a multiple factor of about 100. Although 
this modification appears to represent a simple remedy to the gear 
failure problem, initial caution should be adopted since the 
"solution" is only valid in terms of the mathematical model employed. 
Further work, beyond the scope of this investigation, would be 
required to-examine the suitability of this, modification in practice. 
/ 
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6.6 TYPE B and TYPE E 
The headstock system models employed for type A and type C 
machines have been applied, without modification, to type B 
and type E respectively. This is justified since variations in 
headstock features (section 6.2) and operating variables (section 6.3) 
have produced no significant changes in drawbox gearing response. 
Figure 6.17 shows the dynamic torque curves for the meshes in 
the last box of a 10 box type B/type E drawtwister. (No appreciable 
difference was observed between the results forA@owrvtype B and type E). 
gradual increase in dynamic loading is illustrated together with a 
peak - at 1650-1700 r. p. m. Up to 3060 r. p. m. , corresponding to the 
maximum rated delivery of 4000 ft/min, the mesh load in this box is 
nowhere greater than 60 lbf. irf. In. comparing this figure with those 
derived for other machine configurations, it is suggested that the 
numerical values should not be taken too literally but rather they 
should be used to illustrate trends in behaviour. 
Total drawbox system loading at 1700 r. p. m. is illustrated in 
Figure 6.18 which demonstrates that maximum activity occurs in box 
number 9. This predicted torque distribution is in good agreement 
with subjective noise tests carried out on a 10 box Type B/Type E 
machine. 
These results clearly demonstrate an improvement in dynamic 
performance of Type'B/Type E'when compared to the corresponding 
results for the original Type A and Type C systems. 
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ý16.7 Type A or Type C with Bushed Gear Conversion 
The effect of incorporating rubber bushed gears in an otherwise 
unchanged type A/type C configuration is illustrated in : Figure 
6-19- The 
curves are similar in shape to those for! 
: 
Type B/type E (Figure 6.17) excep*t 
that a slight displacement along the speed axis is evidenced. Again, 
the rubber bushed gearing modification produces substantially 
improved dynamic behaviourýover the original solid gear drives. 
In the-theoretical model, it is-considered that rubber bushes 
would contribute both high flexibility and damping to the system 
Attempts were made to distinguish between these contributions by 
- examining the effects of each separately. Figure 6.20 shows a 
typical graph portraying the influence of flexibility only, that is, 
bush damping has been completely ignored. Beyond a peak at 
1650 r... p. m. the vibratory torque level decreases with increasing 
speed. Thus, the result suggests that careful selection of the 
rubber bush, or alternative flexible element, could yield even better. 
dynamic behaviour. A more general, and less conventional, conclusion 
is that high damping is not necessarily a desirable goal in the 
- design for satisfactory vibration behaviour. 
Numerical values for these quantities are presented in 
Appendix 13 and the theoretical representation of damping 
is discussed in Section 5.5.3.2. 
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6.8 Critical Speeds 
A summary of selected critical speeds, based on once per 
drawroll revolution effects, is given in Table 6.1. In 
investigations of the kind reported in this thesis, a knowledge of 
theoretical critical speeds is useful but of limited value compared 
to the forced response diagrams discussed earlier. Comparisons 
between*response graphs and critical speed figures reveal some 
correspondence; for example, the dynamic load behaviour in the 
region of 2400 r. p. m. for MT. 2/3 (Figures 6.1 and 6.5) is 
clearly influenced by the third torsional critical speed of the 
laythaft systein. 
........................................ 6.9 Theoretical Results for Experimental Rig 
7he results t6 be discussed relate to the four box experimental 
rig described in Section 7. 
6.9.1 Rig Incorporating Standard Couplings- 
Computed results for the rig model highlight only one 
critical speed (2070 r. p. m. ) in-the range 0- 4000 r. p. m. 
Figures 6.21 - 6.28 illustrate dynamic loading 
distributions throughout the, rig for drawroll speeds in the range 
1500 - 2500 r. p. m. The curves are similar in shape and show 
resemblance to a first torsional mode shape. These loading patterns 
I 
may be compared to measured distributions of tooth impact activity 
reported in Section 9.. 2.3. 
Critical speeds are based on drawroll rotational frequency. 
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6.9.2 Rig incorporating Highly Flexible Box Couplings 
Increasing the coupling flexibility by a multiple 
factor of 290 yields the following critical speeds 
-in 
the range 
0- 4600 r. p. m: - 
1 177 r. p. m. 
2.394 r. p. m. 
3.584 r. p. m. 
4.727 r. p. m. 
7hat these values are so low suggests that, in the practical operating 
zone., the boxes are effectively dynamically decoupled fr. nm each other. 
The influence of highly flexible couplings is discussed in 
Sections 9.3.4 and 9.4. in the light of the experimental 
investigation. 
Critical speeds are based on drawroll rotational frequency. 
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TABLE 6.1 SMIMARY OF CRITICAL SPEEDS 
CRITICAL SPEEDS 
MACHINE 
12345 
StandarOype A with 473 1413 2332 3215 4052 Solid Gears 
Standardýtype C with 476 1422 2346 3233 4065 
Solid Gears 
IType B 618 1440 1760 1884 1940 
Type E 622 1444 1763 1885 7 1941 
! Type C with Bushed Gears 460 1109 1396 1520 1580 
Type A Standard, with 475 1318 1925 2310 2545 
Diameter Drawshafts 
StandardlType A with 621 1856 3069 4245 5371 
Drawroll'Inertia Reduced by 5076 
Standardi Type A with Coupling 
Flexibility increased by 95 283 464 637 795 
100 times 
Standarý Type C with Coupling 
Flexibility increased by 103 283 465 637 796 
100 ti! aes 
NOTES: - 1. Only the first 5 critical speeds are given for 
each machine configuration. 
2. Critical speeds are related to drawroll'speed. 
3. In all cases, the machine configurations have 
10 drawboxes. 
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7. EXPERIMENTAL RIG 
7.1 General 
The main reason for erecting an experimental rig was to observe 
drawbox system behaviour under controlled conditions and thus to 
establish the validity of assumptions underlying the theoretical 
analysis. Experimental observations could also be useful in 
themselves in producing evidence of dynamic behaviour in a gearing 
system more complex than is generally the subject of such studies. 
The immediate importance 9f a test rig would be associated with 
development of measurement techniques capable of application to 
practical gearbox environments. lt was intended that such techniques 
could then be applied to drawtwister machines operating under normal 
service conditions. 
- ................................. 7.2 Requirements of an Experimental Rig 
................... 7.2.1 General Construction 
It was important that the rig should comprise at least 
two end-coupled drawboxes with variable speed running capability. A 
further requirement was that all boxes should be of the same type, 
manufactured by standard production methods to normal tolerances and 
fitted with solid cartridge gears. It was not considered necessary to 
provide a yarn processing capability and thus*feedroll and spindle 
systems were not required. 
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7.2.2 Dynamic Characteristics 
Within the speed rangeat least one layshaft system 
resonance should be possible based on linear theory and an 
excitation frequency equal to the first order of drawroll rotation. 
........... 7.2.3 Speed Range 
Drawroll speed should be infinitely variable, preferably 
up to the maximum rated delivery of 4000 ft/min. (3060 r. p. m. ), 
however, a speed of 2500 r. p. m. would be adequate since this speed 
was not exceeded in the period up to 1969 when the phasing out of 
solid gears commenced. 
Rig 7.3 Descriptionof_Test 
An experimental rig, incorporating four drawboxes, was erected 
and is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The support frame was fabricated from 6" x3 it section channel 
and 15" x 6" I-section beams. All surfaces locating box machined 
feet were ground flat whilst the weight of all four boxes was taken ýy 
the frame. Each box was mounted on four 21 in. diameter bosses each 
with aJ in. centre hole allowing a bolted joint with the support 
frame. Adjacent layshafts were aligned radially to . 001" and 
parallel to . 002" in 8" length. 
I 
Power was provided by means of a 10 H. P. 3 phase motor (nominally 
1450 r. p. m. ) which was coupled to a Kopp Variator, type A20FS, variable 
1- 
speed unit, with a speed ratio of /3 to 3 times input speed. 
Performance figures, obtained by the two Wattmeter method, indicated 
that a drawroll speed of almost 3000 r. p. m. could be achieved before 
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the Kopp Unit became overloaded. 
Initially, the drive system was mounted directly onto the 
support frame; however, it induced considerable flexural vibrations 
within the frame assembly due to imbalance. The drive was therefore 
located semi-independently on a solid timber block fitted with a 
slotted base plate, - and secured, within guides, to the frame. This 
arrangeinent produced substantial reduction in the frame vibrations. 
A 
The drive arrangement is shown in Figure 7.2. 
Unfortunately, the drawboxes available for this rig were not all 
of the same kind. The two nearest to the drive were of Type A type 
whiLst the others were of Type C construction Also, the gears in 
the latter were brand new stock, whereas those in the foý-mer had 
completed an unknown period of duty prior to erection of the rig. 
That these gears displayed only light wear suggested that the previous 
run time was not substantials perhaps amounting to only a few 
hundred hours. 
7he gearboxes were lubricated with a recommended gear oil, 
Shell Macoma 68. 
'The Type C drawshafts are appioximately 1" longer. 
FIG. 7.1 The Multi-box Ex erimental Rig_ 
I 
FIG. 7.2 Drive ement for the Experimental Rig_ 
U. ncorp. ýrating high flexibility couplinga) 
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
............ 8.1 Introduction 
It has been seen (Section 4.2) that early experimental 
investigations into gearing dynamics concentrated on the measurement 
of individual tooth loads. More recently, the measurement of gear 
motions has assumed a greater importance as the problem has become 
recognised as one of vibration. Whilst both approaches would be 
appropriate to the current research, the latter is adopted in 
preference, since it is thought to provide a greater insight into 
gearing behaviour. It is also considered important to si Imultaneously 
monitor impact behaviour at several gear meshes within a particular 
drawbox. 
At the outset of the research, it was proposed that direct 
measurements be made within the gearboxes of drawtwisters in normal 
production service. It would be necessary to make measurements on 
both solid and bushed-gear configurations and at any position within 
a total machine. Because access to drawboxes would be severely 
restricted, it was important that any necessary encoders or 
transducers should be carried on a small number of drawroll cartridges 
which could then be conveniently inserted anywhere in the drawbox 
system. At least two instrumental gear pairs would thus be required 
since both left and right handed bronze gears arc employed within 
any gearbox. 
The constraints ouflined in the foregoing paragraph rendered 
established techniques, such as that of Munro, unsatisfactory for 
direct measurements in an oil lubricated gearbox environment. 
so 
It therefore became necessary to develop methods capable of application 
to this more practical class of problem. 
.................. I ...... 8,2 Detection of Tooth Impact 
8.2.1 General Remarks 
Throughout the meshing cycle of a pair of mating gear 
teeth, it is normal for the teeth to be separated by a thin film of 
oil. The oil film thickness depends on ý number of factors, among which 
is the contact pressure. If an electrical circuit were set up to pass 
a current through the tooth mesh, the potential drop across the mesh 
would depend on the film thickness and, hence, on the tooth contact 
pressure. 
It has been seen (Section 4.2) that an early attempt to 
use mesh resistance in dynamic studies was not very successful, 
mainly owing to the unavailability of suitable electronic instrumentation 
at that time. More recently, the technique has been employed, with 
success, in the observation of lubrication behaviour and, in particular, 
the measurement of oil film thickness (57)(58). Because of its 
relative simplicity, (compared, for example, to the methods described 
in Sections 8.3 and 8.4) the resistance method has been resurrected 
for the detection of tooth impact behaviour. 
1 
8.2.2 .................. I., .............. Description of Method and Equipment 
Me wear pattern identified on drawtwister bronze gears 
(Section 3.1) requires that, in between heavy impacts, on normal and 
trailing tooth faces, there must be a period of no contact whilst the 
backlash is traversed. This behaviour may be investigated by employing 
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the circuit shown in Figure 8.1 and continuously monitoring the 
voltage drop across the gear mesh. The resistor R serves two 
purposes: - 
1. It provides a comparator resistance without which 
the system would be insensitive. 
2. It limits the maximum current flow, thereby reducing 
the possibility of spark erosion at the gear teeth. 
Maximum mesh voltage will occur when tooth contact is lost and 
the mesh resistance is high compared to that of resistor R. The 
minimum voltage drop will be zero and occurs during metal to metal 
contact. Thus, for given values of battery voltage and resistor R, 
all measured potential drops will be within two definite limits. 
To employ the foregoing in a practical circuit, it is necessary 
to electrically isolate the steel gear cartridge from the rest of 
the drawbox, so that the only electrical path is through the tooth 
contact. This was accomplished by means of three modifications, as 
f ol lows: - 
The cartridge diameter, locating the drawbox bore, was 
machine reduced and fitted with a nylon insulation sleeve, 
making up the original diameter. 
2. A thin, non-conducting gasket was placed between the 
caitridge bolting flange and the drawbox. 
The securing bolt clearances were increased to take nylon 
sleeves with an integral washer at the bolt head end. 
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The battery connection to the steel gear was attached to the pod 
casting so that the circuit was completed by flow through the 
ball bearings. 
7hree steel gear assemblies were thus modified so 
that the behaviour of three gear pairs could be observed 
simultaneously. By selecting two right and one left handed 
gears for the conversion, measurements could be made at all 
positions in a single drawbox, using 6nly two set-ups. 
Mesh voltage signals were displayed on a 
multi-channel cathode-ray oscilloscope-with storage facility 
(Tektronix type 564B). Specimen records were obtained by means 
of a polaroid-type camera unit. In order to provide a continuous 
recording capability, an ultra-violet recorder (S. E. Laboratories 
type 2000) was employed, together with galvanometers (type A8000). 
Because the galvanometers had a resistance of only 40 ohms and a 
sensitivity of 1.0 
v /cm., it was necessary to construct a suitable 
matching amplifier for each channel. It was important that the 
behaviour of all the amplifiers was identical within close limits 
and that D. C. drift was negligible over. long periods of operation. 
Figure 8.2 shows the circuit developed to meet these requirements. 
The response characteristic of each amplifier was found to be flat 
up to a frequency of about 50 KHz. 
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8.3 Measurement of Gear Motions by Aleans of Magnetic Drums 
8.3.1 Description of Technique 
-drawshaft Two small. drums were fitted to a mi.. -RhIng pair of 
gears and surface coated with a magnetic recording material. The gears 
were assembled in a double cartridge gearboxý (Figure 8.3)-with a 
magnetic record/replay head tracking on the periphery of each drum. 
The arrangement shown schematically in Figure 8.4 was used 
to calibrate the drums as follows. An optical radial grating fitted 
to the bronze gear shaft (replacing the drawroll) was employed to 
generate periodic voltage signals as the shaft was slowly rotated. 
These were recorded simultaneously on both magnetic drums whilst a 
brake load was applied to the steel gear shaft to maintain tooth 
contapt throughout. 
In this way the two drum signals were 
synchronised in time thereby eliminating the effects of 
transmission error and both drum and grating eccentricities. 
Having thus calibrated the gear pair, the absent 
drawroll was replaced and relative gear motions studied under various 
Basic principles of magnetic recording are given in Appendix M. 
The 2-posit ion box was driven by a Servomex .5H. P., D. C. Motor (type D27H2) with a Servomex motor control unit (type MC 47). 
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running conditions by. employing the drum heads in the "replay" 
mode (Figure 8.5). If the gears rotate without vibration, as during 
calibration, the replayed drum signals will. appear in phase if 
displayed on a cathode-ray oscilloscopej Any loss of tooth contact or 
movement through the gear backlash will produce a varying phase shift 
between the two signals, proportional to the relative displacement. 
Since the original calibration signals are written 
simultaneously at low speed, the method detects relative gear 
displacement with'automatic compensation for-static transmission error 
and eccentricity of the drums and the optical grating. 
Further details of the technique, together with 
practical considerations, now follow. 
, 8.3.2 Gear - Drum Arrangement 
7he method described above would have to be applicable 
to flexibly mounted gears, as well as solid gears, and so this more 
difficult case was considered first. Perhaps the greatest problem 
was associated with the space restriction that the only access to a 
drawbox would be through the cartridge bore. The gear drum diameter, 
therefore, had to be small enough to afford room for-the 
magnetic head arrangement and also to avoid fouling at the 
crossed helical pesh. 
it.. 
If it was desired to use the magnetic drum arrangement for the 
measurement of static or dynamic transmission error, then theý 
compensation feature would not be required and uniform signals would 
be written independently onto each dru; -n. 
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Figure 8.6 shows the solution adopted in practice. 
An interference fit located the drum on a reduced diameter shoulder 
on the gear. In order to provide a satisfactory clearance, it was 
necessary to reduce the outside diameter of the gear support bush and 
to cut a chamfer through the two rubber bushes. Drum. eccentricity 
was minimised by finish machining the outer diameter with the unit 
rotating in the drawshaft bearings. It should be noted that low 
drum run-out was not required for the actual technique since it is 
automatically compensated for; however, it is important in resppct 
of the magnetic head to drum clearance as will be seen later. 
To minimise the possibility of magnetic signal noise, 
it is important to use a non-magnetic material for a recnrding drum. 
Non-metallic materials were found to be too flexible in thin sections 
and, therefore, phosphor-bronze was chosen. In retrospect, however, 
the author believes that aluminium would have been a better choice since 
the lower density would have provided a smaller modification t. o system 
inertia. 
8.3.3 Mounting of Magnetic Head 
Accuracy of head position is of paramount importance in 
magnetic drum recording. Signal strength is maximum when the head and 
drum touch lightly along a line coincident with the head gap. As 
the head profile. is normally convex and the air gap is usually less 
than . 0001 inch, a very precise setting-up capability is required for 
the mounting arrangement. It is usual, in drum applications, for the 
head to be separated from the recording material in order to avoid 
wear (60). Gaps are typically in the region of . 0001 inch to . 0005 
inch 
and this tolerance dictates that drums and bearings should be 
manufactured to give an eccentricity of less than"head-drum clearance, 
t 
unless floating heads are employed. 
In this application, such precision could not be 
guaranteed, even by finish machining each drum in its own bearings 
and it was therefore decided to run with direct contact The 
mounting arrangement employed is shown in Figure 8.6. Two strips of 
. 003 in. shimming steel supported the head between the sides of a 
forked bracket, the electrical connections being suitably insulated. 
The bracket was seated on rubber washers in compression against a flat 
I 
The washers were specially surface machined on the draw pod casting. 
moulded to size using a neoprene-type rubbdr to minimise deterioration 
in the oil environment. Three 12 B. A. screws, forming an equilateral 
- triangle in plan (Figure 8.9), permitted fine adjustment vertically 
and rotationally, in the vertical plane, about axes parallel to and 
perpendicular to the shaft axis. 
Electrical connection wires were taken from the head 
via the inside of the pod casting to the drawroll side of the gearbox wall. 
It was possible to insert the completely assembled unit, 
shown in Figure 8.7, into a drawbox via the standard location bore. 
8.3.4 Magnetic P. ecording Medium 
Initial experiments were carried out using magnetic tape 
of domestic quality; however, it was not possible to produce a 
satisfactory joint to give a continuous recording surface. 
In practice, an oil film would form a small clearance. 
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This problem can be overcome by means of continuous 
magnetic belts of the type used by the G. P. O. for pre-recorded 
telephone information. Unfortunately, these-were not available in a 
convenient size but, in any case, those tested were found to be 
inferior to magnetic tape, particularly for frequencies above 10 Miz. 
Stainless steel recording wire of the type used in 
"black box" flight recorders was considered but rejected in favour 
of coating compounds. Preliminary experiments showed that most of 
these had magnetic properties inferior to those of domestic recording 
tape. One exception was dispersion fluid B. 255., manufactured by 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Ltd., which compared favourably 
with tape performance. The compound was therefore adopted for all 
further tests. 
Before applying the compound, the bronze drums were 
washed in acetone to remove any grease and other extraneous dirt. 
The dispersion compound was diluted by the addition of 5076 (by weight) 
of methyl-ethyl ketone. Each drum was dipped into the diluted 
compound and slowly withdrawn to produce an even deposition of about 
. 001 in. which dried in air in about ten minutes. 
8.3.5 Generation of Calibration Signal 
7he optical arrangement, shown schematically in 
Figure 8.4, was used to produce the calibration signal for the two 
gear drums. Light from the lamp passes through a collimating lens 
and produces light intensity changes when viewed from the photo cell, 
according to the rotary position of the scale grating with respect to 
the fixed index grating. The lamp, lens, index grating and photo cell 
arrangement is referred to as a 'normal incidence' reading head (61). 
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An electrical signal, proportional to light intensity, is output from 
the photocell. This is made compatible with the magnetic heads by a 
suitable amplifier and split to provide identical signals for 
simultaneous recording on the two gear drums. 
The choice of grating lines per revolution depends on 
the measurement resolution required. Since it was desired to 
observe motions taking up the tooth clearance, a*grating of 540 lines 
per revolution was selected. With 540 complete signals transferred 
to each drum, a phase shift of one complete cycle c6rresponds to a 
relative displacement equal to the maximum permitted backlash, 
i. e. . 014 in. at the pitch radius. 
........ I ............................. I. 8.3.6 Magnetic System and Recording Considerations 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and ease of 
application of the magnetic technique, it was decided to use a 
recording system no better in quality than that of an ordinary 
domestic tape recorder. 
In this context, Marriott type X/RPS/36 quarter-track 
heads were used, having characteristics as follows: - 
Air gap 
Width 
Spacing 
Inductance at 1 kHz 
Bias at 50 kHz 
Recording current for 2 dB below 276 distortion 
Output at 1 kHz using E. M. I. test'tape 
Output at 2 kHz for 110 uA recording current 
Max. Frequency response at 71 in/see. 
0.0001 in. 
0.043 in. 
0.136 in. 
70 mll 
11 v 
110, VA 
0.44 mV 
1.07 mV 
20 kHz 
'r 
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A compatible recording amplifier was specially built for 
use with heads of this type. The circuit, shown in Figure 8.8 is 
based on a design published by Alullard Ltd. (62). 
It is now appropriate to consider signal, packing density 
in relation to head frequency response. The chief restriction to 
head re6ponse at high frequency is the air gap dimension. When the 
signal to be recorded would occupy a length of magnetic medium 
approaching the air gap size, then clear recording cannot take' 
place. For the head characteristics quoted above, the limiting 
frequency of 20 kHz at 71 in/see. corresponds to a packing density 
of 2670 signals/in. or a signal spacing of . 0004 in. which is clearly 
of the same order as the air gap. Increasing the frequency beyond this 
limit would produce a correspondingly higher packing density and a 
lower spacing, thus causing a rapid fall off in recording quality. 
The 540 signals recorded on the drum periphery correspond 
to a packing density of only 75 per inch or-a spacing of . 013 which is 
well within the handling capability of the poorest of heads. This low 
packing density also facilitAtes good high frequency replay performance. 
The replay frequency from the calibrated drums will depend on the 
drawroll running speed; for example, at a running speed of 2000 r. p. m. 
it will be 18 kHz. 
8.3.7 Electronic Phase Comparator 
In using the calibrated gear pair to study motions, it 
is clearly impracticable to simply display or even record the two 
output waveforms. Finding phase shifts of up to one cycle in every - 
540 cycles is an extremely laborious process and is best done 
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electronically. To this end, an electronic phase comparator was 
built, to the author's user specification, by the Cranfield Unit for 
Precision Engineering. The comparator receives two signals of 
nominally identical frequency and produces a continuous D. C. voltage 
proportional to the phase shift between them. Ibis voltage may be 
used to produce. permanent records, for example, by means of an 
ultra violet rqcorder. 
Briefly, the principles used to translate phase shift 
to a proportional voltage are as follows. When one of the two input 
signals-passes-through zero to positive it switches on a D. C. output- 
at a certain level. This persists until the. second wave passes through 
zero to positive which switches the D. C. level off. The switching 
process continues so that a squared wave is produced whose f1mark to 
spacelt ratio varies in time as the phase between the two input 
i 
signals varies. A digital to analogue convertor is then employed to 
produce a smoothed D. C. output proportional to phase difference. 
This type of apparatus is used together with optical 
gratings in single flank gear testers. More detailed accounts of 
its design and application appear elsewhere (63)(64). 
.............. 8.3.8 Setting-up Procedure 
After a satisfactory coating of magnetic dispersion 
compound had been applied to both steel and bronze gear drums, the 
units were assembled as shown in Figure 8.7. Magnetic head positions 
were set as accurately as possible by eye with the two cartridges 
still on the bench. Final adjustments were made with the cartridges 
inserted into the short gearbox as shown in Figure 8.9. lhis was 
accomplished by simply attempting to write the calibration signal 
0 
onto each drum when set in motion and making fine head position 
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adjustments until replayed signals were of good quality from both 
drums. In order to check that the head gap was making a line contact 
on a drum, signals were written onto both recording tracks and 
adjustments made. until replayed signals were of equal amplitude from 
each track. 
At this point it was necessary to erase all signals and 
noise recorded on the drums during the testing and adjusting phase, 
ready for the actual calibration run. It was possible to completely 
erase drum records in situ using the record/replay heads in 
conjunction with the optical system. With the light source at normal 
recording intensity, the recording level, controlled by the recording 
amplifier, was reduced progressively to zero over several shaft 
revolutions. This gradual reduction of an oscillating signal produces 
a random orientation of particles comprising the magnetic material, 
that is,, the surface is demagnetised. 
In order to approach "static" conditions, the calibration 
run was completed at drawroll speeds not exceeding 60 r. p. m. and a 
small brake load was applied to the outboard drawroll to maintain tooth 
contact. Signal recording was arranged to take place over several 
drum revolutions after which the recording quality was closely examined. 
Absence of any appreciable wave distortion confirmed that a reasonable 
static calibration had-been achieved. 
Gear motion studies were carried out using the calibrated 
I 
pair in the multi-box rig previously described. In recreating the gear 
mesh, it was essential that the mating teeth were the same as previously, 
otherwise the static synchronisatipn would be invalid due to the 
change in gear transmission error.. 
60 r. p. m. corresponds to a (satisfactory) recording frequency of 
540 llz. 
8.3.9 Performance of Magnetic System 
Although the dynamic phase comparator, described in 
Section 8.3.7, was fitted with input channel amplifiers for waves 
of signal to noise ratio worse than 30 dB, their use was unnecessary 
in the testing range of 750 to 2000 r. p. m. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 
show oscilloscope traces of the drum replay signals at 100 and 
1800 r. p. m. respectively. Signal strength increased with speed up 
to the maximum test speed of 2000 r. p. m., corresponding to a 
frequency of 18 kliz. Typical signal strengths directly from thb drum 
heads, that is, without amplification, were as follows: - 
60 r. p. m. (recording speed) 10 mV (peak to peak) 
750 r. p. m. (minimum speed of 
4 box rig) 
2000 r. p. m. (maximum test speed) 
50 mV (peak to peak) 
70 mV (peak to peak) 
Figure 8.12 illustrates the effect of relative motions 
on the phasing of the two drum signals. The upper pair of waveforms, 
which are in phasepare typical of those'produced when the gears were 
maintained in contact by means of an applied load. The lower pair were 
recorded under the same conditions except that the applied torque was 
removed, thus permitting motions through the backlash and, hence, a 
phase shift in the replayed signals. 
Altogether a total of about 6 hours of measurements were 
performed, mainly at 1700 to 2000 r. p. m., before wear of the magnetic 
surface caused signal deterioration. It is felt that a much greater 
coating life could have been. achieved by adopting a lower head to drum 
contact pressure. 
f 
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8.4 Measurement of Gear Motions by means of-Optical Gratings 
8.4.1 Introduction 
Optical gratings are used extensively in industry to 
measure relative displacement or position (61). This information 
may be important in itself as, for example, in the measurement of 
gear transmission error (65) or, it may be employed in a feed back 
loop to reduce manufacturing errors or to make positional adjustments 
in machinery(66). 
It has been seen (Section 4.3.4) that application to 
gear vibration studies is hampered somewhat by the difficulty in 
separating motions, at once per revolution, from static transmission 
errors and, more particularly, mounting eccentricities. A method 
aimed at eliminating the problem is briefly described in this Section 
and, although a satisfactory technique has not been perfected in the 
time available, preliminary work is summarised. 
8.4.2 Description of Technique 
I 
The technique proposed attempts to achieve an optical 
equivalent of the magnetic system described earlier. One way of 
doing this would be to generate reflective radial gratings on the two 
cartridge gears in such a way that transmission error and grating 
eccentricities were accounted for in the relative line spacings. To 
this end, a master grating could be employed on one drawshaft to 
simultaneously reproduce grating lines on the two meshed gears by a 
photographic process. It would be essential to perform the operation 
with tooth contact maintained throughout and in the absence of any 
vibration. 
loj- 
Having thus statically calibrated the gear pair, 
torsional motions could be continuously monitored by employing a light 
source and optical reading head in conjunction with each gear grating. 
Ihe two wave forms thus produced would be input to a dynamic phase 
comparator in the same manner as described for the magnetic system. 
(Section 8.3.7). If, during operational measurements, the gears are 
free from vibration, as in the calibration, then no phase shift should 
be indicated. Relative gear motions, apart from that due to static 
transmission error, will result in a proportional phase variation 
which may be detected. Knowledge of the grating pitch allows a 
direct calibration of output signal in terms of motion amplitude. 
Applying the principles of the foregoing to a reliable 
measurement technique first requires solution to two major practical 
problems: 
1. the generation of reference gratings on the meshed gear pair. 
2. the transmission of optical signals to and from instrumented 
gears assembled in a production drawbox. 
Attention is now focussed on these problems, commencing 
with the latter. 
..... ............................ ; ............... 8.4.3 Optical System Permitting Access to In-Situ Gearing 
One approach to the gearbox access problem is to employ 
fibre optics (67)(68). The basic principle of fibre optics is that a 
bundle of transparent fibres (termed a fibrescope) can transmit light 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT - The experimental work described in this Section 
was carried out by Mr. R. W. Grundy (69) under the author's guidance. 
His cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. 
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from one end to the other even when its shape is distorted. This is 
accomplished by either internal reflection or refraction. 
Preliminary experiments were pdrfOrmod with the 
arrangement shown in Figure 8.13 to examine the feasibility of 
fibre optics for this application. Two Y-branched fibrescopes 
(Dolan-Jener, type EEK 3036) were used to connect each sensing 
aperture to both light source and photocell (Ferranti, type MSI-B). 
Optical lasers (Spectra Physics, type 120) were used as light sources 
in order to provide a concentrated be4m to allow for intensity losses. 
A reflective radial grating having 512 lines per revolution was 
attached by adhesive joint to each drawshaft gear as shown in 
. Figure 8.14. The index grating and fibrescope were clamped to a 
perspex support bracket also shown in this illustration and both 
drawroll cartridges were inserted into the two-position gearbox rig 
as shown in Figure 8.15. 
For a range of running speeds, signals taken directly 
from both photocells were displayed on a Tektronix storage 
oscilloscope (type 564 B) and permanent records obtained by means of 
a polaroid type camera unit. Typical waveforms produced by the 
twin optical system are shown in Figure 8.16, which illustrates good 
signal quality. Unlike the magnetic system, however, it was found 
I that signal strength decreased with increasing speed. Typical 
measured amplitudes were as follows: - 
100 r. p. m. -- 20 mV (peak to peak) 
450 r. p. m. 16 mV (peal., to peal-, ) 
2100 r. p. m. 5 mV (peak to peak) 
IOG 
The conclusion to be drawn from these preliminary tests. 
is that$ whilst the application of fibre optics to remote gearing 
measurements looks promising, further development is required. 
8.4.4 Generation of Gear Gratings in situ 
It is suggested that the arrangement shown in Figure 8.17, 
which is based on standard grating duplication techniques (61), 
would be suitable for reproducing reflective gratings on meshed gears. 
A master grating connected to one drawshaft would be 
used in coXijunction with a reading head to produce a waveform on 
rotation. This would be converted to a train of pulses, by a trigger 
unit, each of which would simultaneously operate two flash tubes 
thbreby projecting a single grating image onto photo sensitive 
coatings on each gear. (Object gratings: and collimating lenses would 
be required, as shown, for this process). After exposure during a 
complete revolution,. the photographic plate could be developed 
in situ (70). 
The need to create each grating line separately, 
without exposing the remainder of the photographic plate, represents* 
a difficulty in this approach. To overcome the problem, it might be 
necessary to employ an elaborate screening system in a specially 
constructed calibration rig. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
.................... Introductory Remarks 
The measurement techniques described in the preceding section 
. 
have been applied to study gear impact behaviour and gear motions in 
the multibox experimental rig. A typical view of the rig and 
measuring instrumentation is given in Figure 9.1. 
Preliminary experiments with the mesh resistance technique were 
aime. d at establishing beyond doubt that a reversed impact cycle was 
associated with the gear damage patterns described in Section 3. 
Following this, it was of paramount importance to ascertain whether 
tooth dynamic loading was random or distributed in a characteristic 
fasI'don throughout the total geared system as predicted by theoretical 
results. 
Although mesh voltage trdces are very useftil for detecting 
tooth impacts, they give only clues as to tho r,, r-,, '. 'Lons described by 
a gear pair and, in this respect, the magnetic drum technique is 
clearly superior. Relative dynamic motions of a pair of bushed 
gears were monitored for a range of running speeds. Further tests 
investigated the effects of mesh applied loading and increased box 
coupling flexibility. 
It is only possible in this Section to present a small 
representative sample from the very many records generated by the 
experimental investigation. *In so far as the rig vibrational behaviour 
was highly non-linear in character, the results may be categorised 
as fitypicalft only. I 
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9.2 Impact Behaviour derived from Mesh Voltage Measurements 
........... 9.2.1 Preliminary Expcriments 
In preliminary work mesh voltages were displayed directly 
on a cathode-ray oscilloscope with trace storage facility. Records 
were obtained by storing a single sweep and employing a polaroid type 
camera unit. 
9.2.1.1 Nature of Typical Impact Traces 
Figures 9.2 - 9.4 show typical mesh voltage 
traces for drawroll pair 2, box no. 2, of the multi-box rig. 
- The upper trace on each record is a reference signal at drawroll 
rotational frequency. 
Figure 9.2 clearly shows evidence of contacts 
at once per revolution for a running speed of 725 r. p. m. As the speed 
is increased, the voltage amplitudes are increased (Figure 9.3) and 
the heavy contacts occur at twice per revolution.. In view of the gear 
pitting pattern described earlier (Section 3.1), there is a distinct 
I 
; possibility that one of these occurs between the normal driving teeth and 
the other occurs between the trailing teeth after the backlash has 
been traversed. The conta ct resistance measurement does not, however, 
have the ability to prove that this isýso. 
One may observe from Figures 9.3 and 9.4 that, 
at times, heavy contacts are experienced by a succession of teeth. 
* counting from the drive end. 
9.2-1.2 Interpretation of Double Impact Cycle 
A special experiment was undertaken to 
demonstrate that the twice per revolution pulses, illustrated, in 
Figures 9.3 and 9.4, represent front and reverse face impacts. For 
slow speed running producing a single heavy contact each revolution, 
the mesh voltage and reference traces were physically synchronised 
by adjusting the position of the pulse generating wire on the 
drawroll periphery. Me rig was stopped, a thin coating of a black 
marking compound applied to both front and trailing faces of the 
bronze gear teeth, and the mesh recreated with the same teeth in 
contact. The machine was re-started and, after checking that 
reference and impact signals were still synchronised at low speed 
(Figure 9,5), the speed was increased to about 1500 r. p. m. giving 
a twice per revolution trace typified by Pigure 9.6. The two 
displayed signals did not always remain in phase during the test, 
indeed, the phase relationship varied somewhat randomly (Figure 9.7). 
After running for about 40 minutes at this speed, the rig was stopped 
and the bronze gear cartridge removed. The teeth were visibly 
designated 1 to 20, no. 1 being the tooth in driving contact at 
synchronisation. Figure 9.8 presents photographs of front and 
reverse faces of the coated gear teeth after the test. One can 
readily identify the lighter areas where the black coating has been 
removed by contact with mating parallel and/or crossed helical gears. 
This wear distribution shows the same characteristic pattern as the 
pitting distribution observed on gears from the field (Figures 3.1 
and 3.9). It also demonstrates quite clearly that the twice per 
revolution signals shown in Figures 9.3,9.4,9.6 and 9.7 represent 
a once per revolution total cycle. of alternate driving and reverse 
face impacts. 
An clectro-magnetic proximity pickup (Philips type PR 9262) was used 
to detect a onco per revolution pulse produced by a steel wire attached 
to a drawroll. 
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............. 9.2.1.3 Simultaneous Impact Behaviour at Three 
......... . Gear Meshes 
Three pairs of drawshaft gears were modified 
for impact detection as described in Section 8.2.2. This not only 
allowed comparisons to be made between simultaneously 'recorded traces 
but it also reduced the number of different set-ups required to produce 
measurerfients at all gear stations in the test rig. 
Since each drawbox has 4 left-hand and 
2 right-hand layshaft helical gears, two of the three measuring pairs, 
referred to as pairs 'A' and 'B', had left-hand bronze gears whilst 
the -third, pair 'C', had a right-hand bronze gear. To maintain 
uniformity, all measurements within a particular drawbox were completed 
in two stages. In the first stage pairs A, B and C were located at 
drawbox mesh stations 1,2 and 4 respectively and in the second stage 
they were located at positions 3,5 and 6. 
Typical records obtained from box no. 1 are 
shown in Figures 9.9 - 9.11. In Fig. 9.9, the impacts appear at 
twice per revolution throughout and are of comparable intensity at 
each mesh. There is evidence of excitation at the second harmonic 
of gear rotational error and also at tooth meshing frequency. 
In practice, it was found that mesh voltages measured for gear pair B 
were generally of significantly higher magnitude than for tho other 
two (Figure 9.10)" although this was not always the case (Figure 9.11). 
The most likely explanation for this behaviour 
is associated with the backlash values for the 3 pairs. These have. 
been measured as . 0135 in., . 009 in. and . 014 in. at the pitch radius 
for A, B and C respectively. The-higher backlash at meshes A and C 
will permit dissipative forces to act for a greater time during tooth 
separation than at mesh B. This will tend to reduce the relative 
III 
approach velocities of the gear pairs thus leading to less severe 
impacts. These results are in agreement with the findings of 
oeppen (21) and illustrate the importance of high backlash in 
lightly loaded gear trains. 
........... - 9.2.1.4 General Impact Behaviour 
By far the most striking feature of the rig 
behaviour was a highly non-linear vibration with an absence of any 
clear sustained resonance condition. In view of the light applied 
loading, this was not unexpected. 
In a previous section (6.9.1) it was noted 
that a resonance could be expected at about 2100 r. p. m. on the basis 
of linear theory and assuming a periodic disturbance at dra*wshaft 
rotational frequency. In the speed range 725 - 2600 r. p. m. no such 
resonance was observed, however, it was found that severest impact 
behaviour, -in terms of magnitude and regularity, occurred at around 
1700 - 1800 r. p. m. 
At any particular mesh, impact patterns were 
broadly similar in that periods of high impact activity were 
interspersed with periodsýof relative calm in a-somewhat random manner. 
The high impact periods lasted, in general, for up to about 
20 revolutions but there were many examples where a greater 
persistence was observed. Typical records, obtained using slow 
-trace sweeps on 
the oscilloscope, are given in Figures 9.12 - 9.14. 
The comparative inactivity at 1800 r. p. m., depicted in Figure 9.13, 
is contrary to the behaviour generally observed at this speed. 
. I. !, 
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It is important to note-that intervals of 
high impact activity were accompanied by noticeable increases in the 
acoustic noise level and fluctuations of 10 dB(A) were not uncommon 
Listening at about an inch or two from the face of particular 
drawrolls, one could easily sense a characteristic deep rattle often 
with a superimposed, higher pitched, "tinkling" quality. 
The overall impression gzkined from the 
initial-phase of the experimental work was that an unstable resonance 
existed at about 1700 - 1800 r. p. m. This was self-defeating for 
as soon as it built, up, complex separation effects throughout the 
rig acted to detune the resonance. It is significant that the speed 
of maximum vibratory impact was lower than the predicted critical 
speed of 2100 r. p. m. for, in practice, separation effects cause the 
mean tooth flexibility to be higher than that used in theoretical 
computation. Thus calculated resonant speeds are an over-estimate 
of those occurring in the real system. Another effect of variable 
stiffness due to tooth separation is to allow an infinite number of 
combinations of system variables, including the forcing functions at 
each gear mesh. This, in turn, allows considerable randomness in 
the system behaviourtogether with severe impact behaviourlover a 
wide range of speedsirather than at particular speeds. 
The equipment used for noise measurements is described 
in Section 9.4 and illustratad in Figure 9.1. 
I- 
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9.2.2 Impact Behaviour throughout the Rig 
The major part of the experimental measurement 
programme involved the recording of impact behaviour at each gear 
mesh for various. running speeds. Using three modified gear pairs, 
as described in Section 9.2.1.3, required 8 different set-ups to cover 
the 24 positions in the 4 box rig. Permanent records were obtained 
by means of an ultra-violet recorder which was f6und to be much more 
convenient than the oscilloscope-camera arrangement previously used. 
Employing the 3 channel matching amplifiers, described in Section 8.2.2, 
raised the scale voltage drop from 1.5 v to 2.6 v. 
Tests were generally carricd out at 725 r. p. m., 
800 r. p. m. and at intervals of 100 r. p. m. up to 2600 r. p. m. After 
. 
first switching on, the rig was run for I hour at 1600 r. p. m. and then 
for 30 minutes at each test speed before measurements were made. This 
procedure was designed to allow the gearbox oil to reach its operating 
temperature fairly quickly for a given speed. Since mesh voltage depends 
on the oil film thickness, which in turn is a function of oil viscosity, 
the preliminary running was essential. Ideally, it should have been 
prolonged further if time had permitted. 
Typical traces from box no. 2 at 1000 r. p. m. are shown 
in Figure 9.15. Even at this low. speed. double impact cycles are 
illustrated but the general mesh voltage levels are low compared-to 
the maximum possible of 2.6 v. 
Figures 9.16 - 9.19 present impact traces for box 
numbers 4,3l 2 and 1 respectively, at 1800ýr. p. m. Activity is 
clearly shown to increase towards the drive end of the rig and, 
indeed, in box number 1 there are substantial periods of uninterrupted 
double impact cycles. The explanation for this variation will be 
discussed later (Section 9.2.3). 
Although behaviour, in box 4 was generally calm and 
uninteresting at all speeds, there were occasions of quite severe 
vibration, as illustrated in Figure 9.20. 
Further evidence of high frequency contributions to the 
impact traces is presented in Figures 9.21 and 9.22, obtained using 
high paper speeds. In the former, components at'j, 1 and 2 times 
tooth frequency are present whereas in the latter the high frequency 
components do not appear to be directly related to tooth frequency. 
............. I ................................ I. 9ý2.3 Distribution of Impact Densities throughout the Rig 
Ihe impact traces discussed in the foregoing paragraphs 
are useful for purposes of illustration but are insufficient to show, 
at a glance, the distribution of impact severity throughout the geared 
system. Since the mesh voltage levels are not calibrated to indicate 
dynamic load, it is necessary to introduce some arbitrary means of 
quantifying the voltage records. To this end, the number of impact 
pulses over a prescribed limit of 1 volt (equivalent to I cm. ) were 
counted over a suitable trace length representing several hundred 
revolutions. In this way, an impact count per 100 revolutions could 
be made for each of the. 24 different traces obtained at a particular. 
test speed. The impact densities thus determined could be plotted in 
histogram form. First, however, it is necessary to introduce a 
weighting factor to eliminate the effect of different individual 
characteristics of the 3 measuring gear pairs (Section 9.2.1.3). The 
impact counts are related to the counts for gear pair A as follows. 
If, for a particular test speed, the impact counts from pairs A, B and 
C are NA, NB and NC, then the weighted counts related to pair A are: - 
At, 
N A/A =NA 
A- 
A 
N NB/A B 
Aý 
NNx C/A C TC 
n=8 
tf i 
NA 
where AA isý the average impact coun or pa r n 
-- n in its 8 different locations n=l 
n=8 . 
A is the average impact count for pair B 2 
NB 
n 
B 
in its 8 different locations n=l 
n=8 NC 
A is the average impact count for pair C 2: n C 
in its 8 different locations. n=l 
The arithmetic manipulation and graph plotting of impact 
densities has been programmed for computer and the statement listing 
is given in Appendix N. 
Figures 9.23 to 9.35 show impact density histograms 
at various test speeds in the range 1000 to 2600 r. p. m. The weighting 
factors, discussed above, have been applied. 
General levels are seen to be quite low at 1000 and 
1250 r. p. m. rising substantially at 1500 r. p. m. and peaking at about 
1700 or 1800 r. p. m. Further increase in speed initially produces a 
small decrease in impact levels which then remain fairly constant 
overall up to 2600 r. p. m., although local fluctuations occur throughout. 
The most striking feature of the histograms is that 
the behaviour in boxes 1-and 2 is everywhere worse than in boxes 3 
and 4 which confirms the observation made earlier (Section 9.2.2) 
in connection with mesh voltage records. Ibis behaviour is almost 
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certainly the result of the physical-differences between the two 
pairs of boxes and in particular their gears (Section 7.3). 
The brand new gears in boxes 3 and 4 clearly-induce less dynamic 
activity than the-worn gears in boxes I and 2. 
In view of these findings, it is considered inappropriate 
to expect concrete conclusions to be drawn from a comparison between 
the impact distributions and theoretical distributions of dynamic 
loading, presented in Section 6.9. Nevertheless, the results are 
of some value for they demonstrate that the dynamic behaviour at a 
particular mash is not independent of the errors in the surrounding 
gears, otherwise the striking variation in behaviour down the rig 
would not have been highlighted using the three instrumented cartridge 
pairs. 
A comparison between experimental and theoretical results 
could be effected by a closer theoretical modelling of the actual' 
system. 7his would involve the physical measurement of all gear 
transmission errors and relative error phasing throughout the rig 
for use as input data. In view of the time requirements of such a 
programme this was not pursued. 
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9.3 Measurements of Gear Dynamic Motions using Magnetic Drums 
The magnetic recording technique, described in Section 8.3, 
was employed to investigate gear oscillatory motions under various 
operating conditions and a selection of the results derived is now 
discussed. 
9.3.1 Calibration Check 
Initial measurements were carried out with the 
calibrated bushed gear pair-in the' double cartridge gearbox. 
It was appropriato, first of all# to chock that a 
satisfactory "static" calibration had been accomplished. Accordingly, 
the relative motion was observed for low speed running under a brake 
load of 2.5 lbf. in. Unfortunately, the signals picked up from the 
magnetic drums were not s trong enough for the dynamic phase comparator 
at 60 r. p. m. (calibration speed) and it was necessary to operate at 
150 r. p. m. A typical trace, obtained under these conditions, is given 
in Figure 9.36. The base line,, representing the zero-phase shift 
calibration, is shown by an arrow at the left of the trace. Apart from a 
once per revolution pulse, wifich was subsequently traced to a mechanical. 
fault in the rig, the trace approaches the straight line expected for the. 
static condition. Considering that the test speed was significantly above 
the signal generation speed, this result provides adequate confirmation of 
a satisfactory drum calibration. This point is further emphasised by 
comparing-Figure 9.36 to Figure 9.37 which was obtained under the same 
conditions except that the brake load was removed. The motions are much 
greater in amplitude and at times traverse the full backlash. 
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....... . .......... 9.3.2 Multi-Box Rig Tests at Various Speeds 
The instrumented gear pair was carefully assembled 
at position 2 in box 4 and a series of records taken exemplified 
by Figures 9.39 - 9.45. These are how briefly discussed. 
At 725 r. p. m. (Figure 9.38) it can be seen that 
intervals of motion at rotational frequency are interspersed with 
more random periods. There is also evidence of motions at twice 
rotational frequency, suggesting an excitation contribution by the 
second harmonic of Sear error. No reverse face contacts. are C> 
evidenced, although 80-90% of the tooth clearance is regularly 
traversed. (Excursions of the trace across the base line 
suggest either a D. C. drift of the displayed signal, or some-, 
tangential movement of one or both reading heads or tooth 
deformation including flexing). 
Figure 9.39 shows vibration at a periodicity of 
layshaft gear rotation and also at half of this. Such behaviour 
was notcoximon thus confirming the relative unimportance of 
transmission errors at the crossed helical gear mesh. 
General amplitude levels are seen to increase at 
1250 and 1500 r. p. m. (Figures 9.40 and 9.41) and there are several 
instances where impacts oc cur on reverse tooth faces as well as on 
normal contact faces. In general, the vibration occurs at drawshaft 
rotational frequency but some of the lower amplitude waves occur at 
half of th13. 
Figure 9.42 illustrates an interesting phenomenon, 
again recorded at 1500 r. p. m. - The displacement amplitudes are seen 
to increase and decrease on alternate waves in a regular fashion 
this occurring at a periodicity of drawshaft gear rotation. 7he 
variations in phase and the smoothness and regularity of the 
J14 1 
1.19 
waveform together suggest that excitations at other gear meshes are 
here exerting considerable influence. 
Further examples of this behaviour were detected at 
1700 r. p. m. (Figure 9.43). It was noted that the tooth clearance 
was more often fully traversed at this speed than-at. any other for 
which records were obtained. This reinforces inferences drawn from 
impact measurements (Section 9.2.1.4) that a peak response occurred 
in the system at around 1700 r. p. m. but, more important, it further 
supports the view that the dynamic behaviour at a particular mesh is 
strongly influenced by excitations from more remote meshes. 
Figures 9.44 and 9.45 show typical traces obtained 
at 1800 and 2000 r. p. m. respectively. A noticeable reduction in 
amglitude levels is apparent in the latter. 
9.3.3 Effect of Applied 'Loads 
A small scale test was carried out. at 750 r. p. m. to' 
examine the effect of mesh applied load*on vibratory behaviour-. Brake - 
loads of 2.5 and 5.0 lbf. in. were applied to the stool gear shaft 
of theInstrumented pair producing the records shown in Figures 9.46 
and 9.47 respectively. Displacement amplitudes are considerably 
reduced, especially with the higher load, and motions at once per 
revolution are suppressed. 
This result suggests that drawbox dynamic behaviour 
might be improved by increasing the normal loads transmitted by the 
drawsfiaft gears. It remains, however, to. perform a more comprehensive 
programme of measurements before this could be suggested with confidence. 
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9.3.4 Influence of Highly Flexible Couplings 
7heoretical results, reported, in Sections 6.5.3 and 
6.9.2 have predicted improved behaviour from the use of more flexible 
layshaft coupl-; ngs for full machines and also for the multi box rig. 
Measurements were therefore performed on the experimental rig fitted 
with couplings having a torsional flexibility estimated to be 
290 times that of the standard components Typical motion traces 
for a variety of test speeds are given in Figures 9.48 - 9.54. 
At 750 r. p. m. -, general displacement levels are noticeably 
higher than those observed using standard couplings at the same speed 
and, as before, gear rotational frequency predominates. The regularity 
with which the backlash is fully traversed is comparable to that at the 
peak response speed of 1700 r. p. m. in the unmodified rig. Ihis suggests 
the presence of a resonance at around 750 r p. m. or possibly at a 
slightly lower speed, since the drive arrangement precluded operation 
below this speed. Such a resonance coincides with the fourth 
torsional critical speed predicted by the linear theory on the basis 
of excitation at once per drawshaft revolution (Section 6.9.2). 
In view of the considerable non-linearities in the system, it is not 
clear why such good agreement has been-obtained especially when observed 
behaviour of the unmodified system was so different from the predicted 
linear response. It is possible that the value of modified coupling 
flexibility, used for computation, was an over-estimate. If the actual 
flexibilities were lower then the computed resonance speed would be 
higher than the actual peak response speed as was found for the 
system operating with standard couplings. 
I 
The couplings each incorporated a pair of opposed helical compression 
springs and are shown, assembled on the rig drive shafts in Fig. 7.2. 
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Amplitudes at 900 and 1250 r. p. m. (Figures 9.49 
and 9.50) are generally slightly lower than at 750 r. p. m. and the 
dominance of rotational frequency is again apparent. 
At 1500 r. p. m. a very interesting phenomena was 
observed as exemplified in Figure 9.51. Dramatic changes in the 
response frequency occurred producing some motions at half the 
rotational frequency, that is, motions where normal tooth contact 
occurred once in two complete revolutions of the gears. Such 
behaviour, referred to as J-order subharmonic, vibration, only occurs 
in non-linear systems. It has been observed and reported elsewhere 
(19) in relation to gear tooth meshing frequency but is quite rare, 
- in terms of publications, for excitation at rotational frequency. 
The subharmonic motion implies. the presence of a resonant condition 
at half of this speed, i. e. at about 750 r. p. m., which is in line 
with the mcasured behaviour in this region. 
9.4 Acoustic Noise Measurements 
Although the subharmonic vibration in the modified rig 
(Section 9.3.4) produced displacement levels comparable with the peak 
levels in the unmodified rig (Section 9.3.2), the former occurred 
with only half the frequency. This suggested that dynamic behaviour 
in the system with flexible couplings should be less severe than 
that occurring with the standard units. Becauso a comprehensive test 
programme was impracticable in the available time, it was decided to 
record acoustic noise levels at various speeds for the two different 
systems. Such an approach is not ideal but is justified since gearing 
dynamic behaviour is, to a large extent, reflected in the generated 
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noise. Indeed, it has already been noted (Section 9.2.1.4) that severe 
impact behaviour was accompanied. by considerable increases in acoustic 
noise level. 
Overall levels were measured by means of a BrUel and Kjaer 
frequency analyser, type 2107, together with a B&K condenser microphone, 
type 4132. The microphone was permanently situated one metre from the 
drawroll faces in box number 3 and at an elevation equal to that of 
the drawshaft axes. It should be noted that the recorded noise was 
the mean value in each case, that is, the value midway between the 
maximum and minimum levels displayed during a test period of about 
two minutes. 
M-ie results of the tests are presented graphically 
in Figure 9.55. Except for the lowest speed, the modified system 
is shown to be quieter throughout the range, especially at the higher 
r 
speeds where noise reductions of 7 dB were recorded. This tends to 
confirm that the rig dynamic behaviour was improved by the use of high 
flexibility couplings, as predicted by the theoretical analysis. 
(Measurements of gear behaviour reported earlier illustrate, however, 
that the system behaviour was much more complex than allowed for by 
linear*analysis). 
The noise records are also useful in demonstrating that 
drawbox noise is, to a. large extent, a function of the dynamics of the 
total gearing system. In a class of machinery which has been found to 
be particularly noisy, this is an important finding. Previous 
investigations into drawtwister noise 
* (71)(72)(73) have concentrated 
on machine sub-assemblies in effecting creditable noise reductions but 
These studies were not related to machines manufactured 
by Platt International Ltd. 
'do 
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the above results give good reason to anticipate further substantial 
improvements by modification of the layshaft system characteristics, 
possibly by the adjustment of drawbox coupling flexibility. 
...... I .................................... Examination of Gears on Completion of Tests 
In all, the experimental rig was run for a total of about 
350 hours at drawroll speeds of 7Z5 to 2600 r. p:. m., including a. period 
of about 200 hours at 1700 - 1800 r. p. m. Upon examination, most of 
the bronze gears in boxes 1 and 2 displayed shallow indentations on 
front and reverse tooth faces suggesting a repeated "hammering" 
action. In some cases, local indentations were significantly deeper 
than elsewhere. and appeared to be an early stage of pitting. 
The bronze. gears in-boxes 3 and 4 were generally less marked but 
still showed signs of hammering on both normal and reverse faces. 
All bronze gears displayed evidence of contact with the, layshaft 
gear 6ft both facds 'of each tooth. 
FIG. 9.1 General View of Multi -box R_ig showing rumentation 
), 
Ir dw, 
Fig. 9.2 Mesh Voltage of Gear Pair 2, Box 2, at a Drawroll Speed 
of 725 r. p. m. (Scale .5 v/cm); timing signal 
(upper trace) 
is at once per revolution. 
Fig. 9.3 Typical Mesh Voltage Trace at 1500 r. p. m. 
Fig. 9.4 Typical Mesh Voltage Trace at 1500 r. p. m. 
Fig. 9.5 Mesh Voltage at 725 r. p. m. after Bronze Gear Teeth 
coated with Marking Ink. 
Fig. 9.6 Mesh Voltage at 1500 r. p. m. using coated Bronze Gear. 
Fig. 9.7 Mesh Voltage at 1500 r. p. m. using coated Bronze Gear. 
Pro! 
(a) Front Tooth Faces, numbers I- 10 
Figure 9.8 Photographs of Surface Coating Wear on 
all Teeth of a Bronze Gear after running 
for 30 minutes at 1500 r. p. m. 
Fig. 9.8(b) Front Tooth Faces, numbers 11 - 20 
Ad 
Fig. 9.8(c) Reverse Tooth Faces, numbers I- 10 
Fig. 9.8(d) Reverse Tooth Faces, numbers 11 - 20 
Fig. 9.9 Typical Mesh Voltage Records for Pairs 3,5 and 6, 
Box No. 1, at 1800 r. p. m. (Scale 1 v/cm) 
Fig. 9.10 Typical Mesh Voltage Records in Box I at 1800 r. p. m. 
Fig. 9.11 Typical Mesh Voltag(ý 16-cords in liox I Lit 1700 r. p. m. 
Fi ýý 9.12 lYpical Voltage Traces at 1700 r. p. m. using a Low 
,Iý ýw Speed (S(: al(,: .5v cm) 
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......................................... . 10. FURIUER CMITSIDERATION OF MIC31INE PERFORMANCE IN SERVICE 
......... . lool Introduction 
Theorotical results presented in Section 6 have illustrated 
definite patterns of dynamic loading distribution within the drawbox 
systems of various drawtwisters operating at particular speeds. If 
such patterns existed in practice, one would expect a reflection in 
corresponding gear failure distributions to ensue, provided that each 
machine had run at one speed only. Even allowing for the masking 
effect of multiple speed operation, it is possible that damage 
characteristics for a particularly harmful speed would be evident. 
Of th6 various investigations reviewed in Section 3 only the N. E. L. 
study (R24) prý. sentbd documentary evidence of failure distributions 
within machines. 
In an attempt to locate further information on machine 
performance in service, especially failure distributions for recorded 
operating'conditions,, the author visited two synthetic fibre producersl 
', One, referred to as "Company A", had a polyester 
installation incorporating about 35 MT. drawtwisters, of 
Type C and D. the other, referred to as "Company B"; housed about 
80'Type A machines in its. polyamide installation. 
NOTE: In all cases, the machines were standard, 10 drawbox units 
having 120 threadline positions. 
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10.2 Company A-- Polyester-Installation 
7he first seven MDT. machines installed at Company A were! Mark I 
Iversions 
of Type C. so called because of the steel-bronze-bronze drawbox 
I- 
gear combination. A further 15 Type C Mark II machines 
(steel-bronze-steel combinations) were installed in the period 
September,, 1965 - June, 1966, and twelve Type D machines were 
introduced soon afterwards. 
i Before the 
last Mark II version of the Type C machine was installed, a gearing problem, 
involving cyclic pitting of the bronze gears, had already becom6 
apparent in machines which had operated for a feW months. Accordingly 
gear failure/replacement records were introduced by the company on 
18th June, 1966. Within 10 days, 20 replacements were recorded for machine 
number "N5"p which had then been operating for 7 months.; At-this 
point, all drawbox gears were. replaced by new stock and operation 
recommenced on 10th July. A gear failure was recorded after only 
15 days of running and within 5j weeks 18 failures had occurred. 
Unfortunately, the document recording the machine. operating conditions 
could not, be traced; however, it is known that part of the running 
was at a delivery speed of 3080 ft/min. (2355 r. p. m. of drawroll). 
Because of. the varying process requirements of different 
yarn batches, drawtwister operating speeds are varied in a somewhat 
random manner according t. o_production demands. In this light, it can 
be appreciated that Company A had difficulty in establishing the most 
destructive running speeds when failures occurred alter a complex 
operating history. Nevertheless, the view was expressed that failure 
levels reached quite serious proportions when delivery speeds were 
increased t6 3080. ft/min. 
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The documents relating to the type D machines demonstrate 
this point quite clearly. Between 10th and 30th October, 1967, all 
(twejve), 
_Type 
D machines were switched to drawspeeds of, 
3080 ft/min after previously operating at lower speeds. Before the 
end of November, gear failures of very significant proportions were 
observed; on average 19 gears per machine either completely failed 
or were so severely damaged as to necessitate replacement. 
In the 15 weeks from lst January to 16th April, 1967, a 
*1 
total of 268 bronze gear failures were recorded for* 14 IType C Mark II 
machines, most of which had spent some time operating at 3080 ft/min. 
Me number of failures per box for each machine was as shown in 
Table 10.1 which will be discussed in a later section (10.5). 
In general, fewer gear failures occurred inType C h1k I machines; 
however, this finding is inconclusive for these machines were generally 
operated at lower - speeds than the Mk II version and the t Type D machines. 
Because of the risk of yarn package-damage and costly down-time, -, 
all production was limited to drawspeeds below 2500 ft/min at which 
more tolerable performance was returned. Early in 1969, a machine 
fitted with rubber bushed gears was put on trial. No signs of distress 
were produced during several months of'high speed runaing and, indeed, 
a noticeable reduction in drawbox noise was observed. As a direct 
result,, all MDT. nachines at the installation were modified by the 
fitting of bushed gears, the programme being completed in 1970. 
To date, no pitting damage has occurred, even though some of the 
systems havo now been in service for almost 5 years. Since the 
introduction of the modified gearingmaximum drawspeeds have 
increased to about 4500 ft/min. 
* the 15th machine was used for experimental work at this time. 
AW 
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. ......... 
10.3 Company D- Polyamide Installation 
! Company B has about eighty Type B machines most of which were 
installed in 1963 and 1964. 
In the first few years of operation, drawspeeds did not 
exceed 700 m/min, corresponding to-a drawroll speed of about 
1750 r. p. m. Machines operated at around this speed, holveverg 
developed pitting of the bronze gears and this was distributed in 
a cyclic pattern around the periphery, as described in Section 3. 
After the pitting was first observed, the gears C. ould often be run 
for a further 2 months before the teeth disintegrated. It was 
estimated that a typical gear life at 700 m/min was about 6 months 
from new. Considering that machine utilisation was an average of 
about. 75% of total time, this represents a life of about one third of 
the period between major services (10,000 hours). 
As yarn processing technology improved, attempts were made to .I 
operate in the region of 1000 m/min. InJune, 1968, four new machines, 
built to Jmproved gearing standards ( (R7), Section 3.2.7), were 0 
installed andl over the ensuing months, nine of the existing stock 
were refurbished to the same standards. The 13 machines. were -. - I 
initially run in the region of 700 m/min until May, 1969, when 
production batches allowed them to'be switched-to 940 m/min 
(2355 r. p. m. ). Within days, high noise levels and considerable 
overheating gave evidence of distress, resulting in the*stopping of 
all machines and the charting of damaged gear positions. These have 
been used to compile the damage variations shown in Table 10.2. 
As a, result'of these troubles, drawspeeds in the region of 
1000 m/min were suspended whilst, internal activity in search of a 
solution was increased. It was found that individual boxes could be 
'lop, 
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run at drawroll surface speeds of 1000 m/min and higher, wit4OUt 
reproducing the severe behaviour induced in the total machine. 
Tests were carried out with various lubricants and it 
was found that the use of a very high viscosity fluid grease 
reduced gear damage. From early 1970, all drawtwister gearboxes 
having solid drawshaft gears were charged with this lubricant and 
dramatic increases in gear life were subsequently observed, 
resulting in the major service interval being extended from 
10,000 to 14,000 hours. 
Although gear pitting still occursP'complete failures 
are rare and damaged gears are replaced during the major service. 
Typical replacement numbers at 14,000 hours range from 15 to 30 
(i. e. 25 5076) in the operating range 700 to 1000 m/min. 
! Company B has two Type A machines fitted throughout 
with rubber bushed gearing. At the tiiiie of writing, these have 
been in. production service for over 41 yearsl-during which no 
pitting failures have occurred. 
.............................. 10.4 A Note on Machine Trouble Zones 
It is clear from Sections 10.2 and 10.3 that the greatest 
number of gear failures resulted from operation at 3080 ft/min. 
(2355 rý. -p. m. ) although there'is evidence of failure occurring at 
ot her speeds, notably at about 1750 r. p. m.. (Section 3). ThiLO 
behaviour is in good agreement with the computed graph of dynamic load 
against speed shown in Figure 6.1. 
"Sellarc 1150" manufactured by Sellarc Southern. 
Aol 
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10.5 Discussion of Gear Damage Distributions 
................. 10.5.1 Records from Company A 
From Table 10.1, it can be seen that a 
disproportionately large number of failures occurred in box 
number 7 of machine no. 100. Me number of failures here is twice 
as high as the number occurring at any other position in any other 
machine. Ihis unusual behaviour was predicted in Section 6.20 based 
on multiple excitation analysis. 
It is very unlikely that a succession of "bad" gears 
wer6 introduced to box 7 as replacements when failures occurred and 
therefore it is logical to conclude that the dominant error 
combinations inducing high dynamic loads. in this box were external 
to it. Such behaviour is somewhat disturbing -for it demonstrates the 
possibility of remotely induced damage by gear pairs which remain 
relatively unharmed themselves and which, thereforeremain undetected. 
Me results displayed in Table 10.1 wer&. used to plot 
aggregate failure numbers per box shown in Figure 10.1. Curve (a) 
gives the overall distribution whilst curve (b) excludes contributions 
I- 
from nachine 100. In view of the freak behaviour exhibited by this 
machine, the latter curve is thought to be more representative of 
Itypical Type C drawtwisters and, therefore, all subsequent discussion 
of Figure 10.1 relates to curve (b). 
7he existence of definite maxima in boxes 1,3,6 and 9 
and minima in boxes 2,4g8 and 10 at once confirms that damage is not 
randomly distributed. - 
4k 
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Since most of the gear damage was thought to be 
produced at 3030 ft/min (2355 r. p. m. ), it is appropriate to make 
comparisons with the average theoretical distribution of dynamic 
loading at this speed, namely Figure 6.5. In general shape, the 
curves are quite similar, both showing peaks in boxes 3 and 6 and 
troughs in boxes 4 and 8, with generally higher relative levels in the 
second half of the system (boxes 6 to 10). There are, however, two 
significant differences, firstly, the trough at box 2- is not highlighted 
by the computed graph and, secondly, the number of failures occurring 
in box 10 was much lower than would be anticipated from the theoretical 
curve. The former is almost certainly due to the fairly crude 
modelling adopted for the headstock system. An absence of flexibility 
elements allows the high inertia of the heastock to exert influence 
over the total system but particularly over the first few boxes. 
Me reason for differences observed in box 10 is rather 
more complex. Generally the theoretical response follows the lines of 
a third torsional mode of vibration and thus it is reasonable to 
expect hieh amplitude levels in box 10 which is at the free end of 
the system. The damage distribution actually obtained, however, 
shows evidence of significantly lower activity at this location. 
Since the layshaft at the extreme tail end of MDT. drawtwisters is 
completely unrestrained, it is thought that the behaviour observed 
is related to the mechanism of excitation, as follows. The gear 
error induced disturbancos*at any mesh produce a seconddry effect on 
all other meshes in the system by creating vibratory torques in the 
layshaft. In practice, attenuation factors would operate such that 
the reciprocal influence between a pair of meshes would decrease as 
the layshaft separation distance increased. Because boxes I and 10 
are at the extremes of the system, external excitations are separated 
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by a greater average distance than, say, for boxes 5 and 6 which are 
ýentrally located. Ihis mechaniSm would account for the low gear 
damage recorded for box 10.. 
In the theoretical analysis, the attenuation factors, 
referred to above, are mainly provided by viscous damping elements 
across the inter-box couplings. 7he field results suggest that these 
are not sufficiently great in magnitude or they do not accurately 
model actual dissipative elements in a system which has been 
demonstrated to possess highly non-linear characteristics (Section 9). 
Notwithstanding the differences discussed in the 
foregoing, the distribution of gear fai. lures occurring in'Type C 
drawtwisters shows reasonable agreement with the computed loading 
-distribution at 2355 r. p. m. 
( 
...................... 10.5.2 Records. from Company 11 
Overall gear damage numbers per drawbox are shown 
graphically in Figure 10.2 using the numerical results in Table 10.2. 
Although of the same general form, the graph is significantly 
differept. from curve (b) of Figure 10.1. In particular, the mid 
span peak occurs in box 5 where previously it was in box 6 and 
the graph shows no trough in box 8. A relative increase in the 
damage level for box 2 produces a more balanced overall distribution. 
Behaviour in box 1 would not of necessity be similar, 
for extra vibratory activity could be induced here by 
disturbances in the headstock system. 
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Mbilst recalling that the severest behaviour resulted 
from operation at 2355 r. p. m., it must be remembered that the greater 
proportion of the running time producing the wear records was spent 
at about 1750 r. p. m. Accordingly, one must compare Figure 10.2 to 
both of Figures 6.5 and 6.9 in seeking correlation between theory 
and practice. 
In general, 
'the actual damage patterns are reasonably 
consistent with the combined characteristics of the theoretical curves. 
One exception, however, is that the combination of a damage peak in 
box 5 and a trough in box 6 would not be expected on the basis of the 
computed results. 7he comparative calm observed in box number 10 
may be explained as in Section 10.5.1 and also Figure G. L' illustrates 
lower relative loading for this location. 
7he wear distribution recorded for boxes 1 to 4 
follows a similar pattern to the computed torque variation in these 
boxes at 2355 r. p. m. In contrast to the finding for the Type C 
results,, this suggests that the headstock Modelling is adequate for the 
Type A system. 
10.5.3 Records Presented in the N. E. L. Report 
The origin of the records published by N. E. L. is not 
specified; however, it is thought that they may relate to drawtwisters 
on contract IxI. 7he report does not specify the particular MT. 
model(s) to which the results relate. 
(R24), Section 3.4. 
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Figure 10.3 illustrates distributions of the overall 
gear failure together with those occurring at a delivery speed of 
3080 ft/min. The slight difference in numbers represented by the 
two curves confirms that most-damage occurred at 3080 ft/min. 
Close resemblance between these graphs and Figure 10.2. strongly 
suggests that the drawtwisters in question were of Type A and 
therefore the comments made in Section 10.5.2 are also generally 
applicable to these results. 
In general, the failure pattern at. 3080 ft/min Tollpws 
a similar shape to the theoretical plot in Figure 6.5 although local 
differences arQ apparent. For example, one would expect higher 
failure numbers in the middle peak (boxes 5 and 6) relative to 
those in box'3. 
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DISCUSSION 
.................... 7heoretical Analysis 
In previous sections, results,, computed on the basis of the 
theoretical model outlined in Section 5, have been compared with 
. observed behaviour of machines in normal service and also with 
measurements made on the multi-box experimental rig-. 
_, 
Experimental results (Section 9) have shown that the 
distribution of impact severity in the test rig was strongly 
influenced by physical diflerences between the individual drawboxes 
. 
(Section 7.3). Although these differences contributed towards the 
derivation of useful information, their existence limited the value 
of direct comparison with predicted behaviour. 
In general, a reasonable agreement was obtained from comparisons 
between theoretical results and machine performance records discussed 
in Sectioas 3 and 10. For example, reported trouble zones are 
consistent with the computed dynamic load-speed curve, and gear 
failure distributions display a similar pattern to th-3 theoretical", 
plot of dynamic loading distribution. At first sight, such-agreement 
may seem surprising since a steady-state, linear response has been 
computed for a system which experiments have clearly shown to exhibit 
strong non-linear behaviour. Consideration of the impact generating 
mechanism, however, provides a logical explanation for this correlation. 
If all of the gears remain in contact,, allowing a steady-state vibration 
to develop, then the theory used is valid (although not exact). As 
soon as high vibratory forces produce separation at any, mesh, 
the theory fails to account for 
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the ensuing non-linear motions. The important point, however, is that 
the severity of impact on the trailing faces is a function of the 
separation velocities which, in turn, depend on the initial vibratory 
load. 7hus, gear p4irs for which a high dynamic loading is predicted 
using linear theory are likely to experience high impact loads during 
the ensuing non-linear motions, 
An important effect of-tooth separation is to modify system 
mesh flexibilities in a complex manner, not predicted by theory, and 
this accounts for the deviation between computed and observed pýak 
response speed in the experimental machine. That predicted high 
loading speeds coincided with recorded failure speeds is perhaps 
fortuitous in this light and suggests somc componsating factor in 
the theoretical modelling; possibly introduced in the headstock 
representation. It must be remembered, however, that the rig tests 
were performed without applied loading whereas the f ailure records 
relate to machines in actual service and thus subject to yarn tension 
on each drawroll. The effect of increased applied loading would be to 
reduce the tendancy for gears to separate and thus to provide dynamic 
behaviour slightly more compatible with linear analysis. 
Subharmonic vibration, reported in Section 9, is a non-linear 
phenomenon and is therefore not predicted by linear forced analysis. 
Knowing the system critical speeds one could estimate the possible 
(t3f 
speeds for subharmonic resonance using the relationship -=2,3,4 0n 
where (Z f 
is the forcing radiancy and Wn is the natural radiancy. 
This procedure, however, would provide no indication of amplitude levels. 
Notwithstanding'the criideness of assumptions underlying the 
theoretical model, a reasonable agreement between theory and practice 
has been achieved. Further improvement should be possible, by the 
adoption of minor modification; for example, a separation based 
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estimate of mean tooth flexibility could be employed to improve frequency 
predicdons md headstock models could be improved by the consideration 
of flexibility elements. 
Such modifications are still in accordance with the assumptions 
set out in Section 5 and it is appropriate to briefly consider 
whether non-linear elements could be included in the analysis. In 
essence, the problem is one of scale and complexity. Previous 
investigators (19)(21) have remarked on the difficulties in obtaining 
forced solutions for a single degree of freedom system (representing 
a gear pair) with non-linear tooth stiffness. The most satisfactory 
solutions were obtained, in the end, using analogue modelling 
techniques. The system of 10 drawboxes considered in Section 5 has 
over 300 degrees of freedom together with 60 separate excitation 
sources and, clearly, the non-linear response of such a large scale 
problem could not be obtained by theoretical analysis at the present 
time. Even simulation techniques would require a much larger 
analogue computer than is normally available for research purposes 
unless a subsystem only were selected for investigation. This 
approach would only be profitable if, in practical conditions, the 
subsystem behaviour was independent of surrounding systems; for 
example, if individual drawboxes were dynamically decoupled from 
each other in a drawtwister by means of increased flexibility 
couplings, then it would be informative to perform an analogue 
study of the behaviour in a single drawbox. 
mm 
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11.2 Measurement Techniques 
........ ......... .I................................ Impact Detection through Variation in Mesh Resistance 
The electrical circuit technique described in Section 8 
has been satisfactorily employed to investigate impact behaviour in the 
experimental rig. It was possible to compare simultaneous impact 
patterns at d ifferent gear meshes by carrying out the simple 
insulation modification to three separate steel gear cartridges. 
Although the method was found to be straightforward 
in operation, it suffers from an inhennt limitation, namely that 
no information is given on the gear motions except that which can be 
deduced from the impacts and it requires a further measurement 
. technique to identify the motims producing the impacts. Thus a 
twice per revolution impact pattern could indicate contacts on 
front and reverse tooth faces or contact on the normal face only due 
to a second harmonic of gear error. 
The technique would be more useful in gearing studies 
if a calibration were achieved such that dynamic loads could be 
deduced from mesh voltages. Ibis might involve the fitting of 
resistance strain gauges to provide a dynamic calibration of. mesh 
voltages (following static calibration of the strain gauges). It is 
doubtful whether a satisfactory calibration could be achieved in this 
manner due to the nature of the oil film thickness which varies, 
I 
for example, with running speed. Thus a calibration carried out under 
one set of conditions would only be valid for those conditions and, 
no others. Before measurements could be made over a speed range and 
perhaps with different applied loads, it would be necessary to carry 
out extensive preliminary calibration; 
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. .............................. 11.2.2 Measurement of Gear Motions using 
,*-...... . .... Magnetic Drum Encoders 
The results discussed in Seciion 9 illustrate the 
effectiveness of. the magnetic drum technique in studying motions of 
a gear pair of 1: 1 ratio. The directness of the technique is 
particularly suited to measurements of resiliently mounted gears 
where, for example, shaft measurements would be of very limited use. 
Generation of the drum signals, in situ, from a grating mounted on 
one of the gear shafts provides an automatic compený; ation for 
transmission error and drum eccentricity and thus overcomes the 
limitation of a previously used technique (19). 
Some care is required in setting head Positions with 
. respect 
to the drums, especially if a long magnetic coating life is 
required. This may be performed on a "trial and error" basis by 
attempting to write the drum signals (simultaneously) and then 
I 
"playing back". Providing that mutli-track heads are used, the 
setting up procedure can be assisted by writing twin tracks on each 
drum and adjusting to give equal replay amplitude from each. 01 
Unsatisfactory attempts may be terminated by using the magnetic heads 
to completely erase the drum recordings in situ. 
The magnetic heads and recording amplifier used to 
demonstrate the me,, thod. (Section 8) were of cheap domestic quality yet 
the replay signal strength continued to increase at the upper test 
frequency of 18 kIIz. At low frequencies, however, the signal amplitudes 
were much lower and suggest a need for better quality heads and 
instrumentation in applications involving low frequency measurements. 
In future applications of the technique, a greater 
flexibility could be obtained by employing multi-track heads to 
produce different signal densities on the various drum tracks. 
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This would simply involve repeating the calibration process for a 
variety of different optical gratings and switching to the 
appropriate track. For example, four discrete tracks could be 
written by means of gratings having, say, 500,2000,5000 and 20,000 
lines per revolution. The higher density tracks could be used 
both to increase the resolution of measurement and also to provide 
an improved head response at very low rotational speeds whilst the 
low density tracks would be employed for high speed measurements; 
Althotgh measurements have only been carried out with 
a1: 1 gearing ratio, the method should apply equally to all' 
integral ratios, that is 2: 1,3 :1 etc., providing that the 
reference optical grýting is attached to the shaft of the smaller gear. 
. ................... .................. 11.2.3 Optical Method for Gear Motion Studies 
%ý Achieving an optical equivalent to the magnetic 
technique discussed above requires that optical gratings be 
generated on the two gears simultaneously by a single reference 
grating attached to one of them. Further work will be required to 
establish the practicality of this approach. 
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11.3 The Drawtwister Gear Failure Problem 
Ilaving examined the validity of the theoretical model and the 
effectiveness of the experimental. techniques, it is now appropriate 
to summarise the understanding of the fa-ilure Problem gained from all 
aspects of this research. 
The effect of pitch errors, eccentricities and other small 
manufacturing errors at the I: I helical mesh is to provide a static 
transmission error having a substantial component at the fundamental 
periodicity of gear rotation. The amplitudes and relative phasing 
of all such components throughout the drawbox system will vary according 
to production distributions and, thus, in a 10 box machine, 60 independent 
sources of relative displacement excitation exist. For a particular 
operating speed, these are able to induce a torsional vibration 
response in the layshaft system, which interacts with drawshaft 
gearing to produce vibratory loads depending on the mesh position in 
the total system. 
For a particular mesh, continuous contact is maintained so 
long as the vibratory forces are not sufficient to overcome the I 
combined effects of the applied load and system inertia loads. I 
Beyond this point, loss of contact occurs and, when sufficiently high,, 
-vibratory, forces act, the full backlash is traversed giving a front 
and reverse face impact cycle, generally at rotational frequency. 
It is clear that this type Of motionj involving very high impact 
loads, was the cause of AIDT. drawbox gear failures and of the 
characteristic piLting pattern observed on gears which had not 
completely failed (Section*3). 
In relation to system excitation and response behaviour, the 
following additional commentt should be made. From a situation where 
the vibratory motion at running speed is nil or random, many forcing 
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cycles are required to build up the vibratory energy to the point at 
which loss of contact first occurs. Energy may still be feeding in 
whený a few of the meshes are involved in loss of'contact behaviour and 
this may become severe enough to generate heavy impacts. By this Cx 
time an increased number of lost contacts may have detuned the system 
producing an interval of smoother running during which vibratory 
energy is again fed into the system through transmission error effects 
Measurements, reported in Section 9, have shown that motions 
involving double impact cycles can be. sustained over several 
revolutions before collapse and that periods of high impact activity 
are interspersed with periods of relative calm in a random manner. 
- ribe dynamic load at a particular mesh depends on contributions from 
excitations throughout the system. These may be considered to add 
together in a vector sense to produce the resultant load. Since the 
individual transmission errors vary in phasing as well as in 
amplitude, the actual behaviour in a machine is strongly influenced 
by the particular error combination. This accounts for some machines 
being more prone to gear failure than others and for the presence 
of a "rogue" box (Table 10.1). Furthormoro, the presence of so many 
sources of periodic disturbance allows the Possibility of very high 
dynamic loads, possibly of' the order of 100 times greater than applied 
loads. Such magnification contrasts sharply with measured loads in 
single gear pairs where previous investigations (Section 4) have found 
that maximum dynamic loads are about three times the applied load. 
It should be noted that the dynamic stiffness analysis, 
presented in Section 5, determines only the steady state 
vibrational behaviour. 
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Mesh voltage records, discussed in Section 9, illustrate 
many examples where dynamic loads were sufficient to cause breakdown 
of the oil film between meshing teeth. The presence of wear 
(Section 9.5) after only a relatively short period of running 
demonstrates the results of such behaViour. 
Evidence from the field (Sections 3 and 10) has established 
that most failures occurred at speeds of about 1750 r. p. m. and 
2355 r. p. m. with the latter being by far the more troublesome region. 
Measurements in the experimental rig Wave indicated that clear and 
sustained resonance conditions would not exist at a particular speed 
but rather that zones of high impact activity would prevail due to 
system non-linearity. These zones could span several hundred r; p. m. 
of running speed. Machine performance records (Section 10) also show 
that gear failures displayed a definite distributional pattern 
throughout the machine thus demonstrating theAnfluence of layshaft 
torsional vibration modes. 
It has been remarked earlier (Section 9) that some of the 
impact tracos showed evidence of high frequency contributions. 
7hese were also observed in a previous investigation (R24) and suggest 
that, during loss of contact, the drawshaft assemblies vibrate naturally 
due to impact or tooth frequency excitation preceding separation. 
A "chatter" effect would be produced on the return of contact and 
this would be highlighted on the impact records. Such behaviour 
explains the high pitched ringing tones radiated from some of the 
drawroll faces (Section 9.2.1.4). It is possible that high frequency 
vibration could contribute to the damage caused at gear rotational 
frequency but such contributions would probably be of secondary 
importance. 
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11.4 Existing Solutions to the Gear Problem 
11.4.1 Rubber Bushed Gearing 
7he effectiveness of bushed gearing has been 
conclusively demonstrated by several years of normal iunning during 
which time no gear failures have been reported. Furthermore, the 
solution of the gear impact problem has automatically provided a 
significant reduction in drawbox radiated noise levels 
(Sections 3.3.15 and 10.2). 
In the theoretical modelling, rubber bushes were 
represented as'a series combination of linear flexibility and 
viscous damping elements situated at each gear-shaft connection. 
The resulting dynamic loading plots showed considerable reductions 
in overall levels when compar6d to the corresponding results for the 
"solid" gear system. -Nevertheless, the absence of gear failures in 
the field suggests that the computed loads overestimate the loads 
occurring in practice. This could be due to a lacic of accuracy in 
the bush modelling since in practice the bush characteristics are 
highly non-linear (R24), the flexibility being dependent on both 
load and time. The bushes also serve to cushion impacts resulting 
from non-linear motions and this would tend to produce considerably 
lower tooth loads in practice. 
Computed results (Section 6.7) indicate that high bush 
damping may be less satisfactory than low damping or even none at all. 
This suggests that further benefits may derive from the careful 
examination of bush properties before selection. 
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The only significant disadvantage with this design 
is that, being more elaborate than conventional gearing, it increases 
manufacturing costs. Viewed against a background of high failure rates 
and lost production, however, the bushed gears represent a good 
engineering solution. 
........................ 11.4.2 Ifigh Viscosity Lubricant 
It has been seen (Section 10.3) that one Company has 
effected a partial solution to the gear damage problem by employing 
a high viscOsitYs fluid grease lubricant. 
Me effect of high viscosity is to create a more 
substantial lubricant film thickness at each mesh, thus providing 
greater damping during in-contact running and a greater cushioning 
effect during non-linear motions. In contrast to rubber bushed 
gears, more viscous lubrication would not provide a large change in 
mesh flexibility and this is born out-by the continuation of gear 
wear, by pitting, at an operating speed of 2355 r. p. m. That the wear 
is greatly reduced is due to energy dissipation effects rather than 
to any shift in system response characteristics. 
Ihis solution, although less successful in the field 
than bushed gearing, nevertheless allows the continued use of 
standard, keyed gears. 
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12. -SOME-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Ihis section discusses various design features in relation to 
improved dynamic behaviour. Two known solutions to the gearing problem 
have been discussed in the previous section and these are, therefore, 
excluded from further consideration. 
........ ............................... 
12.1 Variation of Selected Machine Parameters 
12.1.1 Box Coupling Flexibility 
Computed results (Section 6.5.3) have suggested that a 
_,, 
considerable reduction in dynamic loading might be effected by the use 
of gearbox couplings having a torsional flexibility of about 100 times 
that of standard couplings. Preliminary tests with more flexible units 
(Sections 9.3.4 and 9.4)-have tended to support this idea. 
In essence, this approach rttcmpts to modify the total 
system responso by dynamically decoupling individual boxes from each 
other within the operating range. Thus, to a certain extent, each 
box behaves as if completely isolated from the rest of the system and 
is, therefore, much less sensitive to low frequency excitation. The 
inability to induce gear failures in single gearbox tests 
(Sections 3 and 10) confirms this deduction. 
. 
It would be relatively straightforward to manufacture 
the required couplings and replacing existing units on a 10 box machine 
should take less than one hour to complete. Subject to further 
investigation? therefore, it appears that a less costly alternative 
solution to the gear problem is available, requiring straightforward 
selectionj or design, of a sui: table coupling. 
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.............. ** 12.1.2 Drawroll Damping 
libe theoretical analysis'has shown that damping at 
the drawroll location exerts a strong controlling influence over the 
system response levels (Section 6.4.2). Although it- would be 
relatively straightforward to design a suitable damper, the need to 
provide these at-120 locations in a 10 box machine would, almost 
certainlyt add significantly to the costs of manufacture. 
A second disadvantage is that grounded'dampers of sufficient dissipative 
capacity would cause prohibitive increases in machine power consumption. 
In this particular case, therefore, increased damping is not a 
satisfactory means of reducing tooth loads. 
-. 1 
12.1.3 Parallel Helical Mesh Gear Ratio 
Me knowledge that damage behaviour was induced by the 
fundamental component of transmission-error suggests that the problem 
may have been avoided by employing a 20 19 helical mesh ratio in 
the first instance. Since the original design was based on a 
20 : 20 ratios however, it would be impractical to change this 
because existing drawboxes would then be incompatible, in terms of 
gear centre distance, and also it would be necessary to introduce two 
sizes of drawroll, in the same ratio as the gears, to maintain equal 
draw speeds. 
12.1.4 Drawshaft Diameter 
An alteration to drawshaft diameter has two distinct 
effects on gear behaviour; firstly, it modifies the total systom 
vibration characteristics and, secondly-, it modifies the effective 
inertia of the drawshaft gear. Regarding tho latter, it is generally 
desirable to reduce the effective gear inertia in order to reduce the, 
severity of impact between meshing gears. Computed results 
(Section 6.5.1) showed that system dynamic behaviour could be 
substantially improved by reducing drgCwshaft diameters to j in., - 
however, dynamic loads would still remain at damaging levels in 
some zones within the operating range. Further reduction in diameter 
would not be recommended owing to the increasing possibility of lateral 
oscillations due to component imbalance. 
................ 12.1.5 Drawroll Inertia 
Further to the preceding paragraph, a second way of 
reducing effective gear inertia is to directly reduce the drawroll 
inertia. (This is only worthvAUle, of courso, if it does not worsen 
the system vibration response). The analysis shows (Section 6.5.2) 
that, although significant'improvements are possible, this approach 
is not sufficient on its own to produce acceptable behaviour. 
Combined with other modifications, for example non-metallic gears 
(see below), it may offer a satisfactory solution. 
I 
4-' . 1' 
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12.1.6 Non Metallic Gears 
Considering that drawshaft mesh applied loads are very 
low, it seems wasteful, from a design point of view, to employ good 
quality steel Pnd bronze gears of about 1 in. face width. 
Non-metallic gears would be much cheaper and might effect a 
satisfactory cure through their inherent resilience. 
Following the successful work of Crawford (71) in 
reducing drawbox noise using polyurethane gears, a programme of tests 
was carried out at Platt Research Centre (R20). Non-metallic gears 
were found to be unreliable in contrast to Crawford's finding that 
they had outlasted the duration of his tests (1000 hours). Most 
(Platt)failures occurred during start-up conditions and this gives a 
clue to the reason for the lack of success. The 5 in. diameter drawrolls 
would produce a considerably higher inertia loading at start-up than the 
much smaller units (approximately 4 in. diameter) employed in Crawford's 
rig. A reduction in drawroll inertia would, tharefore, be suggested 
as the startinc-2 point for any further devclopment work on non-motallic 
gearing. Any selected gear material would have to be capable of 
withstanding significant overloads, applied by operatives, during the 
removal of yarn wraps, from a drawroll,, following thread breakage. 
............. 12.1.7 Gear Backlash 
Backlash is largely unimportant in dynamic considerations 
provided that tooth contact is maintained at all times It assumes 
a greater significance in relation to non-linear motions occasioned by 
tooth separation. During separation the primary excitation source is 
Here the chief concern is that there is sufficient clearance to 
accommodate thermal expansion effects and to permit adoquate lubrication. 
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disconnected and the sever-ity with which contact is made betwoon the 
reverse faces is influenced by dissipative elements. Increasing the 
backlash would provide a greater time for such elements to act, 
thus reducing relative approach velocities and hence impact severity. 
With a sufficiently large backlash, the periods of sustained double 
impact cycles could be greatly curtailed in comparison to the periods 
of low activity. Measurements made with gear pairs of different 
backlash values (Section 9.2.1.3) reinforce the argument for 
increased tooth clearance. 
........................... I .......... I ........... 12.2 Drawroll Drive Arrangements used by Other Manufacturers 
The 6th International Exhibition of Textile Machinery, held in 
Paris in 1971, provided an excellent opportunity to compare drawtwister 
designs of the major European manufacturers, 
of these design feat. ures is now given. 
12.2.1 Bevel Gear Drive 
A brief summary of some 
Most of the designs employed a separate layshalt for 
each side of the machine, thus requiring two sets of small drawboxes. 
Power take-off to the individual drawrolls was by means of bevel gear 
drives having perpendicular axes. This arrangement permits a steel- 
steel combination, thus increasing the capacity for withstanding 
dynamic loads. It was noted during demonstration runs that these 
machines were considerably noisier than the 'Platt exhibit fitted 
with rubber bushed gearing. This was particularly so at the 
higher drawspeeds. 
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IL2.2.2 Crossed Helical Drive 
One Company's exhibit incorporated a steel-bronze 
crossed-helical mesh to drive each drawroll from a central layshaft, 
thus requiring 120 layshaft gears in a 120-spindle drawtwistor. 
It is known from a previous research (71) that this company 
originally used a steel-bronze-steel "two-over-one" arrangement similar 
to that employed by Platt International Ltd., having aI: 1 drawshaft 
helical gear ratio. The effect of this modification is to eliminate a 
potential trouble source due to multiplication of a11 ratio. 
However, the reason for the changeover is unknown to the author. 
12.2.3 Independent Drive System 
A West German manufacturer demonstrated the most 
radical of all designs observed. Ihis featured individual D. C. motor 
drives for each drawroll and each spindle; for example, a 120-position 
machine would employ 240 small D. C. motors. A central console 
allowed each thread line position to be, operated independently of any 
other by automatic programming. 
The company had previously employed a conventional 
bevel gear arrangement for drawroll drives but had found that high 
speed operation was restricted by premature gear failure and 
intolerable noise levels. Although costing considerably more to 
manufacture, the new model could operate reliably and reasonably 
quietly at 2000 m/min. The maximum rated delivery speed of all 
other machines exhibited was 1200 m/min. 
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12.3 Application of Dynamics Principles to tho Dosign Function. 
It is hoped that the general principles highlighted by this 
research will serve as a useful feedback to machine designers, 
particularly thoso concerned with lightly loaded transmission systems 
having multiple take-offs. By way of illustration, it is now proposed 
to examine how these principles might be applied to the design of a 
drawroll drive system. 
The main factors contributing to high dynamic loading have been 
found to be: - 
1. a large number of gear meshes, each acting as an excitation 
source due to transmission error effects. 
2.1 :1 gearing ratios, allowing high disturbance amplitudes 
at gear rotational-periodicity. 
3. light applied loading of gears, facilitating separation and 
non-linear motions. 
4. high effective inertias of each drawshaft gear, due to 
the directly attached drawroll inertias. 
Bearing these in mind, together with normal design considerations 
such as simplicity and cost, one might consider the preliminary designs 
shown in Figures 12.1 and 12.2 to be worthy of further consideration. 
Both employ gearing to effect the transfer of rotary motion to an axis 
perpendicular to the input shaft. In design A, a further mesh of 
non-integral ratio is used to provide the necessary change of 
direction for drawroll rotations on one side of the machine. 
Laterally flexible belting is then employed to drive a number of 
I 
(parallel) drawshafts. 
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The provision of fewer gear meshes would serve to reduce the 
number of system excitation sources and simultaneously increase the 
applied loading on each mesh, thus increasing resistance to 
separation effects. Common factors between the gear tooth numbers 
should be avoided, in order to minimise the excitation factor; for 
example, in design A, a tooth combination of 29 : 20 : 19 night be 
employed with speed equalisation provided by adjusting the drive 
pulley diameters in the ratio 20 : 19. This parallel axis gear 
ratio would serve to lower the fundamental excitation frequency by a 
factor of about 20 times (compared to the 1 ratio) and thus lower 
the excitation factor by about 400 times. To reduce inertia loading 
during start-up and the magnitude of gear tooth dynamic loads would 
require a significant reduction in drawroll inertia compared to that 
of the standard unit. 711is might involve an inertia-based redesign 
8 
exercise, possibly introducing 4 in. diameter units as standard. 
Although essentially similar, these designs have their own 
particular advantagds and disaýdvantages; for example, the twin belting 
arrangement in design A would allow a reduction in drawroll pitch 
(spacing) from 7 in. to 5 in.; whereas design B eliminates the need for 
a parallel axis gear mesh and requires no inter-pulley tensioner wheels. 
Both designs show 12 drawrolls being driven by a single power take off 
from the layshaft. It may be more convenient, especially in relation to 
design D, to reduce this number to 10 or even 8. It would require much 
further consideration and test work to arrive at a satisfactory final 
arrangement incorporating minor design details. 
It should be noted that the foregoing does not constitute a 
recommendation for drawtwister system redesign; it is intended solely 
to exemplify how the knowledge gained from this research might be 
interpreted by designers in approaching such an exercise. 
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13. TERMINATION 
13.1 Conclusions 
The dynamic stiffness theoretical method has been developed to 
consider, steady state, forced vibration response due to relative 
displacement excitation and applied to a complicated drawtwister system 
in which many such disturbance sources exist. In this way, it has been 
possible to gain a reasonable insight into the dynamic behaviour of the 
lightly loaded gear trains. However, the analysis does not allow for 
system non-linearities which have been shown to exist. 
Computed results of tooth dynamic loading are compatible with 
records of gear failures occurring in production service. The influence 
of transmission error combinations in determining machine behaviour has 
been demonstrated by the prediction and subsequent confirmation that 
it good" and "bad" machines and "rogue" drawboxes can exist. These 
results also support the contention that dynamic loads at a 
particular mesh are the result of excitation inputs throughout the 
total geared system. 
Two experimental techniques have been developed and satisfactorily 
applied to the direct measurement of gear dynamic behaviour. One of 
these studied tooth impacts through the effect on mesh electrical 
resistance. A more novel technique employing magnetic drum encoders 
was used to make a dire'ct study of gear mot-ions. By generating 
magnetic "gratings" in situ, from a master grating on one of the gear 
shafts, transmission error and all eccentricities were automatically 
compensated for. 
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ExPerimental measurements confirm beyond doubt that the source 
of gear trouble was the fundamental component of transmission error 
at each parallel helical mesh. These induced non-linear oscillations 
during which the tooth clearances were completely traversed producing 
heavy impacts alternately on normal and reverse tooth faces. This 
behaviour was clearly part of a complex total system response involving 
interaction between the various meshes. It will require further work 
to provide a clearer understanding of this behaviour. 
The bushed gear solution introduced by Platt International is 
clearly successful. Experimental measurements have shown that the 
rubber bushes do not prevent tooth separation and oscillations through 
the backlash. However, they deflect readily to accommodate any impressed 
forces. 
Computed results and preliminary experiments suggest that a 
much simpler solution exists requiring only the substitution of more 
flexible box couplings. For a ten box machine, the flexibility 
would need to be increased by a factor of about 100 times. Before 
adopting such a measure in practice, it is important that further 
studies of non-linear system behaviour be made, for pronounced 
subharmonic motions were observed during the testing of highly flexible 
couplings. 
In a more general context, it is concluded that high backlash 
serves to reduce the possibility of reverse face contacts in lightly 
I 
loaded gears and in such applications, it would therefore be recommended. 
Perhaps the most important conclusion, so far as the machine 
designer is concerned, is that there is no simple rule or method for 
predicting the dynamic loads in complicated geared systems operating 
I 
under light applied loading. 
/010 
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13.2 Recommendations 
.............................. ... ... 13.2.1 Design of Lightly Loaded Gear_Systems 
It is important that any proposed machine be dynamically 
analysed at the design stage. Systems having only a few degrees of 
freedom can be accurately modelled using electrical analogue techniques 
but more complicated systems require a greater degree of approximation 
for solution. A forced, linear analysis of the type developed in 
this research, could be applied in suoh cases to give a reasonable 
indication of system dynamic behaviour. 
Iffien a prototype machine is erected, it should be 
subjected to careful measurement of dynamic performance, apart from 
functional tests. This should include a practical study of gear 
motions for selected gears. 
In complex systems integral gear ratios should be 
avoided, as far as possible, since these contribute regular and 
pronounced components of transmission error. This is particularly 
important in systems, like a drawtwister, which employ the same 
gearing unit at many stations throtghout the machine, since a low 
frequency total system vibration is Potentially excitable. 
Ifigh backlash should be used to reduce the severity 
of impact loading resulting from tooth separation. 
13.2.2 Further Work 
Any further work on MDT. drawtwister dynamics should 
first check the validity of increased coupling flexibility as an 
alternative solution to the gear failure problem. This would involve 
the testing of a full size machine incorporating the original solid 
-400, 
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drawshaft gears. The testing of such couplings would also be' 
recommended in relation to work on the reduction of acoustic noise 
levels. 
In a more general context, it is suggested that a 
more penetrating study of multiple excitation systems be undertaken 
to examine non-linear behaviour. Mis should involve experimental 
and theoretical/analogue aspects and would probably necessitate the 
consideration of a much simpler system than a drawtwister machine. 
Of particular importance would be the'dynamic interaction between 
the various gear meshes. 
Despite recent advances, the process of allocating 
torsional damping quantities in forced vibration analyses is still 
a somewhat intuitive process and further work on damping is, 
therefore, recommended. 
Z 
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APPENDIX A IME DYNAMIC STIFFNESS MEIIIOD 
When a mechanical system is subjected to static loading conditions, 
its response behaviour is determined solely by its elastic (or spring) 
elements which exert forces at each end. The stiffness of a spring 
element is defined as the quotient of force/extension and the inverse 
is termed flexibility. In torsional systems, the same relationships 
hold except that torque and angular twist replace force and extension 
respectively-. It is important to differentiate between series and 
parallel arrangements when several springs are combined together. 
.A 
parallel combination exists when an applied force or torque follows 
a multiple path as in Figure A. l(a). In this case, the equivalent 
stiffness is equal to the sum of the individual stiffnesses. In a 
series arrangement, there is only a single force or torque path 
(Figure A. l(b) ) and here the equivalent flexibility is equal to the 
sum of the individual flexibilities. 
When a mechanical system is disturbed by a harmonic force, the 
problem becomes one in vibration where inertia, damping and spring 
elements determine the response behaviour. The Dynamic Stiffness 
Method (44)(25)(45) allows-these to be ýreated by the same basic rules 
relating to static problems by introducing the following definitions: 
................ 
DYNAMIC STIFFNESS (between ends of an element), K- 
FORCE VECTOR 
I 
EXTENSION VECTOR 
................ 
DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY (between ends of an element), 
EXTENSION VECTOR 
FORCE VECTOR 
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Since it is convenient in vector analysis to work in complex 
variables, the usual representation of harmonic force, P cosk)t, 
may be replaced by complex notation, Pe 
jot (= P coscZt +JP sint4t) 
provided that the imaginary part is suppressed at the end of analysis. 
Dynamic stiffnesses and dynamic flexibilities may now be determined 
for each of the three idealised elements of a vibrating system by 
considering the response to an applied harmonic force. 
...... ... ... Spring Element (Figure A. 2(a) 
Relative displacement between ends is in phase with force. 
.- Jot 
i. e. Relative displacement = 
Pe 
K 
lberefore dynamic stiffness between ends, K=K 
and dynamic flexibility between ends, F 
........... Viscous Damping Element (Figure A. 2(b) 
Relative velocity between ends is in phase with force. 
., Jot Pe 
Relative velocity D 
.. J, ýt 
Relative displacement _ 
Pe 
jad 
Therefore dynamic stiffness between ends K j&. '3D 
and dynamic flexibility between ends F JOD 
Mass Element (Figure A. 2(c) 
Acceleration is in phase with force. 
.. j wt 
Acceleration - 
Pe 
m 
. jot Pe Velocity jm 
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Pe Jý)t 
Displacement -2 
U) M 
2 
Therefore dynamic stiffness KM 
and dynamic flexibility P2 
43 M 
The significance of these derivations is as follows: 
The vector displacement between the ends of a spring element is 
independent of. frequency and is in phase with the harmonic disturbance 
orce. 
The vector displacement between the ends of a damping element is 
inversely proportional to the forcing frequency and lags the force 
vector by 90 degrees. 
The vector displacement of a mass element is inversely 
proportional to the square of forcing frequency and lags the force 
vector by 180 degrees. 
These relationships, together with the rules associated with 
series and parallel combinations, may be applied to dQtermine 
the dynamic stiffness at any point in a mechanical system. The 
response of the total system to a harmonic excitation may be 
computed from the simple relationships: - 
(A. 1) 
x ip pi 
/K 
i 
and p jx Kixi 
(A. 2) 
Ao 
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In equation (A. 1) x ip 
is the displacement of a po 
. 
int i in the 
system where a harmonic force P is impressed and the dynamic 
stiffness is In equation (A. 2) P jx 
is. the-force transmitted 
through point j in the system where the displacement is Xi 
and the dynamic stiffness is Ki The same relationships hold for 
torsional motions and torques provided that compatible torsional 
stiffnesses are used. 
Apart from yielding the response to a periodic force excitation, 
the dynamic stiffness method may also. be used to provide natural 
frequencies. The frequency equation is obtained by determining the 
total system dynamic stiffness expression which must equate to zero 
- at natural frequencies. Examples of both types of analysis are given 
in the literature (44)(45). 
K1 
K2 
K=K, + K2 
P 
(a) PARALLEL SYSTEM 
1= I +-L K KI K2 
(b) SERIES SYSTEM 
FIGURE A. 1 SPRING COMBINATIONS 
K 
Pejwt 
SPRING ELEMENT 
Ile 
D 
pejot 
'. 10 
000 
(b) DAMPING ELEMENT 
PeJwt 
M4 
( f- MASS ELEMENT C) 
R=K. =F 
a 
jc4D F=I jcaD 
R= 
or 
1 
P=. 
43 Ij 
for INERTIA elements 
FIGURE A. 2 ELEMENTS OF A VIBRATING SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX B 
Numerical Data used in Computation 
B. 1 List of Input Variables 
Basic Quantities 
PI 
R mass density o. f shaft material. 
G modulus of rigidity of shaft material. 
Drawshaft Dimensions 
SLM length of drawshaft adjacent to drawroll. 
SD(l) diameter of this section of drawshaft. 
SL(2) length of mid-section of drawshaft. 
SD(2) diameter of this section of drawshaft. 
SL(3) length of drawshaft adjacent to gear. 
SD(3) diameter of this section of drawshaft. 
System Inertias (shown as il - ill in Figure 5.4) 
AJ(I), AJ(8) 
AJ (2) 
AJ(3) 
AJ (4) 
AJ(5) 
AJ(6) 
AJ(7) 
AJ (9) 
AJ (10) 
AJ(11) 
polar moment of inertia at balf coupling station. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaf t. gear 1. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaft gear 2. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaft gear 3. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaft gear 4. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaft gear 5. 
polar moment of inertia at layshaft gear 6. 
polar moment of inertia of bronze drawshaft gear. 
polar moment of inertia of steel drawshaft gear. 
polar moment of inertia of drawroll. 
System Stiffnesses %shown as flexibility elements Vl - Fll iii Figure 5.4 
AK(l), AK(9) torsional stiffness of box coupling. 
AK(2) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between'Coupling 
and mesh no. 1. 
AK(3) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between mesh 
no. 1 and mesh no. 2. 
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AK(4) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between 
mesh no. 2 and mesh no. 3. 
AK(5) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between 
mesh no. 3 and mesh no. 4. 
AK(6) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between 
mesh no. 4 and mesh no. 5. 
AK(7) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between 
mesh no. 5 and mesh no. 6. 
AK(8) torsional stiffness of layshaft section between 
mesh no. 6 and coupling. 
AK(10) torsional stiffness of crossed helical mesh. 
AK(11) torsional stiffness of parallel helical mesh. 
System Dampers (shown as D, - D11, FDj, FDjO and FDjj in Figure 5.4) 
AJD(l), AJD(8) torsional damping associated with box half coupling. 
AJD(2) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 1. 
AJD(3) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 2. 
AJD(4) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 3. 
AJD(5) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 4. 
AJD(6) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 5. 
AJD(7) torsional damping associated with layshaft gear 
no. 6. 
AJD(9) torsional damping associated with bronze drawshaft 
gear. 
AJD(10) torsional damping associated with steel drawshaft 
gear. 
AJD(Il) torsional damping associated with drawroll. 
DCPLG tor sional damping in the box coupling. 
FFD(10) torsional damping at the cro ssed helical mesh. 
FFD(Il) torsional damping at the par allel helical mesh. 
Other Quantities 
SRAT speed ratio (drawshaft speed/layshaft speed, 
=-dia. layshaft gear/dia. drawshaft gear). 
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ERR amplitude of fundamental component of transmission 
error at parallel helical mesh. 
FXBSH torsional flexibility due to rubber bushes in 
bushed drawshaft gears. 
DXBSII torsional damping due to rubber bushes in bushed 
drawshaft gears. 
NBAI number of drawboxes in machine. 
SS machine spindle speed. 
DR draw ratio (polyamide machines). 
CDR 'cold draw ratio (polyester machines). 
IIDR hot draw ratio (polyester machines). 
B. 2 Numerical Values 
-PI 3.141593 
R 0.00072 lbf. sec 
2 /in 4 
G 11.8 x 10 
6 lbf/in 2 
Machine 
Variable t. Types A&C Types B&E 
SL(l) 1.187 1.187 
SD(l) 0.985 0.985 
SL(2) 11.0 11.0 
SD(2) 1.225 1.225 
SL(3) 2.375 -2.375 
SDO) 0.985 0.985 
AJ(l)sAJ(8) 0.0561 0.0567 
AJ(2) 0.0147 0.0101 
AJ(3) 0.0145 0.0102 
AJ(4) 0.0136 0-. 00939 
AJ(5) 0.0146 0.0103 
AJ(6) 0.0145 0.0103 
AJ(7) 0.0137 0.00931 
AJ(9) 0.00201 0.00201 
AJ(10) 0.00175 0.00175 
AJ(11) 0.0610 0.0410 
Units 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. sec 
2 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. see 2 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. sec2 
lbf. in. sec 
2 
lbf. in. sec2 
175. 
Machine. 
Variable Týpe sA&C Typqs B&E Units 
AK(l), AK(9) 0.840 x 106 0.840 x 106 lbf. in/rad 
AK(2) 0.174 x 107 0.170 x 107. lbf. in/rad 
AK(3) 0.153 x 107 0.167 x 107 ibf. in/rad 
AK(4) 0.153 x 107 0.161 x 107 lbf. in/rad 
AK(5) 0.272 x 10 
7 
0.250 x 10 
7 lbf. in/rad 
AK(q) 0.106 X. -107 0.118 x 107 lbf. in/rad 
AK(7) 0.274 x 107 0.250 x 10 
7 lbf. in/rad 
AK(8) 0.174 X.: 107 0.170 x 107 lbf. in/rad 
AK (10) 0.154 x 107 0.154 x 107 . lbf . in/rad 
AK(11) 0,154 x 107 0.154 x 107 lbf. in/rad 
AJD(l), AJD(8) 0.03 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(2), 0.03.. 0.03 4. lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(3) 0.03 0.03 1 bf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(4).. 0.03-- 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(5) 0.03. - 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(6) 0.03 0.03 lbf. in. sbc/rad 
AJD(7) 0.03- 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(9) 0.03 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(10) 0.03- 0.03 lbf. in. sec/rad 
AJD(11) 1.45. 1.45 lbf. in. sec/rad 
DCPLG 31.2 31.2 lbf. in. sec/rad 
IFFD(10) 0.625 0.625 lbf. in. sec/rad, 
FFD(li) 0.625 0.625 lbf. in. sec/rad 
SRAT 1.45 1.25' 
ERR 0.0021 0.0021 radians* 
FXBSH - 0.0005 rad/lbf. in 
DXBSH 25.0 lbf. in. sec/rad 
NBM variable, ýbut normally 10 
SS variable up t o 12 000 r. p. m. 
DR variable 1.0 -. 6.0 (Polyamide Machines) 
CDR variable 1.0 3.0 (Polyester Machines) 
HDR variable 1.0 6.0 (Polyester Machines) 
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Main Computer Proqram DT Total Analysis 
MASTER OT TOTAL ANALYSIS 
DT TOTAL ANALYSIS COMPUTES DYNAMIC TOROUES AT EVERY PARALLEL HELICAL 
c GEAR #4ESH IN A DRAWTWISTER DRAWROX SYSTEK FOR ANY RUNNING SPEED. THE 
r DvmAMIC LOAD AT ANV VARTICULAR MFSH IS FORCED BV RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT 
c EYCITATION# DUE TO STATIC TRANSMISSION ERROptS s AT EVERY PARALLEL AVIS 
c MESH IN THE TOTAL GfARBOX SYSTEM. ALTERNATIVE HEADSTOCK CONFIGURATIONS 
C ARE MODELLED BY 3 SUORDUYINES , AS FOLLOWS 
r 
f SUBROUTINE MDT. 2 DRIVE - FOR POLYAMIDE MACHINES 
r 
c SUBROUTINE 40T. 3 DRIVE - FOR POLYFSTER MACHINES 
c 
c SuSROUTINE V. S. bRIVE - POP A VARIABLE SPP. ED DRIVE AS EMPLOYED IN 
C EXPERIMINTAL INVESTIGATIONS 
C 
r SysTEs4 REFERENCF POrITIONS. AVE COMPATIBLE WITH DYNAMIC STIFFNESS 
c AwALYsIS DIAGRAMS 
C THE FOLLOWING DATA It INPUT ON PUNCHED CARDS 
c 
c NMIC " -MACK114F TYPE a2 FOR POLVAMIDE, MACHINES- 
ra3 FOR POLYFSTFR "ACHIvES 
c 
r! MO. P - MACHOE MODEL 200 , FOR MDT. 2 
c 300 # FOR MDT. 3 
600 . FOR MDT. 6 
ill , FOR MULTI-COX R16 
c FOR DOLyAmIpE MACHINE (PLATT DRS. NO. MDT. 221341 
r SS " SPINDLE SPEED (R. P. M. 1 
c DR , DRAW RATIO - SP4" DIAMETER RATIO OF PULLEY 'A' TO_PUL'LrY 161 NG21 NO OF TEETw ON GEAR INI 
r NGZ 40 OF TFFTH ON-GEAR IMI. 
FOR pOLYESTER MACHINI (PLATT MRa. NO. MDT. 32/114) SS S0106LE %PEEb (R. P. M. ) 
C "DR NOT DRAW RATIO 
rC OR COLD bRAU RATIO 
C 464. NO OF TFFTH ON 9EAPIWO 
c NGS NO Or TFFTH 04 AFAQIGI 
r NG28 NO. OF TFETR ON GEAR ISO 
NG20 NO. OF TEETH ON GEAR $TO 
c SD(i)-fll - DIAMFTFPS OF nRAWSHAFT SECTIONS (IN) 
C 
r SL t1 )-131 - LENCTWS OF DRAU%NApy. SFCTIONS (IN) 
c 
Aj ti )-rij GFARBOX SvSTjj4 INIRTIAS (LRF-vN-SEC2) 
1! AKt%)- ri II GEARBOX SV. STEm STIFFNESSES (LSF"IN/RADI 
NRM )JUMBER OF DRAWBOYES IN SVITEM (LOWER BOXES ONLY FOR* POLVFSTER 
r 
SRAT SpEED RATIO OF CROSSED 14FLICAL MESH CaI. L5 FOR MDT. 2/3 ANn 
.. a 
145 FnR MDT. 6N/P1 
.. Ak 
c FjbDIA - FACTOR FOR MOnTFYING DRAWRC)LL S14AFT DIAMETER 
FAGLY - FAr_TOR FOR tiOnIFYING LkYSWAFT*GFAR INFRTIA 
17.7 
F06DR - PACTOR Pop, 1401DIFYINd DRAWSWAFT GEAR tNERTIA 
FXBSH - jqU83wR BuSm 
FLEXIBILITY CSLIS4EO GEARS ONLY) 
c FpaTX FACTOR VOR MO. DIFYING GFAR MESH VLEX15ILITY 
r 
r FCTAR FACTOR FOR MODtFYIYG BOX COUPLING STIFFNESS 
r 
c NDAT 140. OF SETS OF CALCULATION'S REQUIREp 
f! 
REv DRAUKOLL SPEE D (R. P. M. ) 
REAL AND COMOUX VARIABLES ARE SPECIFIED At4D APPROPRIATE ARRAY SPACE 
c ALLOCATFD, 
COMPLEX JAV. KI250). F(PSOI#RHK(IS), RHF(15)#LHK(iS). LHF(i5), FDiO, 
4 FDI%#JU-CDUM. Q(250)#T(250)tGl#TDVNPTCPX(10: 6)#BDUM 
REAL JJ(17-) Jjl)(121 Xi61A, NG&. jJG5,1YG28*HG2Q N42i NGZ 
DIMENSION AJ(11), AJn(ii). AK(i2l, ýF(121, FFD(i2. i, Sl-(3), SD(3)- 
DIMENSION TD(10,6). DWI(lo. 6) 
IDFjyTIFy VARIASLES COMMON TO MAIN PROGRAM 4ND THE VARIOUS SUB-PROORAMS 
CoM)40N/CROSSTOP/JAY. JW, W7. F#RHK#RWF, Lwt, LWF, SpAT2, NBM 
i/STTPFNESS/K/DEFLN/o/POLAR/TCOX/TMATJ/AJGPDIAp 
***** FIXEP 'DATA INSFR*TPD 
DATA PI, Q, &/3. i4i5q3. O. 0Oo? 2,1l. 8E6/ 
'C ****** JDAMPING DATA IWSERTED DATA FFDCJOI. FFD(ii), AJD(ii), AJD(i$, AJD(2) I AJp(3), AjD(0tAJD(5), AJD(61 AJD(7). AJb(81. AJD(91*AJD(iO)/2*. 6i5, i. 45oio*. Oi/ DATA DXBSw. DCpLu' /o. oo, 31.2/ 
FXTERNAL TAN. SQkT 
****** FORMATS ARE SPECIFIED FOR PUNCHED CARD INP0 AND PRINTED OUTPUT 1020 FOR? A&T(ro. 0) 
102s FOQt4&T(12) 
iolo ; ORmAT(lw -F?. 1.2x. 514R. P. m, 2x. 'F*10.4#2xo6HLIIF-iN) ioss FORmiTC17m SuSH FLFXI5ILj7Y, 2X. Ei2.5*6Y, j1HN0 OF BOXES. 2X, 12) ic4o FORMAT (AM FRGTX F6.3oinH PRGLY F6.3 i0jj FRGtR rr-6.3, i low FCTQR -F6. j. jnj4 SRAT vF6. NI0W' FDDIA F6.31 1045 FORMAT(iiro 0% 
i0so FORMAT(im. -ii(E? -3,2X)-'//) joss FOQmaT(1l-Zx-i3) 
1060 FORMATO/l/1SW t4ACWTNE' MDT .? it2x, 4WMOD 131/) i6AS 90Ai, 4AT(jH 
-17H SPINDLE SPEED a vF7.2*6H RPm. : 14H DRAW. RATIO i F? 4., 2y. 8MSjt(4) 11 F7-. 4.? X#9mNG(pj) a F6.2*; X, 8HNGc2) a F6.2) 1070 ro"AT" -1/-i8M DELIVERY SOFED a fF?. i*84 FT/MIN #ISM NG(4)#NG(S i) a F7.2. SH AND -r7.2#191i TECTIi RESPFCTIVELY) 
1075 FORmAT(ig 1,17H SPINDLE SPEE) a F7,1#6H RPM. 48W NOT DRAW RATIO 
1080 FORmAT0w . /. 42H CnLD DRAW RATIO a #F8.4t2v*l? K NG(28). *NG(29) a i F7 2*5H &Np TEETH RESPECTIVELV) 
iOR5 ; ORmAT(lh . 1084 DFLIVERY SPEED F7. i, 8W FTIMI-N 911 sp. (. 4) a* i F7 
1090 FORMAT(fp'-3.12) 
i0cs FORMAT(25N RELATIVF DISPT. ERpoQ E9-3#SW'R&D., 6H TYPE 12//) 
1100 V0Pj4AT(*i/*w-jkfVL F6.0.? X, 8m REV" a F6. O#2yr8W PEVI a, F4, nl) 1405 FOR14AT (I 19w AiI AJ (21 Ai (3) AJ(4) AJ(51 
I AJ (6) Ai (7) -&J (A) Ai (9 ) Ai (10) AJ CII 14 10 FORA AT (I 1911 AKCi) AK(21 Ar(j) AK(4)AKCS) 
i AK(di AK(7% MAI Av(9) AK00) AK(ii)l 14is FOQ1MAT(9F0-0) 
FORMATf6ro. 01 
25 FOQ&4AT(jw A(F9.3.7X)i 
li'to ; OQMAT(IM 
178 
jq35 FOpmAT(-%w . //1.22H *** 
DRAWROLL SPIED m vFQ, 3j 
jj&o F0pgAT(jH . /. ZSH TMAQUI A14PLITUDE(LsFwINl#4Xo4? 
H 
1145 FORMAT(im . //1 
llso v0Qm&T(jW . 8X. EiO. 4*iOXIP7-2*SX#IiO@402X'EiOO4*) 
ERR a OOZI 
C ****** (HAXImum ORAR ERROR AmPLITUBE) 
READ (i , 1055) A(HKs MOD 
C ****** HACRINE pARAtIETERS READ ACCORDING TO TYPE oF 
C, (NmK a 21. POLYESTER (WMK a 3) 
OR EXPERIMeNTAL 
IF tHOD -EQ.. 
01) Go TO 1220 
IF (wMK FO- 3 AND. mOD NE. iii) GO TO 1210 
eEAp0#j 
' 
045% 35*DR, SR4#HGZI#HG2 
WRITIC21io65) SSvDR@Sjt6rNA21sNd2 
GO TO i2ZO 
. 
jo CONTINUE 12 
jtEADtl #101.51 . 9. 
SHDR@CDR#4GA*144S#NG28vfJG29 
WRITR(2; 10751 SSsHDR 
WRITK(2,108o) CDR, NGZgtliG29 
1220 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2, io4ol NHK. MOD 
WRITW(45NmK'. MnD 
nEApti 11201 SDCI)., Sb(2) oqD(31 eSL(i) of. L(2) SL13) 
WRIrg(2. *lj25)SD(l ) Sb(2), SD(3) #SL(l) #CLC2) SL13) 
qEAp(. i#1O45) (AJ(JI, Jc; itii) 
wRITI((2, ilO5l 
WRIT02,1050) (AJ(J)#Jvioll) 
REArs(itili5l (AK(JI. -Inisli) 
WRITWAIIO) 
WRITP(2 1050) (AK(. l)@. lwl, ll) 
%TORinAlCeii. 
sTORZPArýCiO) 
READ( 1 #10251 Nam 
WRITa(4iNam 
READ(isiO201 $NAT 
QEAD0, i020l FDDIA 
C. ****** REDUCE DRAWROLL SHAFT DIAMETER 
sD(2j'SD(Z)*V, pDIA 
REAp(i . 10201 FQGLY 
PHASE ANGLE(DeG)l 
MACHINE,, IE. t POLYAMIBE 
RIG MOD it ill) 
f'""RI-PUCE LAySMAFT QFAR TNERTIAS 
tO 12-30 JLYu2.7 
1230 A-JCJLY), *AJ(JLYI-(4.36-(I. -FRGLY))/(3Z. 2*12. ) REApei, 10201 VRGDR 
REDUCE DRAUROLL GtkR tNERTIAS 6V *FPGOR 4J(91"Aj(9)*FDGDR 
Aj(io)"Aj(lo)*FRGr)q 
REAbel, 1020, FXBSW 
REAp(i. IOZO) fRGTX 
C ****** 14CREASE 9LEXIBtLfTY OF GEAR TOOTH CONTACT 
AK(jo)'AX(11)mST0R2/FR3TV 
READO olo2ol FCTRR 
C ****** REDUCE COOPLING STIFFNFSS RY FACTOR FCTRR AK(ji t4tt9 I : SroRi /VCTRR 
WRITE(ZjiO40) FRGTx. FRGLV*FRGpp,. FtyRR, SRAT, FOPIA 
WRIYE(2010351 FXBSWONBN 
SRA'r2mSRAT*SRIT 
C #***** INERTIAS AND FLEXIBILITIES ON LAYSHAFT ARE RELATED TO DRAWROLL &Pgfb 
DO 1240 Noi. 8 
jj (M), Aj (W) /SRAT2 
JJ D (14) OAJD(M) 
1240 FF(Nj * SRA72/AK(N) 
FF(9)PSRATZ/AK(9) 
jJ(9)NAT(g) 
1"79 
. 
JJ b (9 ) sAJJ5 (9) 
Do 125 livioll, 
JJ(WjwAJ(Wj 
JJD IN) a &JOCNI 
jz50 ; F(g) a 1. JAIC(N) 
REAPO viOZ5) HDAT 
(1yUMBElt OF RUNNING SPEEDS FOR WwICW COMPLETE ANALYSIS REQUIRED 
URIYE(0 NVAT 
CONTROL PARAMETERq SET FOR 2 INDEPENDENT SERIFS OF RANDOM NUMRFRS 
WITH IINIFORM PRORABILITY TO BF GENERATED BY THE COMPUTER 
rAA ai 
jAA 90 
180 3 
jBR 
VAA 
vBB 0 
00 1660 J=j, NDAT 
il. 60 REAp(i@1020) REV 
wRITE(41REV 
WRITg(2,11351 REV 
no 1270 Iasi . 1yeg 
no j270 lpit U, 1; 6 
C ****** DYNMIC LOADS AT EVERY GEAR STATION ARE INITIALLY SET TO ZERO 
1270 TCPX(18. TORI a (0.0*0.0) 
****** EXCITATION PROVIDEo AT DRAWROLL ROTATIONAL 
FREQUENCY CW RADIANS/SEC) 
12SO wa CRFv/60 )*2. *Pl 
w2m; j*W 
C ****** COMPLEX NOTATIOIJ INTRODUCF0 
JAV a (0.11 
JWNJP, Y*W 
IC(126)10-(AJ(il)*w2l*jw*AJD(liI 
W60) a K(120 
C *, ***** DyNAMIC STIFFNESS OF DRAWSHAFT COMPUTED BY'CONSIDERATION OF D197RIRIJTED 
C INEltTIA AND ; LEXISiLTTY PLUS DIAMETER CHANGES 
DO 129 0 Lis I-3 
DUymY V 
CDUMmi. *)C(1261/(SGR'T(G*R%*W*PI*SD(L)**4/32. )t'TAw(w#, SL(L)/sORT(ii/ltI 
izoo K(126) a K(lIVICIDUM 
C ****** DYNAMIC STIFFNESSES CnMPUTED FOR DRAWSHAFT PAIR ASSEMBIJES 
CDUM K I. /K(i26) + I. M. /FXISH 4 jW*DXbSH) 
lc(IIS), K(iZZ), K(ZOO). ý(20L)eye2i8l. K(224)oi. /c, Dtim 
K(iS? )#i(C226)xCMPLX(W2*(-AJ(101)#O. ) 
"'S6)@K(Z2-S)wAJD(101*. lW 
-lc("? 
)'K(2101-1((214)NCMPLX(WZ*(-Aj(9)), O. ) 
K(IlA)$ý(7-09), k(2j3)wAJD(q)*jw 
t('13)wj. ftK(jj7), y KMS) 
; (109)OFCII'51,6i. /(i. /FFCIO)+JW*FFD(iO)) 
K008)ul. lF(i04) 
K000) - (0.0,0.0) 
vy-m a L. : 31 %A rpot3b gF 
$USROUT114E 
, ACCORbING 
IF 000 Ea.. Ali I Go To 
IF (NHK -EM 2 Allp. MnD 
IF ()VMK gQ.. 3 ANP. MOD 
40 TO 1330 
11no r. ONTINUE 
ME40STOCK/ORIVE SV. STE14 CALCULATED BY APPROPRIAll 
70 MACHINE TYPE , ANp ATTACHED To BOX Rn. 1 1300 
. NE. iii) GO TO 1310 
. NE. iill GO TO 1320 
180 
CALL V9 DRIVE(REV#SRAT, Aj0)) 
dO To 1330 
1310 CON-rtNuE 
Ds a Ktv*pl*s. oo/i2.0 
URITE(2-108S) DSoSR4 
CALL MOT2 DRIVE(DS. SK4, $S, DR#NGZi. NG2. AJCII) 
00 TO i33o 
13,10 CON-ft NUF_ 
iýS w RFv*pv*3-OD/12. O 
URITE(2: iO? O) DS0464-NOS 
CALL MOT3 Dq? VECDS. tlG&#NGSPSS#NDR*CDR@NG28*NG:. 9, Aj(i)) 
is3o CONTINUE 
ND I Ito, 
lp aI 
DO 1340 Lai-NSK 
DYNAHIC, STIF; NESSEt CopNECTED AT TWE HEADSTOCK END OF EACH DRA WBOX ARE 
COMPUTED BY SUOROUTINE 'CROSSBOX# 
130 8), CALL CRoSSBOX CJJ(I), JJCZ)#JJ(3)#JJ(4)#JJ(S)#. iJ(6), Jj(? )tjj( 
i . 0(7) jib (K) PPF 0 )a JJW )IJJP(21 JJD(3) vJJAW #JJDCSI JJD(6) JJ 
2 . F; (2)-FFt3 1. FF(4). FF(S). FF'%61, FF(7)#F; Cfi), FF(9)#NDIRPL#DCPLG, lp) 
. NDIR, p2 
00 IVIO Luio(NCM-il 
DYNAMIC STIFFNESSES CONNECTFD AT TWE TAIL END OF EACH bRAWBOX ARE 
COMPUTED sv SUOROUTINE ICROSSBOX, 
; LOw DIRECylom IS REVERSED BY SUPPLYING LAYSHAFT DATA IN REVERSE ORDER 
1330 CALL CROSSgoy. CJJ(&). JJ(71, JJ(6)#JJCSI,, JJ(4)t. IJCS), JJ(2)#JJ(i), 
I JJP(8)-JJ15(7)-JJD(61, JJDf5)@JJDCLI, JJD(3). JJj)(2)*JJDCS)PFF(9), 
2 FF(&), FF(TI. FF(6)-FF(S)#FF(4. ). FF(3)oFF(2). FF(i)#14DIR-, L, DCPLG, lpI 
LOOpAwi 
LOOPTERe-K 
1360 Do 1610 NBELOOPA#LDOPT 
1! C 161 
IF (ANK(ugi 
-NE-0. ) GO TO 070 Kci62)vcO A . '0.0) 00 To 1380 
1370 W62) 0 4-/K0611 JW*DCPLG) Y 062) i % s I. /FfJ62) 
DYNAmIc 571; FNESSES ARE COMPUTED FOR 'VARIOUS DRAWDOX POSITIONS MASTEP T ' . .S ATIONS ARE IDEWTIFtED FOR ECON014Y OF-CO14PUTATION. (SEE Slrl;;? JESS wA 
DYNAMIC,. 
i3so 
K LySIS D? AGRAMSI 
t(165)NK(i6zi, jw*jjotg). WZ, jjtg) 
K0d6)c1-/(l-/K(i65j, 6rV(Sj) 
K(169)RK(i66)-K(Iog)&jw*jjD(? )_w2, jj(? ) K(170)'1-1 /(j /K(1 . . 6q)*FF(7)) 
K(173)*K(i7O)*K(109)*jW*jjo(6l. W2*jj(6) 
MASTER 
MASTPR F(i77)119(171t. ). bY, (Aog)*jW*jjo(SI. W? *JJ(S) X(179)91-/(l-/K07? )*; F(Tjj MAtTFR 
K(169)DK<ig2l, KCioS\*JW*JJD(3$-w2*jj(3) 
AK2So n CABS(g(7.50)) MASTER 
IF ( AK230 -. NJ. 0.0 1 GO TO 1390 
K089) a (O. OlO. 0) 
60 TO 1400 
1390 "186) "W271 JW*DCPLG) 
X088) I- IF11881 
1400 X(191)NK(IBBI+JW*JJDCI)-WZ*JJ(I) 
MASTER 
C(228)*K(19ZI*KciOB)*JW*JjD(Zl-w2*jjcZ) 
181 
K(21A)EKIZ29$4K(ing)*jw*jjP(3l-w2*. IJ(3) 
K(232. )OKCZ'51)4, KCio8)*jw*jjb(4)-w2*jj(t) 
K(233)N1. /(J. /K(232. )*FF(5)) 
K(21L)OK(2331#K(iOA)*JW*JJDCS%-W2*JJCS) 
K(2Al0Hl. lfl. /K(23L)*FFi6)) 
K(236)"XE2.3$'). &Kfioa). &jw*JJDC6$-w2*jj(6I 
K(23? )xj. /(i. /K(2l6)&FF(7)) 
LEF, pAwi 
LEEPT66 
MAST P It 
MAIT! R 
MASTFR 
MASTIR 
MASTFR 
C ****** SySYCM CONOJECTION IS MADE AT STATION 19S (SEE ANALYCIS DIAGRAM) 
ACCORDING TO WWICIJ ORAWROLL PAIR 13 UNDER CONSIDERATION 
i4AO 00 IAOO NoReLEEPA-LEEPT 
60 TO (1421, i42Z,, i423. i4L4,142S, 11.26), NDR 
GO TO Ifr3* 
GO . 70 
U30 
1423 K(19S)w9ta31)*Kf178) 
GO TO 1430 
1 IL 2 16 K0q408Kfll31*K(17Ll 
GO TO 1430 
1 IL 7-5 K(1qS)'K(Z35i*K07nl 
GO To WO, 
ILU W93)wK(237)*K(166) 
1&30 K(195)"K(49S714JW*JJDCNDR+i)-W? *JJ(NDR+i) 
r, (i96)11, /Kti95)*i. /Ci. /FFCiOl, 6JW*FFO(iO)I 
K(i96) a I. /p(J96) 
KC2ZQ) a 1. /9020) K(227)wl. /F(2XO)+Kt224)#c(225)*K(226) 
C ****** P. ANDOm #jUI4&EltS 'Al AND 'Bl ARE GENERATED FoR THE ALLOC4TION OF C TRA4S"ICSION ERROft AND ERROR PHASE ANGLE AT EACH GEAR MESH A UTRj(IAA, JAA. KAA) 
A UTR. I(t5BsjB8#rb9l 
iL&O FORHAT(Im SW Aa #ý9.3#kx#Sw aa F9.3,4x, 6W wRITI(2, iL40i A, s 
LPA#. a ERR. *A 
FI a 2. *P, *B 
C ****** TAANSMISSION EPROR VECTOR REPRESEAtTED 19 COMPLEX FOAM 
A- 6- - --KAA-; -L)3 %FI) 
YGE ERAA*SIN(FI) 
GE CMPLX(XGI*YGEI 
f ****** TOOT11 DYN&MIC TORQUE$ COMPUTED 
TDYIJ 10 GE / (I .IK (208)a FC 220) -1 -/CI. /FF (I i ), 6jW* v FD Cii C ****** TRANSFER OF DYNAMIC TOR"FE TO 80TK ENDS OF THE SAME 18 a NB 
0(211) a TPYN/K(208) 
T(196) m K(196110(Zill 
Q(1951 u T(196)/K(19S) 
(, 0 -ro (14SI, i452.. 1453. i4St., 14SSoi456)#NDR 
ILS, T-C136) X(186)*Q(193) 
T(19z) 
qrcpx(lelii a TDyN + TtPXCLB#il 
60 To 14&j 
Ilm T(J82) KfIB2)*0(1951 
TC229) k(229)00(1951 
TC: )If(lBl2) a TOYN * TCOX(19#21 60 TO 146Z ,, 
MASTER 
BOX IS COMMENCED 
182 
iLS3 T07A) a l(ti7s)*00951 
T(230 - K(Z30*Q(1991 
TCPXtlg. 3% w IrDYN * TtPX(Ige3l 
GO TO '463 
143 4 T(i70 k(V? 0*Q(19li 
T(235) K(233)*Q(i95j 
TCDx(IR, 4) v 'VDyY * TCPXCTA#41 
60 To 1464 
iLss T070) a W70)*0(1951 
T(235) a K(235)*Q(i9Sl 
. TCPY(lB, Si a TDYN * TCOXCISPS) 
Gn TO i46S 
1*&96 T066) a kf166)90(1951 
T(217) a K1237)*009S) 
TCPwtlB. 61 9 TDyN 4 TCPX(19#61 
60 TO 1466 
PESPONSE AT OTHER GEAR STATIONS TOWARDS TAIL FND OF BOX ARE COMPUTEp 
c By TRACING TORQUE FLOW THROUGH BOX. RUNNING TOTALS OF DYNA141C LOAD ARE 
c KpoT FOR EACH POSITION 
1461 QC185) TcIBOIK(Ml 
ocill) T(iO8)/K(li3i 
T (1140 a K(Iil6)*Q(l13) 
TCDX(18,21 a TM4) # TCPX(19@2) 
T062. ) V(182)*0(183) 
1&62 0084) T(i3l)/K(1811 
TClOA) vlos)*o(im) 
0 (" I's) T(jOEs)/K(il3$ 
T010 9(114)-0(1131 
TCPX(IB-31 u T(Ii4) * TCOY(IR. 3) 
7(178) - k(VFg)-0(jSjj 1&63 0077) , -r(17q)fK(i77) T (108) a 
0("3) 
TCPX(Is, l. ) 
lKf17t. )*Q(j77j 
j464 0073) Tf174)/'K(173) 
TOOS) l(flOB)*Q(i73) 
0" ") TfIOWK0131 
r( 114 ) Ic ( 114 '. *Q (1131 
TCPX(, R*51 14 rcil4l 6 TCPY(Ig, S) 
7070) a x(170)*Q(i73j 
IL65 Q069) a T(1? 0)/K(i69j 
T('08) v(108)-Q(1601 
WIN) T(I08)/K(ij3j 
T(ilL) u vfIl4)*0(ii3) 
TCPXIIB; 61 a Will * Tcpx(la. 6) 
T066) m K(i66)*Q(i691 
****** J)ISPLACEHFNT AT ; XTvEp4F 7AIL-ENh OF DRAWtOv Is CALCULATED 
1466 Q(165) a T(166)/K(4631 
T062) a M162), O(i65) 
K16tA a CABS(K(16ill 
IF (061A EQ. 0. ) GO TO 1470 
Q(161) a r(162)/K(16il 
WO CONT? NUE 
C ****** RESPONSE AT OTHFR GEAR STATIONS o7OWARDS HEADSTOCK FND OF qOx IS 
C CALCULAT'ID BY TRACING TORQUE FLOW THROUGH BOX. RUNNING TOTALS OF DYNAMIC 
LOAD AQE XEpT FOR EACH POSITION 
GO TO f146i)1482oi483. i484tl48S, i486). NDR 
1486 0(236) a T(217)/K(2,361 
T(log) . x(IO8). Q(236) 
'183 
(08) IK (1131 
T0W 01141*0(1131 
TCpvfIB 5) a T(ii4l 4 TCPXCIBoS) 
T(23S) Kf2.35)*Q(2361 
QUIL) a V2351/K(2341 
T(JOS) a K(iO8)*Q(ZS41 
QMV K Ttjo, &)/W13) 
T(ii&) I K(li4)6Q(ii3) 
, fcpx(IB. 41 a TW4) + 
TC233) K(233)*Q(2341 
cl(232) T(Z33)/K(Z3l1 
T006) Vfi08)*Ck(232-1 
0013) a r(iW/K(1131 
TMO a K(l14)*Q(113) 
TCPX(IB, '%l a T(114) 6 TCPX(IB#3) 
T(2,30 K(231)*0(2321 
0(23(t) r(231)/K(230) 
WOO x(108)*0(2301 
0(lil) TC103)/K(il3l 
,r0 -11. ) w jKW&)*Q(113) 
ycpxcla, 2), u T(114) + TCPY(11902) 
T(229) a K(Zzg)*0(2301 
0(229) a T(229)/K(229) 
T(i08) 0 9(108)*Q(Z2&l 
-Q. (113) a T(108)/K(1131 
T(liL) It 
TCPX(IB: ji a TW4) 4, Tcpx(lg, i) 
T(192) m KC19P)*0(2281 
, (, 
DISPLACE14ENT AT EXTOmE HFADSTOCK END OF DRAWROX IS CALCULATED' 
gi) T(i92)/K(19i) 
A187K CAlk, (V(lA7)) 
IF ( Ai87K Nt. 0.0) GO TO 1100 
110 TO 1500 
CONTINUE 
T(188) K(i88)*Q(i9il 
CONTINUE 
lp 
NLI 
*; 
wArTENTlog 
IS NOW FOCUSSED ON BOX NO. Is jjS i 
I "l-i .. IF (IS to 0) GO TO 1530 
K(2r, o) 
L 
DyNAmIC STIFFNESSE. S FOR FLOW TOW'ARbS HEADSTOCK END OF BOX It ARE 
C04OUTEP By MEANS OF SUAROUTINE 'CROSSBOXI 
CALL-CPOSSIIOX(JJ(11. j. 1(2), JJ(3l. J. 1(41, JJCSI, JJ(6), JJ(? )#JJ(8), 
JJD(')'JJD(2)#JJDf3). JJD(4), JJD(S), J. ID(6), JJD(7), JJb(S), FF(i), FF12)#FF(31-FF(4). FF(S). FF(61#FF(7)#; Ftg), FP(9), NDIR*L#DCP14, 'IP) 
SUBROUTINE 11BOXTORK' CALCULATES. DYNAMIC TOOQUFS AT ALL GEAR t4ESHES IN 
BOX No. 16 DUE TO A DYNAMIC LOAD'IN BOX NO. Ng 
A RUNUING TOTAL IS VEPT OF LOADS FOR EACH pOSITION 
CALL 8OXIORK(NDIR. 161 
NO w VU-1 
GO TO ISIO 
NOIR 
Ip 
NQ. 
wHEN DYNAMIC TORGIUE FLOW HAS SEEN*TRACED To THE BEGINING OF sox 14a. 
ATTENTION 13 SWITCHED TO BOX t4O. 19 9 NS I ; OFI FLOW TOWARDS THE TAIL 
4 
184 
16 m NB4i 
isto IF (19 GT-- NB14) GO Tn IS60 
WOO 0 RHK(IB) 
L81 
DYNAMIC STIFFNESSES FOR. FLOW TOWARDS THE TAIL END OF BOX 18 ARE 
C COMPUTED BY MEANS Of SURROUTINE ICROSSSOXI. - TOjtOUE FLOW IS TRACED TO 
9 TWE EXTREME Oc BOX NO. KBN 
c *** FLOW DIRECTION 13 REVERSED BY SUPPLYING LAYSHAFT DATA IN REVERSE ORDER 
lFjrO CALL CPoSSBoX(Jj(gl, jj(71. JJ(6)fJJ(S), JJ(4)#JJ(31, JJ(21, Jj(i). 
I jil)(a), JJD(? ). Jjt)(6). Jjh(s)#JJ5(41fj. lb(3)fjjp(2), JJD(i)frF(9), 
2 FF(S)fFFt7l. F; C6). rf(S)#FF(41. FF(3)*FF(2),. FF(i)#NDIR#L,, DCPLO, IPI 
CALIý BOXTOItKeuDIB. 131 
NL2 NLZ. i 
is IB. &I 
40 to 
IS60 CONTINUE 
1600 CONTINUE 
1610 CONTINUE 
1610 CONTINUE 
DO 1650-leal-w8m 
URITL(7,1144; 1 
00 1640 IJPRmi. 6 
C ****** vwE MOVULUS OF EACW DYNAMIC LOAD VECTOR IS DETERMINED FROM THE COMPLEX 
9 FORM 
TD(Igtlj)Ri m CABS(TCPX(I9. IDjLj) 
c PHASE ANGLE OF EACW byHANIC LOAD VECTOR IS DETERMINED FROM COMPLFY FORM 
P41(18#tDRI a ACOS(REAL(YCPXCIBPIDR))/TD(18#IDR))*i8O. /`PI 
TIM v AIi4Aa(jcPx(Ijj. Io9)l 
IF (TIM at. * 0. ) GO TO 16.30 
PHI(18,1DRi w -PHT(Ift. IDR) 
1630 CONTINUE 
t ****** ALL P. ESULTS ARE WRITTEN ONTO MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SUDSFQUENT USE RY GRAPH 
c PLOTTING, C014PUTER PROGRAMS 
WRI-rjL(4j TV (Is, I DR) 
****** DyNAt4IC LOAP VECTOCS ARE OUTPUT IN PRINT 
WRITt(2pij5Ol Tb(Irj. IDq). PHI(I9#IbR) 
16&0 CONTINUE 
i6so CONTtNUE 
1660 CONTINUE 
STOP 
FND 
Ap. endix D 
Computer Subroutine Crossbox 
01-Bg - LAySHAFT STATION INERTIAS RELATED TO bRAWROLL SPEED 
SUBROUTINE CjtOssBO'( 
D&. Hi#Hp. "I#II4, KS. N6. W?. W8tk9oNDt R#L#DCPLG*lp) 
SUBROUTINE 'CROSSBOX' IS USED FOR DYNAMIC STIFFNESS TRANSFERS IN EITHER 
DIRECTION ACROSS A COMPLETE DRAWgOX. IT CALCULATE& TWE TOTAL DYNAMIC 
STIFFHESS ATTACHED TO EITHER THE HEADSTOCK END OR TWE TAIL IND OF ALL 
DRAWOOXES. SYSTEM REFERENCE POSITIONS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH 
Tug APPROPRIATE DYNAMIC STIFFNESS ANALYSIS DIAGRAM. 
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTENE CALL STATEMENT i 
r 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
C 
C 
C 
"1 
4: 
I. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
C 
C *** 
C *, b* 
9005 
9010 
9 ox! 
Di-h$ - LAjSHAFT S*rATION DAMPING CPEFFICIENTS 
H1.119 - LAySHAFT SECTION FLIXIBILITIES ItELKTE5 TO DRAWROLL SPEED 
NDIR DIRECTION CONTROL. FACTOR. IF INDIR aI, THE SUBROUTINE womKS 
FROM HEADSTOCK END TO TA? L END THEREBY COMPUTING# IN EACH CASE# 
DYNAMIC STIFFNESS (LW0 ATTACHED TO HEADSTOCK END OF THF NFXY 
BOX IF MOIR x2t THE DIRECTION OF OPFRATION IS REVERSED AND 
TME DYNAMIC STIFFNESS AT THE TAIL END OF EACH BOX 13 COmPUTljk 
t It MK 
L- LOOP CONTROL FACTOlt 
DCPLG - DAMPING COEFFICIENT OF POX CQUPLIN4 
lp CONTROL FACTOlts IP aI FOR NOPMAL USj BUT IP ,2 WHEN OVNAMIC 
STIFFNESSES ARF REQUIRED FOR ONLY A SINGtE DRAWBOX WITHIN A MULTI- 
Bay MACN'NE (EG* FOR USE WITH SUBROUTINE 'BOXTORKI). 
SPECIFY COMPLEX VAPIABLES AND ; tE S, RVE SPACE FOR COMPLEX ARRAYS 
COMPLEX JAY. ju#K(2501-P(250)#RWi(IS), RMF(iS)oLl4K(15)@LWF(iS) 
IDEsTIFY VARIABLES COMMON TO SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SEGMENT 
COMMONIC-POSSTOP/JAV#JW, W?, F#PWK#FtWFPLRK,. LHF#SRATI, NBPI 
I/STIFFNI3. S/K 
AK25j) 0 CABSCK(250)) 
IF CuDIR 'Eq. Z) GO TO 9010 
IF CL ýj. 1) Go TO 9020 
IF CIP E&. pj Go yo 9005 
ATTACH MEAJOSTOCK/PRIVE SYSTE14 DYNAMIC'STIFFNESS TO BOX NO. -i LHKCl), jCtj55)-* K(2501 
IF ( AK250 Zia. 0.0 130 TO 9035 
40 TO 9030 
KC'SS) a Kf25O) 
IF C AK23o '. jCj. 0-ft 00 TO 9033 00 TO 9030 
IF (L. NE-1) GO TO 9020 
IF (If EQ, Zi GO To 9015 
CET Pkviu. u. p 
p 
&, &rrwt5l go, EXTRtME TAIL END OF LAVSKAFT IN BOX 110. MIM ZCOUAL TO zalt 
K(iS3), RWX(NPkM) (0.0,0.0) 
GO TO 9040 
XCIS3) m K(lool 
GO To 9040 
SCIS001- MISS) 
K(159, ) a-j. JF(iS4) 
WSP F030 + 1-/(I-/Wi + JW*DCPLG) 
KC15,3) 1. lycls3l 
40 To 901.0 
WSsy 1, (0.0,0.0) 
186 
9040 l((iS0)wK(I931. &JW*Di-WP*Bi 
K(i46)"K(1401. i, KCiOA)*JW*rj2-W2*82 
K(i4S)wl. /0. /K046)&w3) 
K(142)DK(14S)*K(108)&jw*o3-W2*83 
K(141 )131 .ý (I . /K(14Z)+W&) 
K( I 38)OK (I 41)+K(1O$)*JWwV4-%J2*A4 
K(137)wl. '/0. /K03&)+W5) 
. K(13&)NK(137)*K(iO$)*JW*05-W? *Rg 
K (133)91. '/ (1 1 KC I 34), &W 
K(130)NK(1331+9(108)*JW*D6-W2*116 
K(129)81. */(i. / K0301+H71 
K(AOS)uK(i29$6KCiO8)*JW*D7-W2*67 
/ (i ./ 
W05) +1181 
lM00"K(104)4JW*D8-wZ*S8 
IF (tP Eq.. 2) GO TO 9060 
IF (uDIR -ca. 2) Go To 9osO 
LHKCL+iiwV. (104) 
GO To 9060 
90SO RHK("BM-LNuK(i0l) 
9060 CONTINUE 
RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAK OR CALLING SUBROUTINE 
RETUpLN 
END 
±ppendix E 187 
Computer Subroutine Boxfork 
SUBROUTINE BOXTORKCNbtRelb) 
SUBROUTINE ISOXTORKI COMPUTES VyNAMIC TORQUES AT EVERY PARALLEL AXIS 
GEAR MESH DUE TO PERIODIC LAVSHAFT DISPLACEMENT INDUCED BY TORQUE FLOW 
THKOUG4, AN ADJOINING DFLAWBOX. SYSTEM REFEqEjlCl POSITIONS ARE COMPATIBLE 
WITK THE APPROPRLATE DYNAMIC STIFFNESS ANALYSIS DIAGRAM 
THE FOLLOWINS MUST at SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTINE CALL sTATINImT., 
C 
C 
e 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C * lb * 
C 6** 
C *** 
8010 
An2o. 
8030 
A032 
8034 
A036 
8019 
8040 
8042 
8044 
DIRECTION CONTROL FACTOR RbIR 01 FOR YORGUE FLOW TOWARDS 
HEADSTOCK AMD NPtR 02 FOR TORQUE FLOW TOWA"S TAIL END 
NUMBER 0 DRAWSOX IN WWICH INDUCED TORQUE RESPONSE (To EXCITATICIA 
JU BOX NO. NO) 13 REQUIREo 
SPECIFY COMPLEX VAJtIABLES AND ItESERVE SPACE 
COMPLEX X(2SO)#0(250)*T(250)&TCPX(iO#A) 
RES&; tVt $PACE FOR ARRAYS 
DIHEOION 7t)(1006). PH100,6) 
IDEwTIFy VARIABLES COMMON TO SUSROUTINE AND 
COMtJON )STIFFNESS/X/DFFLN/Q/POLAK/TCPX 
PI @ 3. i41593 
IF CNDIR, : F-Q. 1) 60 TO -8010 
60 TO 8026 
W01) a aci6l) 
T(iOL) a K(iO&)*Q(iO1) 
C100SI a TtIO4)/K(IOSI 
Tclog) a yeles)e0closi 
a Ttl0b)/K(1131 
TCii&)- 0*0 ( J131 a KC11A 
IF INDIR AQ. 2) GO TO 8030 
TCPx(IB-6) a Wit-1 * TCOXCIB, 6) 
40 TO 803; 
TCpX(19A% a rM4) * TCpx(1g#j) 
TCIZ9) a K(179)*Q(I()S) 
QC130) a T(129)/Kc13O) 
cios) w KCIOS)*Q(130) 
Ocii, l) y(iO8)/K(4i3) 
TM4) x(tW*4(qi3) 
IF (NDIR *. te. 2) Go To 8034 
'TCPI((IB, Sj u TM41 TCPI((16,5) 
GO TO 803$ 
TCPY. (18; 2) a T(i14) TCPX(I9,2) 
T033) a Kti33)-Qti3Ol 
0034) a Tf113)/KC1341 
T008) a V100,00341 
Qci13) u T(109)/K(113) 
TC110 a K(jj4)*Q(ij3i 
IF (nDIS 2) Go To 8038 
TCPX(lb-4,1 a T(1141 4 TCPX(16,4) 
GO TO $040 
TCPX(19: 31 a TM4% * TCOX(1993) 
T(137) a K(137)-0(1341 
0038) v TC137)/K(1341 
T009) X(i08)*Q(i38) 
Q013) T(J08)/K(JI-31 
T(114) K014)*Q(j13) 
IF (WDIR. *. EQ. 2) GO TO 801*2 
TCPY-06.3% 0 T(1141 4 TCPW(Ilb*3) 
GO To 9044 
TCp%(11a , 
'1. % a TC1141 * Tcpx(le. &) 
0 K(1,60*0(136) 
FOR COMPLEX ARRAYS 
CALLtNG SEGMENT 
188 
0(14.2) T(i4j)/K(i42) 
T(io8) r(jo8)*Q(i42) 
C(AW Tli08)/K(il3% 
T(lik) K(il&)*Q(li3l 
IF (wDIR %EQ. 2) Go To 8046 
TCPX(16; li a TM4) 6 TCPX(16*2) 
00 TO 9049 
8OL6 Tcpxtlo; sl 0 TW41 * Tcpx(le, s) 
8048 T043) a 0145)waci0l 
001.6) a Tfi&S)/K(1461 
T(los) 0 K(iOg)*0(4461 
a0 Vg) 0 T(109)/K(li3l 
WIL) a K(114)*Q(113) 
IF (NDIR : ILQ. 2) GO TO 8o50 
-TCPX(ID-. il m T(li4l + TCPY(latil 
00 TO 8051 
Floso TCPX(18; 6N 0 T(ii4l 6 TCPYL(I%, 6) 
8OS2 W49) a v(149)*Q(i46) 
0056) a -r(149)/K05O) 
'r(ISS) : V(1s3)*Q0sOs 
0064. ) 1(153)/K(i54) 
IF (NDIR P-Q. 2) Go In 8680 
0(187) - 0-(154) 
Go TO 9082. 
8080 0(160 0 01(134) 
8092 CONTINUE 
t *** RETUeN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
pETup. N 
END 
. 
6ppendix F '189 
ComPuter Subroutine MDT2 Drive 
SUlRcUTTNz MDT2 DRIVE(OS. SR4#$S#DR-NO21#NG2*AJI) 
SUBROUTINE 'MOT 2 DRIVE' COMPUTES*THE TOTAL DYNAMIC STIFFNESS OF 
C A POLyAMI. DE DRAWTVISTER HEADSTOCK SYSTEM. THIS IS CONSIDEReb AS A PURE 
c INERTIA &YSTE14 ACCORDING TO PLATT DAG. NO. MDT. 22/34 
c THF JrOLLOWING MUST RK SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTINE CALL ATATIMENT 
c DS " DRAWSpEED (FT. /HIW@) 
c 
SR4 SPEED, RATIO BETWEEN PULLEYS 'Al AND oll DRG. MOT. 22/34 
r 
c SS - SPINDLE SPEED (R. P. M. 1 
c 
DR - PRAWRATIO 
NGZi NO. OF TEETW ON GEAR INI ( ONG, MDT* 22/34 
c NGZ NO* OF TEETH ON GEAR IMI C of of it 
c AJI 114EATIA Of HALF COUPLING 
c 
C IDENTIFY COMPLEX VARIABLES AND RESERVE SPACE fOR COMPLEX ARRAVl 
COMPLEX JAYoK(250). FC2SO)-RHK(15)-RHF(iS)oLNKCISI, LHF(i$), FDiOo 
I FDij, jw. CbUM 
r IDENTIFY REAL VARIABLES AND RESERVE SPACE FOR REAL (AND ASSUMED REAL) 
c VARIABLE*S 
AEAL JJ(ill, JJD(i2ioNG(5O)tNG2i@NGZ#MT 
DIMENSION SP(ZS)*SR2(2S)iHJ(50)*HJSCSO)oKT(SOI 
IDENTIFY VARIABLES COMMON TO SUBROUM0 AND CALLING SEGMENT 
COMMON/Cqo$Syop. IJAY@JWtW2. F#RWK, RNF, LMK, LNF#SpAT2, NSIA 
I/STIFFNE3S/9/TMATJlAJGvDlAP` 
C SPECIFY FIXED GEAR TOOTH NUMBEILS 
DATA NGC6)@NC(S)*NGC2/*)iwa(23). NG(22)#NG(10)oijG(11)/ 67., 82., 82.0 
81.83. /- 
C SPECIFY FIXED INERTIA VALUES 
DATA HJMO-r, Wj(Q)oWJ(71, Mj(i4)*Nj(i&) / 6,5#2*. 4940v2*. O45j 
DATA Rj(g;. Hj(i5) / 2*0.0 / 
C SPECIFY SHAFT AND ASSOCIATED INERTIAS 
DATA MJS(2.61.14JSC30), WJS(i)#WJS(6i, HJS(i3)tHJS(23)/2*. 0872#. i269. 
0294-. 1238.. 0047 1 
' OýTA "JS(41. MJS(121, WJS(21)tmjs(24i# NJS(28) /'5*. 0141 1 
-DATA MJS(21#NjS(3). HjS(51. HjS(io), WjS(ii)#WjS(22)#WjS(25). "jS(291 / 8*0.0 / 
01 a 3.11.1qq 
SRAT "i . 43 NG(281 Necjj, ) 
C COMPUTE INERTIA VALUES FnR TAPESHAFT# SPINDLE AND FEEDROLL SYSTE#u 
0.7792*Ngm 
0.0939*NBm 
u 0.2690NNM 
C 
C 
ESTABLISH ALL REMAINING GEAR TOOTW NUJIBERS AND SHAFT SPEED RAVIOs FROM OPERATING COMbITIO14S ND A RELATIONSHIP$ GIVEN IN PLATT DRG. NO. MDT. 22/34, SR(13) NG(29)/NG(22) 
SR(0 SR4 
NG(2) Nat- 
SR(q) NGQli/jyG'(j) 
SRC31 Nd(6)/NG(Si 
SR(11) a md(P4)/NG(23j 
SR(10) a md(ZS)/NG(221 
IRCSI-8 N4(ii)/NG(jOj 
SR(2jlsR(? ). 0 A. eo 
190 
C *** 
4100 
C "** 
C 
wo 
4,120 
4130 
4i&o 
&j so 
4160 
Ai? o 
4180 
400 
NG(41 : 114(51 
SR(8j 2. i Z5; 9 .0 
SR(14) #SR(IZI (DR, 6 (3.25/-5.0) )/ (SRAT*SR(i i )*$R00)*9R(9)), 
NG(25), JJGf291 167.0/0. + 3A. 02)) 
NG(26)*wQ(301 167.0 - NG(23) 
sR(i) m jZ *DS/(1450. *5.0*PI*SltAT*$R(3)*$R(4)ý 
NG(ii' i5o. oi(i. 0 + SR(11) 
NG(31 150-0 - NG(i) 
SR(6) i4SO. *SR(8i*SR(4)/(SS*SR(S)*Sit(7)) 
NG(il) i09.0/(l. * SR(61) 
NG(13) 109.0 - NG(12) 
CUMDuTE Twi SQUARE Of ALL SPEED RATIOS 
DO Lioo Nwi, 14 
&R2(p) SR(N16SK(N) 
CONTINUE 
IDENTIFY THE JAATFRIAL TYPE FOR HEADSTOCK FIX9j) GEARS. (IF HT 
14AT ER I AL IS. CAS7 IRON I IF MT a2 THE MATERIAL IS TUF901. ) 
KT(ii)@MT(Si. MT(22loHTc241pliT(2) 
MT(10)P)47(6i. MT(4), IJT(23). MT(28) a2 
aiI THE 
ESTAsLIS4 THE MATERIAL TYPE "' C"NGE GEARS ACCORDIWG TO GEAR SIZE 
RELATID)4$WtP$ GIVEN IN PLATT DAG. NO. MDT. 22/38 
IF(N4(12) AE. 55-ý 80 TO 4110 
MT0V aI 
MT(j3) a. p 
00 TO 4120 
mT02) a 
mT(13) a 
CONrtNUF 
IF(pia(31 : GE. 76. ) GO TO 413o 
mT(ai aI 
MT(ii a2 
Go Tm 4140 
MT(Xj a2 
MT(jj wJ 
CONviNUE 
IF(Nr, (251 GE. 84.1 (to TO 4150 
14T(25)eMT(29) 01 
MT(26), IAT(301 a2 
aO 70 '-Igo 
MT(ZS), mT, 791 a2 
MY(26)#14T(301 aI 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE ALL. GEA$t INERTIAS BY MEANS OF SUBROUTINE 'GEARDATA4 
00 4170 Nwj, j 
NT NQ(Nj 
MAT My(Nj 
CALL GEAA. DATA(NTsMAT) 
wj(N) 0 Ain His(m) 
CONTINUE 
00 400 
NT a NGtNj 
MAT 8 MT(N) 
CALL GEARDATACWT, HAT) WJ(Wi 0 Aid * WJS(N) 
CONIINUE 
DO 4190 W! 21#26 
NT NG(N) 
MAT MT(w) 
CALL GEARDATA(NT*MAY) 
NJ(N) 8 AJ4 * KJS(N) 
CONTINUE 
KJ(28) , 
'191 
WJ(30) IiJ(26) 
C 6** COMpUTE FCLUIVALENT INFPTIA OF WEAbSTOCK SYSTE14 WITW REOPECT TO DRAWROLL 
C SPErD 
WAJL 0 HJflAl/SR? (8) 4 HJOT) * Hj(16l 
WAjo a WAJL/SltZ(? ) 14J(iS) + WJ(i3) * HJ(14) 
AJLi a HAJOS92(6) HJ(12) * WJ(11) 
AJL2. a (HiMpT 4 WJ(91)/SRP(41 
wAiL. a AJ01SRUS) * HJCi0) 6 WJ(61 4 WJ(7) 4 HJf8) #. AJLZ 
wAJL a (MAJL/SR2(3) 4 NJ($))/SR2(2) 6 Wi(4) 4 HJ(3) 
AJL. 3 a WA4LISR20) + HJ(l) * WJ(2) 
mAJL 0 2. *((HJ(27) + HJ(26))/SR2(12) * HJ(25) 4 WJ(24, )s 
WAJL m (HAJL * HJ(23)l3R2(ii)l/SA2(i0l + Wi(2j) 6 WJ(21) 
WAJL 9 MAJL/SK2(9) 4 AJL3 4 AJI 
C COMpUTE WEADSTOCK DYNAMIC STIFPNES% BASED ON AN 9QIVALINT INERTIA 
Mso) a C14PLXC-W? -*HAJL/SRAT2,0.0) 
C Wuoli TO HAT14 PROGRAM 
RETUItH 
END 
. 
6ppendix G 
Computer Subroutine MDT3 Drive 
192 
SURROUTINLr MDT3 DRtVICbSoNG4. WO5#SS, HDR#CDRoNG28, WG29#AJi) - 
C ****** SUBROUTINE 'MDT 3 DRIVE' COMPUTES THE TOTAL DYNAMIC STIFFNESS OF A 
C POLYESTER DRAWTWISTER, HEADSTOCK SYSTEK. THIS IS COIJSIDERED AS A PURE 
C ItigRTIA SYSTEM ACCORDIIJG TO PLATT DRG. NO. mOT. 32/114 
C UPPER DRAWBOXES APE 140DELLIb IN THE SAME WAý AS LOWER PRAWBOXCS 
c *** THE FOLLOWING MUST 81 SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTINE CALL STATEMENT 
C 
C DS b9kAwSpEED (FT. /MIN. ) 
C 
C NGý jqO'. * Of TEETH ON GEAR OHO ( DRG. No. mDT. 32/li4 
C 
C NGr, - MO* nF TEFTN ON GEAR IGO 
c 
c SS SDINbLE SPEED (R. P. M. 1 
C 
C HbR NOT bRAW RATIO 
C 
C CbR COLD DRAW RATIO 
c 
C NGZ8 w JINO. OF TFET4 
ON GEAR ISO 
C 
C NG2o - NO. OF TEETH ON GEAR ITO 
c 
C Ajj INERTIA OF HALF COUPLING 
c tDENTIFy COMPLEX VARIABLES AND RESERVE SPACE FOR COMPLEX ARRAYS 
COMpLEX JAY, K(250), F(250), $LHK(iS), RHFti5),, LHK(iS)tLl4F. (i5), FDIO, 
I FDiirJwotDUM. KHL 
C IDEm? IFy REAL VARIABLES AND RESERVE SPACE FOR REAL (AND ASSUMED REAL) 
C VAPIAALES 
REAL JJ(12. ); JJDC12), UG(50)oNToNG4, NG5.14GZO, NG29 
DIKENSION SR(25)#SR2(25)oMJ(50)#HJS(Sn), MTCSO)#FF(i2) 
C IDENTIFy VARIABLES COMMON TO SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SE414ENT 
COMMON/ CROSSTOP /J AY, JV, W7 , F, R. 4 Ko Klir # LRK s LHF# SRAT2 r NBK 4 /STIFFNESSiK/TllATJ/AJG#bIAP 
c SPEC"y FTYFD GEAR TOOTH NUMBERS' 
DATA NG(61*Nd(10)#NG(i)oNG(2i)@NG(22), NG(26)#mG(27)#NG(30)tNO(3i)/ 
C 
87*OP70. ni4g-O, iO7.0,96.0, SS. O, iil. 0,2*74L,, O/ 
SPECIFY FIXEP INERTIA VALUES DATA NJ14OTsHJ'(7)*Hj(g). HJ(13), WJ(16)/8.0#2*. 4g4O, 2*. 0451/ DATA 4Jf8"4J04)-wJt23) 
/ 3*0.0 / C SPECIFy S"AFT AND ASSMCIATED 1)4ERTIAS DATA HJ '(""4j'(S)-HJS(12)#HJq(21), WJS(22), HJS(29)#HJS(33)oHJS(361 
I /. iZ? O... 0274. *. 123A.. 0047.. 0294,. i237#. 0872#. 0872/ DATA MJ8(3)'4J$CIO), NJS(26)#Mjs(30), HJS(3i)#HJS(34) / 6*. 0141/ "A" HJ4(2,1'4JS(IL)PHJS(6). HJS(11). W'JS(24), NJS(25), HJS(27). Hjs(29). 1 HJS(321-HJS(35) / 10*0.0 1 
DATA DXBSH-DCPLG / 0.0,5.0 
PI a 3. i4isg 
sRA-z j. 1,5 
SRTpA J. 'LS, 
C COMPUTE INERTIA VALUES FOR TAPESHAFTp SPINDLE AND FEEDROLL SYSTEM& W16) a 0.7702*Ntm 
WJ(17) a 0.0939*NBM 
NJ(37) Q. ZA96*Ngm 
14Jf3A) MJ(37) 
NG41 M44 
NG(Sj NO 
NG(Zg) NVA 
NG(zg) N62.9 
C *** ESTARLItH ALL REMAINING GFAR TOOT14 NUMBERS AND SWAFT SPEED RATIOS FROM 
193 
OPERATING CONDITIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS GIVEN IN PLATT bRG. NO. MDT. 32/li4 
SR(4) 0 WC, (jO)1Nr4(6) 
SR(g) 0 NG(21)1146(1) 
SR(q) N NG(22. )/N3Ql) 
sR(ip) a Nfi(Z7)/NQfZ6) 
&R06) u Wg(30/NG(301 
SR(poSR(4) 0 1-0 
SR(71 n 2: 1 Z5 19 .0 
&R(2ý 8 NG(S)ýNG(41 
NG(34) a NGM9) 
SR(ij a iz. *os/(i4So. *5,00i*PI*SR(2)*SA(3)6SRAT) 
3, 
NG (21 "i 39's/ 0 SR 0 )1 
NG(31 81R.. w NO(2) 
sR(Sl t iL3O. /(SS*SR(7)*SR(4)1 
NG(W a+ Sp'(5)) 
NG (11) 145. - NGW) 
SR 01) 14DR* (4 . 
9905 /5 - 
001 SRO 21 *$It( 6) Slk(g) 
NG(24) 149. ý(i. 4 Wii$) 
NG(25) idg. - NG(241 
sR(v0@sR(isi a NGC29)/NG(28) 
SR (10 # SR(j 7) 2 CDR*(3.25/4.9905)/CSRAT*SR(i'3iý 
NG(32), NG(3S) x 122. /Ci. 4 SR(i4)) 
NG(33)#NG(36) v 122. - NG(32) 
COMPuTE THE SaLUAFLE Of &LL SPEED RATIOS 
00 SOO Nmi_ji7 
SR2(w) a SR(Nj*SR(X) 
5400 CONTINUE 
C IDENTIFY TKE MATERIAL TYPE FOR HEADSTOCK FIXEp GFARS-(IF MT i THE 
c mATE; LIAL IS CAST IRON I IF MY a2, THE MATERIAL 19 TUFNOL) 
MT(ii#14-r($)*. mir(iO), MT(22). MT(26)#MT(29), I. i. T(30liMT(33)*HT(34)oMT(3 
16) uI 
mT(41#MT(61. MT(2i), MTc27). MT(28)rmy(3i), MT(32ii-MT(35) a2 
C FSTASLISK THE MATERIAL TYPE FOR, CHANGE GEARS ACCORDING TO GEAR SIZE 
C RELATIONSNIPS GIVEM IN PLATT ORO. NO. MDT. 32/109 
IF (MG(iii GE- 73.0) 00 TO giiO 
00i) ai 
2 
GO 
siio MT00 
MT00 
5q2O CONTINUE 
IF jyG(3) Gl!. " 70.0) GO TO 5. i3o 
MT(31- ai 
mT(jj a2 
00 To 5140 
5130 MT(3i a2 
mT(zi ai 
si 40 CONTINUE 
IF (NG(24; : GE, 86. (j) 00 TO' Sigo 
Mi QV -a *I 
mT(zs) ax 
40 To Si6a 
si so MT(Z4) aI 
MT(231 a 
S460 CONTINUE 
C COMptiTf ALL. GEAR INERTIAS BY MEANS OF SUBROUTINE IGEARDATAI 
rjO 5j70 Nui-6 
NT a NOCN; 
MAY a MT(wj 
CýLL GEARDATA(NToMATI 
wj('Niau Aia * 'NJS(w) 
j5j? O CONTI UE 
194 
DO 5180 N 10#12 
NT NG(Nj 
MAT MT(0) 
CALL GEAPDATA(NT#MATI 
WJ(ml w A311 4 HJS(N) 
5140 CONTINUE 
00 SJQO Na 21*22 
NT NG(Ni 
MAT Mf(tjl 
CALL GEARDATA(NT#MAT) 
HJ(91 v AiG * HJS(N) 
5190 CONTINUE 
DO SZOO N Z&e36 
NT a NGiNi 
mAT m MT(WI 
CALL GEARDATA(NT*MAT) 
WJ(NI-8 AJ& 4 HJS(N) 
52no CONTINUE 
C COMpUTE EQUIVALENT INERTIA OF BRANCHED SYSTEMS 
mAi L, 0 14J(i7)/SR2(7) + HJ061 # HJ(is) DUMMY V 
mAJL a MA-IL/SR2(6) + HJ04) * NJ(i3) 6 Hi(i2) 
AJ Li 12 WAJLISit2(5) * Hi(ii) * WJ(iO) 
AJLZ 8 imimpT * wimmR20) 
WAJL a AJLi/Slk?. (4) + AJL2. HJ(8) * HJ(7) + Hj(6) + HJ(5) 
HAJL 8 KAJOWC2) + MJ(4) HJ(31 
AJL3 0 MA-IL/SR2(i) + WJ(2) WJ01 
WAJL 0 (Mj(38) + mj(33))/SR2(i'? ) + HJ(32) + Hj(31) 
HAJL a (WAJL/SR2(16) + HJ(30) + HJ(291)/SR2(i3) 4, HJ(28) HJ(27) 
WAJL a wAJL 4 (CHJ(37) 4 HJ(36))/SR2(i, 4) + HJ(3S)+WJ(S1, ))/SJk2(13) 
K(2so) (0: 000000000i, o. o) 
NDIP. x 
Ip aI 
r USE SUBROUTINE 1CRnSS9OX1 TO C014PUTE THE DYNAMIC STIFFNESS OF UPPER 
1C DRALISOXES (M()J)ELLED IN THE SAME WAY AS LOWER SOXES), 
DO 52.10 Lai NaM 
Salo CALL CROSSSOX (JJ(i). JJ(2), JJ(. 3)tjj(4), JJ(S)rJJ(6). JJ(? )tJJ(B)i, 
I JJDCII-Jjbt2lJJD(3). JJIý(4)@JJD(S). #JJD(6)#JJD(? ), JJD(B)#FF(i), 2 FF(Z)-FF(31-FF(4). FF(S). FF(6). FF(? )#FF(8). FF(Q, )#IIDIR*L#DCPLG#IPI 
PROcEED To SHXFY COUPLING WITH LOWER bRAWBOXES TO CALCULATE TOTAL DYNAMIC 
C STIFPNESS OF WEADSTOCK WITH RESPECT TO DRAWIROLL SPEED 
KHL a LWK(NBM41) CMPLX(-W2*AAJL. D. 0) KHL a K4L7SRZ(12) C04PLX(-W2*(HJ(26) + Hi(25j), 0.0) KHL w-KHOSsL2(11) CKPLXC-WZ*(HJ(24) + WJ(23j 4 WJ(22)), O-O) KHL a (tWL/SRZ(9) 4 CMPLx(-W2*WJM)#0. O))/SR? (8) 
KHL m KRL * CMPLXC-W2*(AJL3 AJ11,0.0) K(290) m KWL/ERAT2 
qETUKN,, ra MAIN 
RETUptN 
PROGR)kM 
END 
. 
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195'' 
SUBItOUTINE VS DRIVgCjtLV#SRAT, AJI) 
C****** SUBROUTTPJF-'V S DRTVEI COMPUTE& THE DYNAMIC STIFFNESS OF 
THE VARIASLE 
SPEED DRTVF ARRANGEMENT EMPLOYED IN THE MULTI-BOX EXPER114ENTAL RIG 
DESCRtREA 19 THE TEXT. PERFOMMAUCE TEST'S WERE UNDERTAKEN TO 
ESTABLISH MAIN MOTOR OUTPUT Spf9jD Fnft VARIOUS ltUNNINd CONDIrIONS. 
C014POPENT INERTIA VALULS AND RELATIVE SPESD RfLATIONSHIPS VER9 DERIVED 
Fp. oK DRAVIIIJU OF THE VARIAOLC SPEED UNIT 
C*** THE FOLLOWINd MUST BE SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTiNE CALL VATEMENT I- 
REv DRAWROLL SPEED (IL-P. 14-) 
SRAT SpFID RATIO OF CROSSED HELICAL MESH 29/20 FOR KDT. 2 Ar KDT. 3) 
AJI - INERTIA OF HALF tOUPLINS 
re** SPEr-IFY COMPLEX VARIABLES & IkE$ER%t]Lr SPACE FOR 
- 
COMPLEX ARRAYS 
COMPLEX K(2-50ýPF(2501. lkHK(i5)*RMF(i5), LNKCIS), LNP(iS)#JAY, JW 
C*** pESERVE SPACE FOR REAL ARRAY 
DIIJENSION AJV0O) 
IDENTIFY VARIASLES COMMON TO SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SEGMENT 
tOmgoN/C. ROSSTOP/JAY, JW, W2, Ftlkl4K#RHFoLWKoLHF#SRATZ#IiBm 
j/STIFFWiSý/t 
C-*** SPECIFY DRIVE COMPONENT INERTIAS 
DATA AJ14, AjVei), AJV(2)PAJV(3)*AJV(4)/. 470#-034$o. 03672.. 3i4, sO349/ 
C. **; COMPUTE RE. DYVTION RATIOS OF DRIVE SYSTEM ROTATING C014POMENTS 
QEVLS ILEV/S%tAT 
REVmoT -1510 -. 016*REV 
C*** (MOTOP, SPEED RELATIONSHIP DERIVED FROM PERFORmANCE TESTS) 
VSRAT REVLS/REVKOT 
VSQAT2 VSRAT*VSKAT 
DDBO ul-*4iL*VSRAT*2.7559/(VS$LAr4-i. )/(SQRT(I. *(CVSRAT-1. )/(VSAAT+J. 
RATDS a I)DBO/4.750 
RATD52.0 RATDB*RATDS 
REVRR 0 52.2: Z. 6 539.0*VSOLAT 
RATKK a REVLSIREVRR 
RATRR2 x. RATtlk*KATRR 
C*** COHpUTE EMUIVALENT INERTIA OF VAPTASLE SPEED DRIVE UPIT 
AJVSD AJV(I)*AJV(2)/KATD524AJV(31/RA'TRR2*AJV(4)/VSRAT2 
AJVsl AJVSD*32.2*12. 
C*** COMPUTE DYNAMIC STIFFNESS OF COMPLETE VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE SYSTE14 
K(24i) 0 CMPLX(-WZ*(AJ14 4 AJII/(VSItATZ*S; LATZ); O. O) PFFi a i. 1940000. 
C****** FFFi a FLEXISILITY OF COUPLING BETWEEN V. S-D. UNIT AND MOTOR 
C. ****** FFFi 13 ECUAL To STANDARD COUPLING FLEXISILITY 
F(242) a 4. /K(241) + CPFFI*VSRAT2) 
K(241) a I. fv*(242) 
K(250) a K(2AZ)*CMPLXC-WZ*((AJVSD * Aji/VSRAT2. )+AJj)/SRAT2#O, O) 
c*** RETURN TO MA19 PROGRAM 
it rT UO 
END 
. 
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Co puter Subroutine Gea rdata 
SURRoUTINP, IGEARDATACNTeMAT) 
C. 6**** SUGROUTTNE GE7APDATA CALCULATES THE INERTIA VALUES OF COMPONENT IQEkltgp 
E14pLOYED IN THE DRAWTUISTER WFADSTOCK*ACCORDiNG TO PLATT DRO. 
No. MoT. * ? -2/559-599 c ** THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SUPPLIED IN THE SUBROUTiNE CAL. L STAT, EMaNY I- 
NT - N6MoEg OF TEETH ON GRAlt 
HAT' KATERIAL TyPE FACTOR (IE. MAY ai FOR CAST ? RON GEARS AND 2 FOR 
TUFNOL GEARS) 
r- to SPECIFY RgAL oUANTITIES 
REAL DIAP. NT 
C'* IDENIrIFY VARIABLES COmMON TO SUBROUTINE AND CýLLING SE614ENT 
COMMMN ! TMATJ7AJd. bIAP 
PI-E 3.14is93 
SPECIFY FTWED GEAR DImEN&ION3 
DIAi " 3.250 
DIAt 0 1-875 
Fw 2.06ZS 
TH 0.37.5 
c- * CALCULATE GEAR VARIABLE DIAMETERS 
DIAP a NT*7 0 941 /60. 
c 
DIA2 0 DTA. P-i. 250 
* SPECIFY 14ATEKIAL DENSITIES 
poi a . 276 
R02 0,0.054 
DIAP2 w D; AP*DIAP 
DlAtZ 151AT*DIAI 
bI Ai P., DiAi *. D I Ai 
DIA21! P1426DIA2 
c- SELECT GEAR D2SIGN ACCORbING TO SIZE AND COMPUTE INERTIA, VALLW TAK1144 
ACCOUNr 
' 
OF HATEAlAt, DF. NSITY 
IF (0 '. ar. 52.0) (10 TO 620 
IF(mAT Cej. 2jaO TO 610 
AJG 01RO14rW*Pr*CbIAPT. #DIA12)*(DIAP2-ýIA12)/1,32'-*S? -,?. *12-) 00 To 640 610 AJG 0 ý02*Fýf*ýl*(PIAP4*DlAr2)*(DIAP2-D[Ar2)/(32.. *S%itiýit, ) I 
(10 Tn 640 
47.0 IF(mAT 'tEa. i ? IGO TO 630 
AJG Pr*DOI*ý(DIAP26DIA22)*CDIAP2-DIA22)wFW4, (DIA22+DIA12-)41(DIA22- 4DIAJ 2 )*TM*(DIA124J)IAIP)*CDIAJ2-DIA12), 
kFW)/(32'*32.2*12. ) GO -ra. 61,0 
- 
CSO AJO m' ýl: *iO2*ICDIAC)2*r)IA? 2)*CbIAP-i-DI'A22)*FW4,10'IA22... +DlAi2)*(DIA22- pblAip) * "N*(, DIA12*blAIZ)*CDIA12-DIAI? )*FW)/(32***32*2*IZ. ) 64.0 CONTTNU5 
C* RETURN TO. CALONG IUIROUTINE 
pETUjkN 
END 
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puter Program Speeddplot 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
14ASTER SPEEDPLOr 
spEEDPLOT pLOTS DYNAMIC LOADS, FOK EVERY ME-SH# AGAINST OPER&TING SPEED. 
TkE PRaGRAM 15 RUg IN CONJUNCTION! WITH IDT TOTAL ANALYSIS' WHICH FIRSr 
COMPUTES ALL RESULTS AND STORES THEM ON A MAGNETIC IrAPE FILE. 
****** RESEAVE SPACE FOR ARPLAYS 
D 114 ENS 1014 y(61, io, 6), X(30i), XP(301)fyP(30i)tyH(Z)fYN(Z)tXV(2)oyv( 
42) 
C READ INPUT DATA FROM MAGNETIC TAP9 FILE 
REA2i(4) NMX. MMD 
READW NBM. W. PAT 
****** RjAD KiN., MAX. AND 
INCREMENTAL SPEEDS 
READ(4) REVL-PEVH-REVI 
9 FORmkT(////ISW MACHINE MDT li#2X#4HMOD 13//) 
wRI-rE(2-91NMK. MoD 
91 FORMAT(6m NBm 13,8H NDAT 13) 
WRITE(2. qjit4am, j4DAT 
557 FO; tmAT(//8H, ARVIL - F6. Oo2X#AH REVH a #F6. Oe2Xt8H &EVI 
WRITE(? -. SS7) AEVL, SFEVH#REVI 
****** opEN GRAPH PLOTTER FACILITY 
CALL UTpop 
0 
C 
Re FROM ZAD - IN. SEQUENCE, 
ALL DRAWROLL SpEEDS AND CORRESPONDING LOADINGS 
MAGNEytt rAPE FILE 
DO 30 Ini. NDAT 
. ALEAD(4) X(I) 
Xp (I) axe II 
Do 20 Jwl, NBM 
DO 10 Kai .6 jo pEAo(4) Y(I. J. K) 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
Fa1.0 
ia NBM 
DPAW A SET OF LOG-LINEAR AXES FOR EACH DRAwBOX 
CALL U'rP8A(iOOO., 4000. tl. tl. ES, 6.., 9.. XXT, O*YYT, O) 
Kui 
DO 4A lul. NPAT 
40 YP(rj 0 V(?, J. K)*F 
****** PLOT THE LOAD-SPEED GPLAPH FOR DRAWROLL PAIFL NO. I 
CALL UTPSBCXP, YP, NDAT, Z) 
c 
Ir MULTIPLY FACTOR 'F1 By 10 BEFORE PLOTTING CUM FOR NEXT MI(SH IN SAKE. DRAWBOX (TWIS PROVIDES A spAelija FACTOR OF 10 LBF. 'llt, BE'rWEE9 ADJACENT MESHES AND ALLOWS RESULTS FOR A COMPLETE GEARBOX TO BE PLOTT . ED ON Oklr 
OF: T uF AXES$ 
50 F=1: *Io. 
****** 'DpAW GRATING LINES ON 04APH#, PkRA6LLEL TO X-AXIS x"(1) - 1000. 
XK(21 a 4: 00.0. 
yli (I Ia 10. 
y li (Z) a 10. 00 Soo llml"6 
CALL UTp$B(XH. YH, 2.3) 
y"01 u Ylim* 
y"(2loymm - 
r. oo c(IN-rtmus 
******. DRAW GFtA. TING LINES @ON GRAPH* PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS 
xv(l) a isoo. 
xv(z) a isoo. 
jV(1) A. 0- 
YV(2) I-ES 
-DO 
600 Ini 6 
C 
c 
III 
19 8 '" 
CALL UTp8e(XV. YV#2,3) 
Mil a xv(1) 6 Soo-. 
xV(Z)nxv(i! 
600 CONTINUE 
C ****** SET FACTOR 'F' TO UNITY FOR NEXT DRAWBOX 
70 F0 1-0 
C ****** CLOSE GRAPW PLOTTEk FACILITY 
CALL UTPCL 
C ****** IF PROGRAM RUNS SUCCESSFULLY WRITE "PLOTTING COMPLUTED11 
99 FORMAT(i9m PLnTTING COMPLETED) 
WRTrE CZ, 99) 
sTop 
END 
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Computer Program R! -ot 
MASTER t4ISTOPLOT 
C HISTOPLOT PLOTS MESH OVNA141C LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS IN HISTOGRAM PORM FOR 
C ANY PARTICULAR RUNNTtIG SPEEb. TWE PPOGRAM IS RUN IN CONJUNCTION WITw 
C 1DT TOTAL ANALYSIS' WHICH FIRST COMPUTES ALL-RISULTS AND STOpElt THfM ON 
CA MAG14EyIC TAPE FILE. 
C 
C RESERVE SPACE Fop JkARAYS 
DIMENSION Y0O, 6), vPf300) YP(300) 
C ****** READ INPUT DATA FROIJ HNNITIC TAPE FILE 
READW Nt4K: MOD 
nEAD(4) NBm. 
REApe4) NDAT 
10 FORmAT(14 . //. 7H NMK a tilt7m MOD a j13,7H 
NGtj a #12,? W NDAT R*12) 
WRITE(2-. 1O) PJNK@MOD, Nr3M, NDAT 
r ****** OPEN GRAPH PLOTTER FAcILITy 
CALL UTpoe 
DO 40 Imi. NDAT 
C ****** READ DRAWFOLL SPEED FROM MAGNETIC TAPE FILE 
is READW REv 
20 ; ORMAT(im . //. iSW DRAWROLL SPEED a #F7.1) 
URITE(2: 201 REV 
Mai 
AXi a j42.86 
xP(ml a Awl 
vp(ml a ooi 
DO 30 Jml: NBM 
DO 23 Kni; 6 
C ****** RjAD ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC LOAD JARRAY FROM MAGNETIC TAPE FILE pEAPW V(j-, Ki - C ****** POR A PARTICULAR SPEED CALCULATE COORDINATES FOR DYNAMIC LOADING 
C HISTOGRAM. *(EACH INCREMENT ON X--AYIS REPRESEgTS . ONE DRAWSWAFT MESH AND 
C SPACING PROVIDE, 0 DETWEEN BOXES, rOR EASE OF IDENTIFICATION) 
C STORE AýL IXI AND 1Y1 POINTS IN ARRAYS X. P AND Yp RESPECTIVELY 
-YP(H. 1-1) yp(M&2) a y(J, K) 
XP(N&i )a xP(m) 
XP(M62) is Xpcm) *'AXI 
25 HUM412 
vP(m*1)-vP(M, b2) x . 001 XP(14&i) 0 xP(m) 
XP(M*2) a YP(M) * AXI 30 MvM*z 
NPLOr a N5M*j4 
C ****** OPAU G4AON AXES VITN LOGARITHMIC Y-AXIS AND LINEAR X-AXIS 
CALL UTpSA(O.: io,, i. oi. *OE489. fl, 5"5, XXXXPOpyyyilo) C ****** PLOT ýISTOGRAM ON DRAWN AXES-BY JOINING, ALL-COORD, INATES BY A, STRAIGHT C LINE 
CALL UTp88(Xp. YPtNPLOTo3) 
C ****** cbNTINUF- PLOTTING LOOP UNTIL-HI'STOGRAMS PLID I TTED F 11 OR-ALL RUNNINGý 
C CONDITIowS OF INTEVEST 
40 CONTINUE 
C ****** CLOSE GRAPH PLOTTER FACILITy 
CALL UTPCL 
C ****** IF PROGRAM RUNS SUCCESSFULLY WRITE "PLOTTING COMPLFTED11 
45 FORMAT(iN . 20H PLOTTING COMPLETED 
URITIQ'. ý51 
sTop 
END 
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Co puter Program HistolimitpLus 
i 
MASTRR 141STOLIMITPLUS 
FOR SEVERAL COMPLETE SETS OF DVNA141C LOADIýG RESULTStNISTOLIMITPLUS 
PLOTS -TIJ HISTOGRAM FORM I- 
C 
c T14E 14AX AND M114. DYNAMIC TORQUE LIMITS*OCCURING 
AT EACH MESM 
C 
c 2** THE AVERAGE DvNAMIC TORQUE AT EACH 
MESH 
C iTwE PROGRAM IS RUN IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH DT TOTAL ANALVSIS WHICH FIRST 
C COMPUTES ALL RESULTS AND STORES THEM ON A 14AGNETIC 
TAPE FILE 
C 
C ****** RESERVE-SPACE FOR ARRAYS 
bImEuSlojv Yýio#6). Xp(300), YH(iOo6)oYL(iO#6)#YPH(300)#YpLC300) 
DIMERSION YSUKCIO, 6)#YAV(300) 
C ****** pjAD INPUT DATA FRO14 MAGNETIC TAPE 
FILE 
REAp(t) NmK. HoD 
nEADc0 wBM 
READW NDAT 
10 FORMAT(IN . //. 7H NMK a #Ii#7W MOD is s13#7H 
IJBm a *12#7m NDAT u, 121 
WRITE(2; 101 NMK, MOB, NB14#NJ>AT 
C ****** OPEN GRAPH PLOTTER FACILITY 
CALL UTpOp 
C ****** FOR F-Ar-W MESH SET i MAX. LOAD TO ZERO ; HIN. LOAD TO 
INF114ITY AND 
c AvaltAgE LOAD TO LERO 
Do 30 imi; R514 
00 20 Kni, 6 
YH(J; K) w 0: 
YL(j, K) a i. *ECO 
YSUM(J'jc) U'0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONT14UE 
00 70 I, ijNDAT 
C ****** READ bRAWROLL SPEED FROM MAGNETIC TAPE FILE 
REApW REv 
LO FORMAT(iW p//, 18M bRAWROLL SPEED'a #F?. I) WRITE(2; 401 ltjLv 
DO 60 J-i', NlDI4 
DO do Kwi, 6 
READ ELEt49NTS OF DYNAMIC LOAD-. ARRAY FROM MASNeTIC TAPE FILE. 
AEADr4) y(j. Kl 
****** SU" THE DY14AMIC LOADS FOR EA" STATION AND STORE IN ARPLAY VSUM(J'K) " YSUt4CJ. K) * Y(JtKl' 
****** FOR EACH POSITION@ IF STORED 114AXIMUM' LOA]> IS LESS THAN NEW LOAD, 
C DEýETE THE FORKER AND REPLACE IT By TWE LATTER IF(yý(J; Ki. nT. Y(J, K)j GO TO TO YH(jo. K) 0 Y(J, K) 
C ****** FOR EAC4 POSITION9 IF STORED 'MINIMUI*4' LOAD 19 aREATER THAN NEW LOAD# 
C DELETE THP "RMER AND -REPLACE I. T BY THE SO IFCYL(J; Ki. LT. Y(J, V)l GO TO jo 
LATTER 
YL(j, K) a y(j, K) 
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
c ****** CALCULXTE COORDINATES FOR HISTOGRAMS OF MAX, #MTN@ AND AVERAGE DYNAMIC c TopQUES' EACH INCREME14T ON X-AXIS REPRESENTs ONE DRAWSHAFT MESH AND 
C SPACING PROVIDED BITWEEN BOWES FOR EASE OF IDENTIFICATION' 
Mai 
AXi a J42g6 
XP(Ml N AXI 
vpm(m)rypý(14) a . 00i 
vAv(m) , 001 
Do 70 iilwam 
201- 
00 80 Kji; 6 
vPH(m+ij. ypH(m*2) a VK(J*K) 
- VPL(m61i, YPL(Mf2) x YLCJ*K) 
YAV(m#ii, yAv(m*2) a YSUM(J#K)/NDAT 
xpcm*i) a )(P(m) 
XP(14*2) a XP(m) + AXI 
AO MaM+2 
VPH(M+ii*iPMCM*2)#VPLCM+i)oYPLCM+21 00i 
VAV(m'#ii#ýAV(M#2) a . 001 
xp(m*i) 0 xp 04) 
xP(m*2) m WP(M) 6 AXI 
90 MxM+a 
NPLOT 0 NS14*14 
C ****** DRAW " 
AXES EOR TORQUE 'LIMITS GRAPH (LOG. Y-AXIS AND LINEARX-AXIS) 
CALL UTPSACO . tiotti. oi. E4,9,0,5.5. XXXX#O#YYYY. 
O) 
C ****** PLOT MAX*. * AND MIN. DYNAMIC TORQUE L? MITSF LN H ISTOGRAM FORM o ON THE 
c SAME AXES (APPROPRIATE POINTS ARE JOINED BY STR AIGHT LINES) 
CALL UTigls()fPfYPN, NPLOT#3) 
CALL UTpge(Yp. YPL#NPLGT#3) 
C ****** DRAW AXES* FOR THE AVERAGE LOADING GRAPH (LOG. Y-AXIC AND LINEAR X-AXIS) 
CALL UTPgA(O. tlOoti. ti, E4,9,0,5.5, XXXX, O#YYYY. 0) 
C 6***** PLOT AVERAGE DYNAMIC LOADINCI HIS706RAM (POINTS JOINED BY STRAIGHT 
CALL UTj8B(XPjYAV, NPLoT#3) 
C ****** CLOSE dRAPW PLOTTEP FACILITY 
CALý, UTPCL 
C ****** It PRO49AM RUNS SUCCESSFULLY WRITE. "PLOTTI NG COMPLETED" 
. 100 FORl4AT(jw @20H PLOTTING COMPLETED-) 
WRITI(2, iOdl 
sTOP 
END 
lilt 
f 
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............ APPENDIX hl 
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PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETIC RECORDING 
Magnetic recording depends on two electromagnetic phenomena, 
as follows: - 
1. magnetic material can be magnetized by the 
application of a magnetizing force produced by 
the passage of an electric current through a coil, 
and 2. -when a magnetic field undergoes a change in space 
or time, an electric field is created and, as a 
consequence, an electric current will flow in a 
circuit linked. with the magnetic field. 
A magnetic head is essentially d wire-wound, ferro-magnetic ring 
which has a small air gap arranged to run across the path of a 
recording medium. Signals to be recorded are converted into electrical 
voltages, if not already in this form, and applied to the windings 
thereby inducing a magnetic circuit in the ring. The effect of the 
air gap is to produce concentrated magnetic field in the air at this 
point which in turn produces local microscopic orientations in the 
passing recording material. In the "replay" mode these stored 
I 
magnetic signals link the head air gap and thereby induce a magnetic 
circuit in the ring which in turn creates an electrical flow in the 
the same head may be used for both recording and replay but often 
in practice a separate head is used for each function. 
203 
coil. Ihis may, for example, be arranged for audio sensing, as in 
the case of music and speech recording or visual display as in 
video recording for television. 
Further Oetails on basic magnotic recording (59) and 
industrial applications (60) may be obtained from the literature. 
film sound tracks also come into this category. 
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puter Program Histoexplal 
C "* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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MAS-ricR HISTOEXPTAL 
RISToEXPTAL PLOTS WISTOGRAMS Of IMPACT COUNTS. OBTAINED EXPERIMENTALLY, 
THROUGHOUT A MULTI-BOX SYSTEM. IMPACT COUNTS ARE WEIGWTED TO RELATE TO 
THE r-RARACTERtSTICS OF ONE OF THE ITHREE) INSTRUMENTED GEAR PAIQ3. FOR 
EACit FULL SET OF READINGS TWO TYPES Of GRAPH ARE PRODUCED I- 
HISTOGRAM OF IMPACTS PER SECOND 
7: A 141SToGRAM OF IMPACTS PER 100 REVOLUTtONS (OF DRAWROLL) 
THE FOLLCUING DATA Is 114PUT ON PUNCHED CARDS 9 
MOD - MACWINE MODEL n 200 v FOR MDT. 2 
* 300 . FOR MDT. 3 
* 600 , FOR MDT. 6 
* III , FOR MULTI-BOX RIG 
N&M wo' OF DR&WROXES IN MACHIsh 
REVDR DRAWROLL SPEED AT WHICH IMPACT ItECOUS TAKEN 
YLEVEL IMPACT COUNTING LEVEL FOR U/V RECOUIR TRACES (ONLY PULSES 
ATTAINING THIS LEVEL AlkE COUNTED) 
YND oO. * OF IMPACTS COUNTWO ABOVE LEVEL tyLEVELI IN TRACE LENGTH )kLEN 
XLEN LENGTH OF SPECIMEN RECOK0 (IN) 
RECSP pAPEP, SPEED EMPLOYED DURING RECORDING OF IMPACT TRACES Cmm/%EC) 
c RESERVE SjACE FOR ARRAYS 
0114"S"4-y"d Ot6) *YSEC 100#61 oY; LKV II iOt6) #Y4E CO. ( 10#6) #YREV0(i0,6 1), Vpy(3oo%-YPR(300)oXP(300)tXLtN(20)#RECEP(iO) 
C SPEctfY INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR14ATS 
10 FORMAT(12; 2X, 13) 
20 ; ORmAT(jH -//////, 12#ZiH BOX TEST PIG -MOD 30 FORMATQFC. 01 
35 ; ORmAT(jw . 46H NEW bRAWROLL &PEED o4h- LO FORMATC114 1//-18H ARAWROLL SPEEb w- F?. ll3Yt39W IMPikCT COUNTING' LLr iVEL ON u/v prtopD g F60.4HCm., /) L6 FURmAT(jm -/, Zfh INPUT DATA (TO'PROGRAN) L? FORNAT(AN 8W PAIR I iXo8H PAIR 2 si, X#8H PAIR 4 9H LEN(INS)ti2k lREClNM/SEV@2Xf8H PAIR 3 *iXv8N PAIR S #lXp8H PAIR 6 j9H LIN(INS1. p. j2H AEC. (MM/SE0, /) 
La FORýAT(IH -FA. io3XsF6'. io3XPF6. i#3X;;. 8.2o3XtF6.1-, SX'jF6oit'3XtF6. i,,, Ix i. F6. i#3X, F8-Z. 3x#F6.11* 
10 FORtIAT (5FO . 01 An FORmAT(jm *204 PLOTTING COMPLETEVi- 
70 ; ORMAT(ip . //. 40H 114PUT PECOPDs (EQUIV. IMPACT DENSITIES) 71 FORMAT(IH . /. gN BOX No. @2Xo9K D/p PAT-Ro3, X, i7K IMPACTS PER SEC 3X j. 2611 IMp*AtTS PER 100 REV(Jý/Rl 1 
72 FOPmAT (114 13Y , 12 111 X-11 li "I Fg-? 112X- F&.?. ) 
73 FOQýiAT(iN /-329 INPUr AVERAGE IKPAC. T 
ýOENSITIE .S 74 ; ORMAY(iH . 8H PAIR A j; 86?. t3X. 8H PAIR 6 #F8.2.3X, 814 ýAIR C FA. 2.2 iXol7K IKPACTS PER SEC. -/) 75 FORKATOR aij PAIR A .; 8.2,3X. 8H PAIR a F&. 2.3X&8H PAIR C #F&. 2.2 IX#25H IMPACTS PER 100 REV(D/Rll 
80 FORKAT(IN //l/, 41W OUTPUT IkEtORDS (EQUIV-IMPACT DENSITIES) 
C OPEIJ GRAPH PLOYTEA 
CALL UTpOp 
Ad 
205 
READ(loi0i NBj4. HOD, 
wRITE(2., 20) WSMoMOB 
100 CONTINUE 
REAp(1@30i RFVDR#YLEVEL 
IF (RIVolt Ea. iIIi. )do TO 190 
URfyg(2; 331 
WRITE(2%40)REVDR#YLEVEL 
N 
WRIT10: 461 
wRlya(2: 471 
ilo CONTINUE 
nEAp(i: soiyljo(Joi),, YI40(J*2)#YNO(Jti#)#XLEI,, (N, )*RECSP(N) 
REApti 30iyNo(J, 3), YI40(JS)#YUOCJ, 6)oXLEN(N+il#RgCSP(N4. i) 
****** WRITE-lNpUy DATA (INPUT TO PROGRAM ****** 
WRIYIE(2; 461yg*(Joi)#YNO(J#2)#YNO(J, 4), XLEM(N); RECSP(N)#YUO(J#3)#YM 
IO(J, '3), VNOCJ. 6), XLEN(N+I)tlkECSPCN*I) 
jji 
NN2 
00 -OT- Namiao To 120 
00 To 110 
120 CONTIKUj 
j 
N 
VAT 0*. *0 
vay 0*. *0 
VCT 0; 0 
*****6 CALCULATE INPUT IMPACT DENSITIES PIER SECOMp- 
130 Al's AEC2P(W)/(XLFN(W)*25.4)- 
YSECI(J. -I) a VNO(J, i)*Ai 
VSEct(J. 2i m VNOCJ, 21*Al 
YSEcl(J, 4i a YNO(J*4)'*Ai 
Ni 
A2 RECSe(Nj/(XLEk(N)*23.4) 
VSECIW, 3% a yNO(J. 3)*A2 
VSEcI(J;. Tj a yNO(J. S)*AZ 
YSEcl(J; 6i a YNOCJ#6)#A2 
jaj01 
NX IN 01 
IFQ *07. NBMiGO--TO 140 40 To- ISO 
140 CONTINUC 
WRITE(2,701 
uRITt(2; 7jj 
bo '60 julitism 
. 
bO. iSO i(mi, 6 
CALCULATE 7NPUT IMPACT DENSITIES! PIK'100 REVS VREVI(J, Ki w-YSECI(J#K)*60O0. lQEVrjX. 
WRITE(2; 7i$JPKPYSECICJ#KI'YllVl(j. k). 
490 CONTtNUg I 
****** CALCULATE AVERAGE. IMPACTS PEP. SECs FOR GEAR PAIRS A#BrC. VAT a YAy * VSECI(j,, ) 4 YSECI(J#31 
VBT a Yl&y 6 YSECI(J. 2i 4 YSECItJr3) 
VCT m VC? *'YsECICJ, L) * vSEet(j#j$ 
160 CONTINUE- 
VATA x ýAT/(N8M*2-1 
YBIA F YBT/(NBM*2.1 
VCTA 0 jCT/(NBH*2. ) 
****** CALCULATE AVERAGE IMPACTS PER 100 REVS FOR GEAR PAIRS A#B#C. 
VARA 0 YATA*6MO0. /PEVbR 
YBRA 0 iBTA*6O00-/REVbQ 
VCRA 0 YCTA*6000-/REVOR 
206 
WRITE(2 731 
C ****** WRITE, AVERAGE IMPACT VALUES PER SEC AND PER 
100 REVS 
WRITE, (2p74, iyATAsYSTA#YCTA 
WRITE(2.75jyARA*Y8RAvYCRA 
WRIT9(2; 80) 
WRITE(2,711 
MaI 
AXi v -14Z86 
XP(K) AXi 
VPT(M) . 00i 
Yk(K) 
Do iso ini. Nom 
C ****** RELATE IMPACTS FROI-1 GEARS 5, C TO CWARACTERiSTICS 
OF PAIlk A 
YSEcO(J, i) a YSECI(jol) 
VSECO(J; Ni a YSECI(J. 3) 
VSECO(J; 21 a YSECI(J, Z)*YATA/YSTA 
-VSECO(J. 51 u YSECI(J, 5)*YATA/yaTA 
YSEco(J; 4) a YSECI(J#4)*YATA/YCTA 
YSEcO(J; 6j w ySECI(J, 6)*YATA/YCTA 
VREvo(J; il a YREVI(Joi) 
YREvO(Jj3) yRiVl(J, 3) 
YREvO(J-2) YREVTCJ#2)*YARA/YBRA 
YREvo(J. -S)' VREVI(JsS)*VARA/YSRA 
YREVo(J, 4i YREVTCJ#4)*YARA/yCRA 
YREVO(J"6) yREVI(J,, 6)*YARA/YCRA 
DO 170 K=1-6 
****** W; LITC ADJUSTED IMPACT DENSITIES FOP, ALL GEAR PAIR POSITIONS 
WRITE(2,721J*KtYSECO(JoK), YREVO(J,, If) 
C ****** IDENTT[Y POINTS FOR HTSTOGRAM PLOTS 
YPT(g*liiyPT(M+Z) a YSECO(jerl 
YPR(, 4*ii, YPR(K42) a YREVO(JOKI, 
XP(14+i) a XP(M) 
XP(m+2) a xptm) + AXi 
170 KKK42. 
VPT(M+ij-jP'r(m*2) w . 
00i 
YPR(m+ii, YPR(M*2) a . 001 XP(441) a YP (14) 
XP(m#2) a xP(M) * AXI 
iso 2 
NPLOT N8M*l 4. 
C ****** DRA; AXES FOR GRAPH OF IMPACTS PER SECOND CALL UTP8A(O., iO-ti.. I. E3.9,0,5.5. yxxxlooyyyy. O) C ****** PRAW GRAPH OF IMpXC, rS PER SECOND FOR ALL DýR POSITIONS CALL UTp8B(Xp. YPT, tlPLOTt3) 
C ****** DPAIJ AkES FOR GRAPH Of 111PACTS PER 1WREVS- CALL UTpBA(o.. io.. i., I. E"3,9,0,5.5, XXX)(, O, yyyy; o),, C ****** DRAIJ GRAPH OF IMPACTS PER 100 REVS. FOR ALL D/R POSITIONS. CALL UTp8g(Xp, YPR, NPLOTt3l 
CONTINUIE 
C ****** Go To STATEMENT 100 #REPEAT PRoctDURE 
'FOR 
)JEW SPEED*DATA 60 To i0o 
igo CONTTNUE 
CLOSE GRAPH PLOTTER 
CALL UTPCL 
WRIYE(2,60i 
STOP 
END 
